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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Reduced density matrices

In the field of electronic structure theory one is interested in solving the
electronic Schrödinger equation in order to obtain useful information about
atomic and molecular systems

ĤelΨ(x1,x2...xN ;R) = EelΨ(x1,x2...xN ;R) (1.1)

Wavefunction methods provide a controlled approach for obtaining solutions
to this equation. One of the main problems of accurate wavefunction methods
is that their computational scaling is very disadvantagous, even for “smart”
non-variational approaches like the truncated coupled cluster methods, mak-
ing it impossible to use them for large systems. So smaller (reduced) quan-
tities and their associated computational methods that can generate infor-
mation about the electronic systems at a much lower computational scaling
have to be used. A well known example of a reduced quanity is the electronic
density (ρ), which is used in density functional theory (DFT). However, this
is not the only reduced quantity that can be used to obtain electronic struc-
ture information, it is merely the diagonal of the most reduced form of the so
called reduced density matrix series (RDMs). These RDMs can be obtained
by removing coordinates from a squared wavefunction by integration

Γn(x′1,x1,x
′
2,x2, ...x

′
n,xn)

=

(
N

n

)∫
Ψ∗(x′1,x

′
2, ...x

′
N)Ψ(x1,x2, ...xN)dxn+1...dxN (1.2)

where N is the number of electrons in the system, and n is the order of the
reduced density matrix. These RDMs effectively contain enough information
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

to generate the expectation values of up to n body operators Ân which are
symmetrical in their particle indices, due to the (anti)symmetry of the (elec-
tronic) wavefunction and the fact that one applies the operator to the RDM
before setting x′ = x [1]〈

1

n!

∑
i,j,···z

′
Ân(xi,xj · · ·xz)

〉

=

∫
{Ân(x1 · · ·xn)Γn(x′1,x1,x

′
2,x2, ...x

′
n,xn)}|x′=xdx1...dxn (1.3)

Here the summation on the left hand side is over n indices, the prime indicates
that only terms with n unique indices are kept. In case of the pure non-
relativistic description of electronic systems the electronic Hamiltonian only
contains the following one and two body operators.

Ĥel = T̂e + ÊNN + ÊeN + Êee (1.4)

T̂e =
∑
i

−∇
2
i

2
(1.5)

ÊNN =
∑
A<B

ZAZB
|RA −RB|

(1.6)

ÊeN =
∑
i,A

− ZA
|RA − ri|

(1.7)

Êee =
∑
i<j

1

|ri − rj|
(1.8)

(All subsequent energy expressions omit the nuclear repulsion energy term
since it does not depend on the method that is used for describing the elec-
trons. However, this term is included in all potential energy curves (PECs),
as usual.) So one can obtain the expectation value of the energy by contract-
ing it with the 2RDM (Γ2, n=2)

Eel[Γ
(2)] =

∫
{H̃elΓ

2(x′1,x1,x
′
2,x2)}x′1=x1,x′2=x2

dx1dx2 (1.9)

Here H̃el is the reduced operator which makes sure that no double counting
of contributions occurs

H̃el =
2

N − 1

(
−∇

2
1

2
+
∑
A

− ZA
|RA − r1|

)
+

1

|r1 − r2|
(1.10)
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

It is possible to optimize the 2RDM directly instead of obtaining it from a
wavefunction, this has a more favorable scaling compared to wavefunction
methods from a theoretical point of view. Unfortunately, one of the main
problems of this optimization is the fact that not every possible 2RDM can be
mapped to a wavefunction, i.e. it is possible to generate an optimized 2RDM
which cannot be generated by an antisymmetric-wavefunction if one applies
eq 1.2 to this wavefunction. This is the so called N representability problem
of 2RDM methods, and it has dire consequences if one tries to obtain ener-
gies with fully unconstrainted optimized 2RDMs. In case of wavefunctions
the variational theorem tells us that one can be sure that any approximate
wavefunction yields an energy that is equal to or higher than the real energy.

E[Ψapprox] ≥ Eexact (1.11)

The variational theorem does not hold anymore if one does not have a map-
ping between the 2RDM and the wavefunction, so if one tries to optimize the
energy of a system by optimizing the 2RDM directly without any constraints
one will always obtain a ground state energy that is equal to or smaller than
the exact energy.

E[Γ2
opt] ≤ Eexact (1.12)

In order to reduce this undershooting one has to add sufficient constraints
in the optimization process in order to make sure that the 2RDM is suffi-
ciently N representable. These constraints are detailed in refs [2, 3, 4], and
fall outside of the scope of this thesis. Instead, we will focus on two sets of
theories which depend on quantities more reduced than the 2RDM, namely
the density (ρ) and its larger companion the 1RDM. For each of these quan-
tities, the theoretical background, commonly used techniques and difficulties
for both the ground and excited states are explained in their own seperate
sections.

1.2 Density functional theory

1.2.1 Ground state

In case of the density one cannot simply contract it with the Hamiltonian
operator in order to get the total electronic energy. Fortunately, there is
a way around this obstacle. The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [5] guarantee
that there is a one to one mapping between the local external potential, the
ground state wavefunction and the ground state electronic density

vex(r)↔ Ψ0(x1 . . .xN)↔ ρ(r) (1.13)

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The second mapping allows us to write the electronic energy as a functional
of the electronic density

Eel[ρ] =

∫
vex(r)ρ(r)dr + FHK [ρ] (1.14)

The first term yields the expectation value of the nuclear-electronic interac-
tion operator, which is the only operator in the electronic Hamiltonian whose
expectation value can be evaluated by contracting it with the density. The
second term is the so called Hohenberg-Kohn functional, which contains in-
formation about the electronic system itself, i.e. the kinetic energy and the
electron-electron repulsion energy. In principle one could just optimize the
density under the N representibility constraints that it should never be nega-
tive and that the integral of the density over space sums up to the number of
electrons. Unfortunately, the exact expression for this functional is unknown
for many-electron systems, and approximations to it have major problems
reproducing an approximately correct kinetic energy. In order to bypass this
problem the so called Kohn-Sham (KS) [6] one-electron approach has to be
used. Instead of optimizing the electronic density directly this approach uses
an N electron auxiliary single Slater determinant wavefunction

Ψ(x1,x2...xN) =
1√
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ϕ1(x1) ϕ1(x2) · · · ϕ1(xN)
ϕ2(x1) ϕ2(x2) · · · ϕ2(xN)

...
...

. . .
...

ϕN(x1) ϕN(x2) · · · ϕN(xN)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1.15)

whose non-interacting electrons all feel the same effective external potential
vs(r), and whose combined density sums up to the exact total density

ρ(r) =
N∑
i

|ϕi(r)|2 (1.16)

The one-electron eigenequations for these orbitals are given by(
−∇

2

2
(r) + vs(r)

)
ϕi(r) = εiϕi(r) (1.17)

where εi is the orbital energy of orbital ϕi(r). These quantities are an addi-
tional welcome feature of the Kohn Sham system, since they can be used to
provide very good estimates for excitation energies and ionization energies
(vide infra). The electronic energy of the interacting system which uses the
auxiliary KS orbitals is given by

Eel[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +

∫
vex(r)ρ(r)dr + EH [ρ] + Exc[ρ] (1.18)
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The first term describes the kinetic energy of the non-interacting orbitals

Ts[ρ] = −
N/2∑
i

∫
ϕ∗i (r)∇2(r)ϕi(r)dr (1.19)

The second term describes the nuclear-electronic interaction, and the third
term describes the uncorrelated density-density coulomb repulsion

EH [ρ] =
1

2

∫
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (1.20)

The final fourth term contains both the electron-electron exchange-correlation
energy (Wxc[ρ]) and an additional kinetic energy correlation term

Exc[ρ] = T [ρ]− Ts[ρ] +Wxc[ρ] = Tc[ρ] +Wxc[ρ] (1.21)

Note that this kinetic energy correction term arises due to the fact that the
kinetic energy of the auxiliary system Ts[ρ] is not equal to the exact kinetic
energy T [ρ]. This correction term is of course small, since one of the main
reasons for using the Kohn Sham system for the ground state is to have a
better description of the kinetic energy by using the auxiliary orbitals. By
adding Lagrange multipliers that ensure the orthonormality of the auxiliary
orbitals (

∑
i,j λij(〈ϕi|ϕj〉 − δij)) in addition to the Lagrange multiplier that

ensures that the density integrates to the proper amount of the electrons to
the energy and setting the variation of the resulting Lagrangian to zero one
obtains the equations 1.17 for the auxiliary orbitals. This procedure also
generates a functional form for the effective potential

vs(r) = vex(r) +
δEH [ρ]

δρ
+
δExc[ρ]

δρ
= vex(r) + vH(r) + vxc(r) (1.22)

where the second term is the Hartree potential term (interaction between the
orbital and the density of all electrons, including itself)

vH(r) =
δEH [ρ]

δρ
=

∫
ρ(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr2 (1.23)

and the final third term is the exchange-correlation potential contribution

vxc(r) =
δExc[ρ]

δρ
(1.24)

In order to obtain actual KS orbitals one has to expand these in terms of a
basis set and project eq 1.17 with respect to this basis set. This yields a set of
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Roothaan-Hall like equations, which are solved self consistently by repeated
diagonalization. The only difference between the HF variant and the KS
variant lies in the use of the Hartree Fock exchange potential in the former
and the KS exchange-correlation potential in the latter. The exact form of
the exchange-correlation potential is not known, since the exact exchange-
correlation energy Exc[ρ] is not known, so one has to approximate it.

The starting point for most known approximate functionals is the so
called local density approximation (LDA). In this approximation one uses
the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a homogeneous electron gas
(HEG) of the same density as the local one in the molecule

ELDA
xc [ρ] =

∫
ρ(r)εHEGxc (ρ(r))dr (1.25)

It has a good performance when applied to large bulk systems (like metal
slabs) and a mediocre performance when applied to molecules, which is quite
surprising since molecules actually have a rapidly varying electron density.
In order to improve upon these results the more succesful generalized gra-
dient approximation (GGA) functionals also use the gradient of the density
(∇ρ), which allows them to see the change in density. Higher orders of den-
sity derivatives are used in the even more succesful meta-GGA functionals.
Another approach that is used very often is to replace the DFT exchange
energy with the exact HF exchange energy, whose potential is fully orbital
self interaction free. Most practical functionals do not fully use this exact
exchange, and just use a mixture of the Hartree Fock exchange and the one
obtained from its density based exchange functional in order to get a best fit
for the kind of systems that it is applied to.

One of the major problems of “all” currently known approximate func-
tionals is the fact that they fail to correctly describe the molecular bond
breaking process. In order to explain and compare this to the failure of the
Hartree Fock method for the same process the concept of conditional density
will be briefly reviewed. The total electron-electron repulsion energy can
be calculated by contracting the diagonal of the 2RDM with the electron-
electron repulsion operator. Instead of looking at the diagonal 2RDM as a
purely mathematical object we can partition this diagonal 2RDM into physi-
cally useable parts. The physical interpretation of the entire electron-electron
repulsion term is simply given by the interaction of the charge density of the
electrons that feel the correlated charge density of the other electrons. So the
total electron-electron interaction energy can be partioned in the following
way

W =

∫
Γ2(r1, r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 =

1

2

∫
ρ(r1)ρcond(r2|r1)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (1.26)

6



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

When an electron is at position r1 the density of all the other electrons is
given by the conditional density ρcond(r2|r1) = 2Γ2(r1, r2)/ρ(r1). This con-
ditional density can be partioned in terms of the unmodified density ρ(r2)
and an exchange-correlation hole in this density ρ(r2)hxc(r1, r2) which de-
pends on the position of the probe (r1) electron as well.

ρcond(r2|r1) = ρ(r2)(1 + hxc(r1, r2)) (1.27)

This hole removes the interaction of electrons with themselves, and it also
describes the other electrons moving away from an electron at position r1.
There are several ways to partition this hole into other terms [7, 8]. We will
generate our partitioning scheme by defining the exchange energy [9]. In
case of the Hartree Fock method one has, by definition, only an exchange
contribution to the exchange-correlation energy, which is written as

Wx = −
∫ ∑N/2

i ϕ∗i (r1)ϕi(r2)
∑N/2

j ϕj(r1)ϕ∗j(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

= −1

4

∫
γ(r2, r1)γ(r1, r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 = −1

4

∫
|γ(r1, r2)|2

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (1.28)

where the spinless HF 1RDM is γ(r1, r2) =
∑N/2

i 2ϕi(r1)ϕ∗i (r2). So in case
of HF one can write

hHF
xc = hHF

x = − |γ(r1, r2)|2

2ρ(r1)ρ(r2)
(1.29)

In case of KS DFT we use expression 1.28 in conjunction with KS orbitals
instead of HF orbitals to define the exchange part of the exchange-correlation
energy

Exc[ρ] = Wxc[ρ] + Tc[ρ] = Wx[ρ] +Wc[ρ] + Tc[ρ] (1.30)

With this choice the total exchange-correlation hole is partioned into an ex-
change based Fermi hole ρ(r2)hx(r1, r2) and a Coulomb hole ρ(r2)hc(r1, r2)

ρ(r2)hxc(r1, r2) = ρ(r2)hx(r1, r2) + ρ(r2)hc(r1, r2) (1.31)

The Fermi hole describes the exchange effects of removal of the interaction
of electrons with themselves and the reduced probability of other electrons
with the same spin as the reference spin to be near the reference electron.
It integrates to -1 electron because of the removal of self interaction and is
always negative due to our definition of the exchange energy. The Coulomb
hole describes the changes in density due to electronic repulsion effects. This
hole can be both positive and negative since electrons that avoid another

7



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

electron have to move to another part of space and cannot magically disap-
pear. It integrates to 0 electrons for the same reason. The concept of these
holes will prove to be important when interpreting effective potentials that
are used to generate orbital energies. For now, we will apply the concept of
conditional density to a stretched H2 molecule in order to show a problem
that plagues restricted Hartree Fock calculations and KS calculations which
use an approximate exchange-correlation functional. Since the H2 molecule
is stretched we can restrict our basis to a 1s Hydrogen atomic orbital on the
left atom (A), and another 1s Hydrogen atomic orbital on the right atom
(B). One should note that calculations using a large basis set will yield more
diffuse 1s orbitals, which will affect the number of configurations that need
to be used to obtain an acceptable total energy. This process is described in
detail in Appendix A. The MOs and the Hartree Fock density are given by

σg(r) =
1√
2

(A(r) +B(r)) (1.32)

σu(r) =
1√
2

(A(r)−B(r)) (1.33)

ρHF(r) = 2σ2
g(r) (1.34)

and the electron-electron repulsion energy is given by

WHF =
1

2

∫
ρHF(r1)ρHF(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 −

1

4

∫
ρHF(r1)ρHF(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (1.35)

One can obtain the following conditional density by comparing this equation
with equation 1.26

ρcond(r2)HF =
1

2
ρHF(r2) (1.36)

This shows that in this case the density distribution of the second electron
does not depend on the location of the first electron. Since the total density
of the molecule is equally divided between both nuclei an electron located
at a single nucleus feels the charge of half the other electron, which is quite
unphysical since the other electron should be at the other nucleus. This
problem is caused by the fact that the Hartree Fock model only has a Fermi
hole. One needs to have a Coulomb hole in order to have a total physical hole
[10], as is depicted in Figure 1.1. One can still obtain a correct wavefunction
description for this system, but one has to go beyond the single determinant
approach. The exact groundstate wavefunction for an infinitely separated H2

“molecule” is given by
Ψ0 = cg

∣∣σ2
g

∣∣+ cu
∣∣σ2
u

∣∣ (1.37)

8



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the Fermi (top), Coulomb(middle)
and total (bottom) holes for the H2 molecule at 5 Bohr. The dots indicate
the locations of the nuclei, while the cross indicates the location of the probe
electron. Adapted from ref [10]

where the CI coefficents cg and cu have the values of 1√
2

and − 1√
2

respectively.
Formally one should be able to obtain correct Fermi and Coulomb holes with
a KS DFT calculation. However, approximate exchange-correlation function-
als that use a large percentage of exact Hartree Fock exchange are not able to
generate the highly non local Coulomb hole due to the local or semi-local ap-
proximations that they use for the (non-exchange) correlation contribution.
“Proper” approximate DFT functionals, which do not use exact exchange,
exclusively use holes constructed with local or semi-local approximations.
However, these functionals are still not able to describe the large total hole
correctly because they are tuned to approximate the much smaller total holes
that occur at equilibrium distances. In order to appreciate this failure HF,
FCI and several approximate DFT curves are shown in Figure 1.2. The fail-

9



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.2: Ground state PECs for the H2 molecule using various methods,
aug-cc-pVTZ basis

ure of approximate DFT functionals to describe bond breaking is the main
reason why ground state 1RDM research has commenced, since 1RDM meth-
ods are naturally able to reproduce the multiconfigurational wavefunction
description for this process.

1.2.2 Excited states

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems provided the theoretical justification for the
use of density functionals to describe the energy of the ground state. One
could in principle extend these theorems to the ground state of each symme-
try [11] and generate the energy of each state by performing a self consistent
calculation, just like is done in case of the ground state. Apart from the fact
that there is no theoretical justification if one performs this so called ∆-SCF
approach to large molecules which have no symmetry of note, performing an
SCF calculation for several states is very costly if one requires many states
or if one does not know beforehand which state one wants to obtain. An
alternative and more widely used method obtains the description of the ex-
citations with a single matrix diagonalization by generating an expression
for the frequency dependent polarizability (the ease at which a molecule ac-
quires an induced dipole moment when an oscillating electric field with a

10



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

certain frequency is applied). In order to get to this point we will have to
be able to describe a system that is affected by a time dependent external
potential (such as a laser beam) using only the time dependent density (and
a starting point). This is facilitated through the Runge-Gross theorem [12],
which proves that there is a one to one mapping between the time dependent
density ρ(r, t) and the time dependent external potential vex(r, t) given the
initial state of the system Ψ(x1 . . .xN , t0)

Ψ(x1 . . .xN , t)↔ (vex(r, t),Ψ(x1 . . .xN , t0))↔ ρ(r, t) (1.38)

So all information that is present in a time dependent wavefunction is also
carried by ρ(r, t), which means that all observables can be obtained if one
knows ρ(r, t). In ground state DFT we were able to obtain the optimal ρ(r)
by minimizing the energy with respect to variations in the density. This
energy minimization principle is not available for time dependent systems
because the total energy is generaly not conserved. Instead, one has to use
the action of the system

A[ρ,Ψ(t0)] =

∫ t

t0

〈Ψ(t)[ρ(t),Ψ(t0)]|i ∂
∂t
− Ĥ(t)|Ψ(t)[ρ(t),Ψ(t0)]〉dt (1.39)

The optimization of this quantity with respect to the density yields the equa-
tion of motion for ρ(r, t). Just like in ground state DFT it is not advisable to
use the interacting system directly. Instead one should use a non-interacting
Kohn Sham system whose density is equal to the interacting systems den-
sity at all times. In order to use this system one has to divide total action
into a contribution from the non-interacting system (A0) and the interacting
system (AHxc)

A = A0 − AHxc (1.40)

Optimizing this action with respect to the density yields the equations of
motion for the time dependent Kohn-Sham (TDKS) orbitals(

−∇
2

2
(r) + vs(r, t)

)
ϕi(r, t) = i

∂ϕi(r, t)

∂t
(1.41)

where the effective KS potential is given by

vs(r, t) = vex(r, t) + vH [ρ(t)](r) + vxc[ρ(t)](r) (1.42)

One could use these equations in order to propagate and visualize the orbitals
in real time. However, we will use a ”simple” perturbative treatment of the
ground state in order to generate the frequency dependent polarizability. We
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assume that our system is in its (stationary) ground state at t0 and perturb
the system by applying a weak external electric field to the system starting
at t > t0. We can simply expand the potential term up until the first order

vex(r, t) = vex(r) + δvlaser(r, t) (1.43)

and expand the KS orbitals in their time independent basis

ϕi(r, t) = ϕi(r, t0) +
∑
k

δUik(t)ϕk(r, t0) (1.44)

here Uik(t) is the evolution matrix that describes the changes in the KS or-
bitals when the system is propagated. Further manipulations allow one to
isolate the evolution matrix elements. These can subsequently be used to
generate an expression for the time dependent change in the density δρ(r, t),
which in turn can be used to generate an expression for the frequency de-
pendent polarizability. Before we show how to obtain its components using
Kohn-Sham quantities we will briefly review the polararizability expressions
that are used when one has all wavefunctions for a given system. The po-
lararizability of a molecule in the ground state of direction a when an oscil-
lating electric field with frequency ω is applied in direction b is given by a
summation (I) over all possible excited states

αa,b(ω) =
∑
I

2ωIµ
a
Iµ

b
I

ω2
I − ω2

(1.45)

here the energy required to excite to state I from the ground state is given
by ωI and the transition dipole moments in direction a are given by

µaI = 〈Ψ0|â|ΨI〉 (1.46)

By taking the average of the polarizabilities over all prinicple axis (xx,yy,zz)
one obtains

αav(ω) =
1

3
(αx,x(ω) + αy,y(ω) + αz,z(ω)) =

∑
I

fI
ω2
I − ω2

(1.47)

where the oscillator strengths are given by

fI =
2

3
ωI(|µxI |2 + |µyI |

2 + |µzI |2) (1.48)

The average polarizability has a very interesting structure. The residues
are equivalent to the oscillator strengths, which determine the relative pho-
ton absorption rate of a particular excitation. The poles of this expression
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cause the polarizability to diverge when one applies a field with exactly the
same frequency as an excitation energy. This is pretty much akin to finding
the resonance frequencies of an oscillator in classical mechanics, and in our
case these frequencies are equivalent to the frequencies of the photons that
excite the system, thus giving the excitation energies. In case one already
knows all excited states of the system this feature is not extremely inter-
esting. However, it is also possible to generate an expression for the poles
(and polarizability) by solely considering the response of the ground state
to a small time dependent external perturbation using only ground state
quantities. It is this trick that is used to determine the excitation energies
with linear response time dependent DFT (LR-TDDFT). It has been shown
by Casida [13] that the perturbative response treatment leads to a pseudo
eigenvalue equation whose solutions are the poles of the polarizability

Ω(ω)F I = ω2
IF I (1.49)

here F I is a solution vector. The Ω(ω) matrix is given by

Ω(ω) = [ε2 + 2
√
εK(ω)

√
ε] (1.50)

where the orbital energy difference matrix is given by

εbj,ia = δijδab(εa − εi) (1.51)

and the coupling matrix is given by

Kbj,ia(ω) =

∫
ϕi(r1)ϕa(r1)

(
1

|r1 − r2|
+ fxc(r1, r2, ω)

)
ϕj(r2)ϕb(r2)dr1dr2

(1.52)
the indices i and j run over all occupied KS orbitals, and the indices a and
b run over unoccupied KS orbitals. So the dimensions of the matrices and
solution vectors are Nocc × Nvirt. The coupling matrix contains a so called
exchange-correlation kernel fxc which depends on the frequency. Apart from
the fact that the functional form of the frequency dependence is not known
exactly, it makes eq 1.49 much harder to solve. So typically one invokes
the adiabatic approximation and uses the frequency independent exchange-
correlation kernel, which is given by

fadxc (r1, r2) =
δ2Exc[ρ]

δρ(r1)δρ(r2)
=
δvxc[ρ](r1)

δρ(r2)
(1.53)

By using this approximation equation 1.49 turns into an eigenvalue problem,
for which the square roots of the eigenvalues are excitation energies. The
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eigenvectors can be used to generate oscillator strengths for their associated
excitations [13]

fI =
2

3
(|µTx
√
εF I |2 + |µTy

√
εF I |2 + |µTz

√
εF I |2) (1.54)

here µa is the transition dipole vector that contains all transition dipoles (in
direction a) between occupied and unoccupied KS orbital pairs.

The LR-TDDFT excitation method is able to obtain all excitation ener-
gies exactly. However, we do not know the exact vxc potential that is used
to generate the ground state orbital energies, and we also do not know the
exact spatial and frequency dependent characteristics of the fxc(r1, r2, ω)
kernel. Approximations made to these quantities lead to problems when one
wants to describe certain excitations. Before we discuss these problems we
will define the different excitation types that will be used in this discussion
(and the one in the 1RDM excitation section). First of all one should distin-
guish between single and double excitations. In case of single excitations the
excited state can be described as a combination of CSFs in which a single
orbital which was occupied in the ground state determinant is replaced by
a virtual orbital. We call an excitation a single orbital to orbital excitation
if it is described by the transition of an electron in a single occupied to a
single virtual orbital (ϕi → ϕa), and is thus described by a single CSF in the
excited state. In case of double excitations two orbitals that are occupied
in the ground state determinant are replaced by virtual ones in the excited
state CSFs. We distinguish between two types of double excitations: diago-
nal doubles and offdiagonal doubles. In case of diagonal double excitations
both electrons in the same occupied orbital are replaced by the same virtual
orbital (ϕ2

i → ϕ2
a). All other double excitations are offdiagonal double ex-

citations. We will now distinguish between different spatial characteristics
of excitations. Valence excitations are characterised by an excitation from
occupied valence orbitals to unoccupied orbitals that lie in the same spatial
region as the valence orbitals. Typically the lowest (few) excitation(s) of a
molecule are valence excitations, the higher excitations are so called Ryd-
berg excitations. These excitations describe the removal of an electron from
the valence region to a region that is spatially far away from the nuclei and
the remaining electrons. The outer electron only feels the effective positive
charge of the hole that is left in the molecule. Because of this they resemble
the Hydrogen (Rydberg) series of excitations. The final type of excitation is
the charge transfer (CT) excitation. In these excitations an electron moves
from one molecular fragment to another spatially distant molecular fragment.

We will now discuss some of the properties of the exact vxc potential
and how violations of these properties in approximate vxc potentials damage
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certain excitations and their ease of assignment. As already mentioned in the
ground state section all Kohn Sham orbitals, both occupied and unoccupied,
feel the same effective potential that is generated by “the other” electrons
and all nuclei. So all KS orbitals feel an effective field of N-1 electrons and
all the nuclei. The Hartree potential vH contains the interaction between a
KS orbital and the unmodified density of the occupied orbitals (N electrons),
while the vxc potential removes the self interaction of an orbital and also
contains all remaining terms. The self-interaction removal effectively acts
as the field of -1 electron, this leads to very specific asymptotic behavior
of this term. If one has an orbital that has most of its density far away
from the molecule one could write the total electron-electron potential as the
simple repulsion of the N-1 point charge centered at the molecule r̄ = 0 of
the electrons that remain in the molecular region

vH + vxc ≈
N − 1

|r̄|
(1.55)

All occupied orbitals of a molecule are located in the core and valence region,
so the Hartree potential can be written as

vH(r̄) ≈ N

|r̄|
(1.56)

This means that at large distances the vxc effectively resembles the field of a
point charge with -1 charge at r̄ = 0

vxc(r̄) ≈ − 1

|r̄|
(1.57)

Almost all currently known vxc potentials that were generated by func-
tional differentation of Exc[ρ] exhibit a deficiency in reproducing this feature
[Chapter 2] [14]. Before we show these deficiencies and the consequences
for the description of excited states we will review some of the properties of
the exact orbital energies and how they are used in the TDDFT equations.
All KS orbitals feel the effective field of N-1 electrons. So in case of occupied
orbitals one can interpret the KS orbital energies as being approximately
equal to minus the vertical ionization potential associated with the primary
ionization (ejection of an electron from the system due to the absorption of
a photon)

εi ≈ −Ii (1.58)

In fact, it is not even an approximation in case of the HOMO, but an exact
equality if one uses an exact exchange-correlation function due to the fact
that the HOMO determines the decay of the density of the ground state [15].
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The KS potential that virtual orbitals feel is also generated by N-1 electrons,
so the resulting KS orbital energy represents an N-1 electron system that
accepts an electron. This means that the difference of virtual and occupied
orbital energies represents a process in which an electron is ejected from the
ground state system and placed in a virtual orbital which feels N-1 electrons.
This is simply the excitation process for single excitations within a molecule
(valence and Rydberg). So a simple orbital energy difference should already
give a good physical description of single excitations

ω ≈ εa − εi (1.59)

If we look at the actual eigen equations (eq 1.50) for the excitations one can
notice that ε matrix contains these orbital energy differences. Calculations
performed with model potentials that resemble the exact KS potential show
that in most cases the ε matrix is the major contributing factor to the exci-
tation energies, while the coupling matrix corrections further improve upon
the quality of these excitations [16]. So the equations effectively reduce to

ΩF I ≈ ε2F I = ω2
IF I (1.60)

in case of most valence and Rydberg excitations. This means that the eigen-
vectors only contain a single orbital transition, and that one can describe all
excitations as single orbital to orbital transitions. It is a very welcome feature
that the virtual orbitals act as rather good descriptions of excitation accep-
tors, since this makes it easy to interpret the nature of the excitations. The
small contribution of the kernel and the one to one orbital transition struc-
ture of the excitation equations is retained when one uses the approximate
(LDA, GGA, mGGA) functionals. However, the orbital energies and orbital
shapes are changed due to violations of vxc properties. The asymptotic limit
of −1/|r̄| is not reproduced by these functionals. The LDA vxc potential
decays exponentially and the GGA potentials decay as −c/|r̄|2, where c is
a positive constant. This means that the prospective (outer) Rydberg or-
bitals, which are spatially far away from the molecule, only feel a very weak
(or even no) attractive potential due to the fact that the Hartree potential
almost completely cancels the attractive potential of the nuclei (in charge
neutral molecules). This results in the collapse of the usefulness of both the
orbital and orbital energy description of the resulting outer Rydbergs. With
(almost) no attractive potential these orbitals will resemble (semi-/un)bound
electrons with orbital energies just below or above the ionization limit (0
Hartree). A different problem occurs for orbitals in the molecular region.
The LDA and GGA vxc potentials are shifted upwards compared to the ex-
act potential in the molecular region, and have issues with the reproduction
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of proper stepping behavior in this region. The upward shift raises the or-
bital energy of all occupied and valence virtuals by an approximately equal
amount, destroying the physical usefulness of the occupied orbital energies
as (approximate) ionization energies in the process. The shift does not affect
the orbital energy difference for the first few occupied-virtual pairs, since all
involved orbital energies are shifted by an almost equal amount. So most va-
lence excitations are still described correctly and can be described with the
easy to interpret single orbital to orbital transitions. Excitations that have
mixed valence-Rydberg character will have their excitation energy lowered
due to the fact that the outer Rydberg part is not shifted upwards. Excita-
tions to the higher Rydbergs do not mean much since the accepting orbitals
are not properly bound and form a very basis set dependent continuum.

The Hartree Fock exchange that is used in hybrid functionals leads to
other problems. In order to show this we will show the behavior of the pure
Hartree Fock potential and its effect on the orbital energies. When the exact
exchange potential operator vHFxc = vHFx acts on ϕi one obtains the following
result

vHFx ϕi(r1) = −
N/2∑
j

∫
ϕ∗j(r2)ϕi(r2)

|r1 − r2|
ϕj(r1)dr2 (1.61)

It is important to note that the potential is not a simple multiplicative (local)
potential and that it depends on the orbital it is operating on, so the poten-
tials derived from hybrid functionals are not proper KS potentials. When one
applies this operator to an occupied orbital one can split the potential into
a part that cancels the orbital self interaction (si) present in the Hartree po-
tential, and another term that facilitates avoidance of similar spin electrons
in other orbitals

vHFx ϕi(r1) = (vHFx,si + vHFx,rest)ϕi

= −
∫
ϕ∗i (r2)ϕi(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr2ϕi(r1)−

N/2∑
j 6=i

∫
ϕ∗j(r2)ϕi(r2)

|r1 − r2|
ϕj(r1)dr2 (1.62)

This means that occupied HF orbitals feel the field of the other N-1 elec-
trons, just like in the KS case. So occupied Hartree Fock orbital energies
also represent an approximation to the ionization energy of the respective
orbital, even though the approximation is often a little worse than the KS
one due to the fact that the latter contains important correlation terms [17].
If one applies the operator to an unoccupied orbital an entirely different pic-
ture arises. The summation used in the potential is only over all occupied
HF orbitals, so the orbital self interaction correction term is absent in case
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of the shape of the KS 1σu (LUMO) orbital density
of H2 at Re (in SAOP approximation to the KS potential) to the HF 1σu
densities in a series of STO basis sets. The HF 1σu shape is not well defined,
the larger the basis the more diffuse the orbital. In any finite basis set local-
ized on the molecule the orbital shape is not realistic but entirely determined
by the basis set. Adapted from ref [14]

of unoccupied orbitals. Unoccupied orbitals still feel the full Hartree po-
tential of the occupied system and the exchange contribution only consists
of a weak rest term that does not contribute if one goes far away from the
molecular region (vxc ≈ 0) which results in very diffuse and often unbound
basis set dependent virtual orbitals [14], Figure 1.3. The virtual Hartree Fock
orbitals feel the field of N other electrons, instead of the N-1 electrons that
KS virtual orbitals feel, causing them to be approximations to the electron
affinity instead of being approximations to an “excitation” acceptor. As a
result the difference between Hartree Fock orbital energies does not even get
close to the actual excitation energy in case of valence and Rydberg excita-
tions. However, unlike with the pure KS vxc potential the effect of the HF
fxc kernel is quite large, so one still gets reasonable excitation energies. This
usually also means that multiple orbitals are required in order to describe the
state, destroying the physically appealing one to one orbital description that
is often offered by the KS orbitals. This effect does not only occur in case
of pure HF, it also occurs (to a lesser degree) when one uses the previously
mentioned hybrid functionals in LR-TDDFT, since these functionals contain
partial Hartree Fock exchange [Chapter 2].
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Unfortunately, the nice physical interpretation of pure KS orbital ener-
gies for valence and Rydberg excitations proves to be its downfall when one
wants to describe charge transfer excitations. In case of these excitations the
donating orbital energy is still correctly related to the removal of an electron
from this orbital in the donor fragment. However, the acceptor orbital lo-
cated on the acceptor fragment has an orbital energy which was generated
by the potential of only (N-1) of the electrons in this fragment. This is not
correct, since the incoming electron should feel the field of all of the N elec-
trons that are present in the accepting fragment. As a result the orbital
energy difference (εa − εi) generates a zero order estimate that is too small
(the accepting orbital energy is too small). The diagonal (and also offdiago-
nal if one wants to have properly shaped excitations) coupling matrix should
come into effect for these cases. However the usual kernel approximations
used in coupling matrices lack the proper spatial non-locality and only gen-
erate a small finite contribution which vanishes completely due to the lack of
overlap between the donating and accepting orbital in charge transfer excita-
tion. There are two ways to fix this problem, one can either generate an fxc
kernel that diverges when one is exciting to an orbital on another fragment,
or one can work with a non-KS vxc potential that generates virtual orbital
energies that were generated by the potential of N electrons. The former
solution was implemented in refs [18, 19], and it is the only way in which one
can keep using a proper KS potential. The latter solution, which has a more
widespread use, is to use functionals with a certain amount of exact exchange
(hybrid functionals) or functionals which have a varying amount of exchange
which depends on the interelectronic distance (range separated functionals).
The exact exchange causes the virtual orbitals and their associated orbital
energies to behave in a HF manner, for which the virtual orbital energies are
good approximations to the electron affinities. The downside of using these
functionals is of course that one is not working with a proper KS potential,
which affects the single orbital to orbital character of non charge transfer
excitations in the fragments themselves, as was described above.

One also encounters problems due to the lack of spatial non locality in
the current approximate fxc kernels when one wants to describe the so called
homolytic bond breaking excitation of homonuclear diatomic systems, which
is the excitation from the (gerade) bonding to the (ungerade) antibonding
orbital at larger distances (when the bond is broken). This excited state
has a large amount of mixed ionic character A+B− − A−B+, here A and B
are the atomic orbitals on the two atoms that are in the bonding and anti-
bonding orbitals. So one can expect that the excitation energy is relatively
large. However, the bonding and antibonding orbital energies converge at
large distances, causing the element εug,gu to vanish [20]. This element is
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Figure 1.4: The first two 1Σ+
u excitation energies for the H2 molecule, solid

curves: FCI, dashed curves: BP86, aug-cc-pVTZ basis

used in both the zero order approximation ε2
ug,gu and the diagonal coupling

matrix correction
√
εug,guKug,gu

√
εug,gu. In order to get a proper excitation

energy the fxc kernel has to diverge, which does not occur with the stan-
dard fALDAxc kernel as is depicted in Figure 1.4. Up until this point we have
only shown problems that occur due to incorrect non local spatial behavior
of approximate fxc kernels. The lack of frequency dependence in the kernel
causes an additional problem on top of the already mentioned problems that
occur regardless of the frequency (in)dependence of the kernel. This prob-
lem is related to the dimensions of the solution vectors and their physical
interpretation in the adiabatic LR-TDDFT eigen equations. Since we are
working with eigenvalue equations, the number of eigenvalues and their cor-
responding eigenvectors is restricted to the dimension of the matrix, which
is Nocc × Nvirt. Each of the components of the eigenvectors can be related
to the transition of the corresponding occupied to virtual orbitals, which
restricts the solution vectors to single electron excitations. So in the adia-
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batic case one cannot describe double excitations, which are clearly present
in many important molecules. It has been shown that frequency dependent
kernels are able to solve this problem by removing the solution space restric-
tion [21] (the equations are not eigenvalue equations anymore when one uses
frequency dependence in the kernel, so the solution space can be larger than
the maximum number of possible eigenvalues in the adiabatic case). It is an
active area of research, however, up until now no sufficiently universal and
easily applicable solution has come up. As we will show in the 1RDM sec-
tion, the time dependent version of the 1RDM theory can solve this problem
without resorting to frequency dependence, which makes it a more appealing
alternative than resorting to frequency dependent kernels.

1.3 Density matrix functional theory

1.3.1 Ground state

In case of the density we were not able to directly contract it with the elec-
tronic Hamiltonian in order to obtain the total electronic energy, we were
only able to directly evaluate the expectation value of the local external po-
tential. In case of the full 1RDM γ(x′,x), which has offdiagonal entries, we
are able to obtain the expectation value of the kinetic energy, and a non-
local external potential v(r′, r). However, we are still not able to contract
this larger quantity with the electron-electron repulsion operator. In order
to use the 1RDM to get the ground state energy, one has to prove that map-
pings exists, just like was done in case of the density. This proof is given by
the extended Hohnberg Kohn theorems, which were derived by Gilbert [22].
These theorems prove that the mapping between the wavefunction and the
1RDM is one to one if they are generated by an external nonlocal potential

v(r′, r)→ Ψ0(x1 . . .xN)↔ γ(x′,x) (1.63)

Note that no proof is known to exist for the inverse Ψ0(x1 . . .xN)→ v(r′, r)
mapping. The second mapping (Ψ0(x1 . . .xN) ↔ γ(x′,x)) allows one to
write the total electronic energy as a functional of the 1RDM

E[γ] =

∫ (
T̂ γ(x′,x)

)
|x′=xdx+

∫
(v(r′, r)γ(x′,x)) |x′=xdx+W [γ] (1.64)

The electron-electron interaction energy is written as a functional of the first
order density matrix W [γ], so this theory is often dubbed density matrix
functional theory (DMFT). We will now write the 1RDM in terms of its
eigenfunctions, the natural orbitals (NOs) φi(r), and its eigenvalues, the
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natural occupation numbers ni. This is done because almost all advanced
functionals are only defined in this basis. The spinless version is given by

γ(r′, r) =
∑
i

2niφ
∗
i (r
′)φi(r) (1.65)

Note that the occupation numbers have been rescaled in order to have simple
expressions for occupation number dependent prefactors that are introduced
when we describe actual functionals, an occupation number of 1 indicates
that an NO is doubly occupied. In DMFT these occupation numbers are not
just 0 or 1 as is the case for KS DFT and HF, they can have any number
in between as well. This will prove to be both a blessing and a curse at the
same time. We will refer to orbitals with an occupation number greater than
1
2

as highly occupied, and those with an occupation number smaller than 1
2

as lowly occupied. The energy in the NO basis is given by

E[{φ}, {n}] =
∑
i

2nihii +W [{φ}, {n}] (1.66)

where the one-electron integrals are given by hii

hii = −
∫
φ∗i (r)

∇2

2
φi(r)dr +

∫
{φ∗i (r′)v(r′, r)φi(r)}r′=rdr (1.67)

An important aspect of equation 1.65 is the fact that it does not determine
the phases of the NOs, one can choose an arbitrary phase e−iθi for each
orbital and it would not have any consequence for the description of the
1RDM described with this orbital basis

γ(r′, r) =
∑
i

2nie
iθiφ∗i (r

′)e−iθiφi(r) =
∑
i

2niφ
∗
i (r
′)φi(r) (1.68)

The energy of the system should not depend on arbitrary choices of the
phases, so NO dependent DMFT functionals W [{φ}, {n}] should be phase
independent, so

dW [{φ}, {n}]
dθi

=

∫ (
∂W [{φ}, {n}]

∂φi

∂φi
∂θi

+
∂W [{φ}, {n}]

∂φ∗i

∂φ∗i
∂θi

)
dx (1.69)

= i(W †
ii −Wii) = 0 (1.70)

where the shorthand notation for the functional derivatives is given by

W †
ij −Wij =

∫ (
∂W [{φ}, {n}]

∂φ∗j
φ∗i −

∂W [{φ}, {n}]
∂φi

φj

)
dx (1.71)
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All of the functional classes that are currently in use can be forced to obey
this restriction without affecting the ground state energy. However, it turns
out that the use of phases is important for the calculation of excited states,
so we will already indicate the known phase behavior for all the functionals
that are described in this ground state section. All of the currently known
functionals generate their energy expression by writing the 2RDM in NO
basis

W [{φ}, {n}] =
∑
ijkl

Fijkl({n})
∫
φ∗i (r1)φ∗j(r2)φk(r1)φl(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (1.72)

and using occupation number dependent prefactors Fijkl({n}) in front of the
integrals. In order to reduce the size and to make the calculations affordable
only certain parts of the 2RDM are used. The choice of which elements
to keep has been inspired by the success of the Hartree Fock method to
generate energies that are close to the total energies. One can hope that slight
modifications of the prefactors of the Coulomb and exchange integrals results
in a proper description of the correlation. An additional source of inspiration
is the so called Löwdin Shull wavefunction (vide infra), which generates an
exact (within the basis set) energy expression for two electron systems that
only uses occupation number dependent prefactors and Coulomb and phase
dependent exchange integrals. The Coulomb Jij, exchange Kij, and phase
dependent exchange Lij integrals used in these functionals are given by

Jij =

∫
φ∗i (r1)φ∗j(r2)φi(r1)φj(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (1.73)

Kij =

∫
φ∗i (r1)φ∗j(r2)φj(r1)φi(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (1.74)

Lij =

∫
φ∗i (r1)φ∗i (r2)φj(r1)φj(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (1.75)

Note that both the Coulomb and the exchange integrals are phase indepen-
dent, since any phase that enters the orbitals is automatically cancelled by
its complex conjugate. The Lij integral is phase dependent. We can however
extract and absorb the phase information in the prefactor for ground state
calculations.

Lij =

∫
eiθiφ∗i (r1)eiθiφ∗i (r2)e−iθjφj(r1)e−iθjφj(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

= e2i(θi−θj)
∫
φ∗i (r1)φ∗i (r2)φj(r1)φj(r2)

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2 (1.76)
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The value of the remaining integral is equivalent to Kij, so one can simply
just use Coulomb and exchange integrals for ground state descriptions. As
one can note all of the integrals only use two indices, so we will also restrict
the occupation number dependence of the prefactors to occupation numbers
with the same two indices. This generates the following general expression
which is used by all known (closed shell) functionals

W [{φ}, {n}] = 2
∑
i,j

FJ(ni, nj)Jij +
∑
i,j

FK(ni, nj)Kij +
∑
i,j

FL(ni, nj)Lij

(1.77)

Before we discuss the expressions used for these prefactors in actual DMFT
functionals we will first show how one can optimize the DMFT ground state
energy. Just like in case of the density and the 2RDM one needs to en-
sure that the optimized 1RDMs are N-representable. It has been shown
by Coleman [23] that the following (mild) conditions suffice for (ensemble)
N-representability ∑

i

ni =
N

2
(1.78)

0 ≤ ni ≤ 1 (1.79)

〈φi|φj〉 = δij (1.80)

The first condition states that the sum of all occupation numbers should
be equal to the number of electrons in the system. The second condition
requires that all occupation numbers should be non negative and cannot ex-
ceed double occupancy. The final condition is just the simple orthogonality
of the natural orbitals. The actual optimization process that is used to find
the optimal orbitals and occupation numbers is a bit more involved than
its KS DFT and HF Fock matrix diagonalization counterparts. There is no
effective optimization process that optimizes the orbitals and their occupa-
tion numbers simultaneously. So a dual iterative scheme has to be used, i.e
one optimizes the orbitals, and then optimizes the occupation numbers with
these new orbitals before optimizing the orbitals again. The optimization of
the occupation numbers can be done by adding a Lagrangian multiplier to
the energy expression that ensures that the sum of the occupation numbers
equals the number of electrons in the system

Λ[{φ}, {n}] =
∑
i

2nihii +W [{φ}, {n}]− µ(2
∑
i

ni −N) (1.81)

The inequality constraints of the occupation numbers are satisfied by using
ni = cos2(Pi). One can subsequently take the derivatives of this Lagrangian
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with respect to Pi up to the second order and optimize the resulting equations
using a quadratic solver. It is interesting to show the first order derivative
with respect to Pi at stationarity

∂Λ

∂ni

∂ni
∂Pi

= 2 sin(2Pi)(hii +
1

2

∂W [{φ}, {n}]
∂ni

− µ) = 0 (1.82)

There are two possible solutions for any given i: either sin(2Pi) or the term
in the brackets is zero. The first option is satisfied when ni = 0 or ni = 1.
Any other value of ni requires that

1

2

∂E

∂ni
= hii +

1

2

∂W [{φ}, {n}]
∂ni

= µ (1.83)

This very peculiar behavior was first described by Gilbert, and it can be
related to the fact that fractionally occupied NOs all have the same orbital
energy µ. One can also generate and optimize a Lagrangian to obtain optimal
orbitals, with the only difference being that one has to use a set of Lagrange
multipliers that ensure the orthonormality of the NOs.

Υ[{φ}, {n}] =
∑
i

2nihii +W [{φ}, {n}]−
∑
i,j

λij(〈φi|φj〉 − δij) (1.84)

However, the orbital optimization process using gradients and Lagrange mul-
tipliers is computationally demanding. So it would be very advantageous if
we were able to set up effective one-electron equations(

−∇
2

2
(r) + v̂eff

)
φi(r) = εiφi(r) (1.85)

that would allow us to obtain optimal NOs through repeated Fock matrix
diagonalization, just like is done in the KS DFT and HF methods. Pernal
[24] has shown that this is indeed possible. The off-diagonal elements of the
resulting Fockian matrix are given by

Fij = hij +
W †
ij −Wij

ni − nj
(1.86)

If one uses the previously mentioned restrictions to the electron-electron re-
pulsion functional one obtains the following expression

Fij = hij+
∑
k

2
FJ(ni, nk)− FJ(nj, nk)

ni − nj
wikkj+

FKL(ni, nk)− FKL(nj, nk)

ni − nj
wikjk

(1.87)
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here the prefactors of the exchange and phase dependent exchange integrals
have been collected in a combined KL prefactor. The diagonal elements of
the Fockian were postulated in the original derivation and derived rigorously
sometime later [25] using inequality constraints. They are given by

Fii =
∂E

∂ni
= hii +

1

2

∂W [{φ}, {n}]
∂ni

(1.88)

These diagonal elements are equal to the orbital energies at stationarity and
obtain the same value at this point for all fractionally occupied orbitals. This
causes optimization instabilities when one is near stationarity, so in practi-
cal calculations the diagonal elements are shifted. A similar method scales
the offdiagonal elements down in addition to shifting some of the diagonal
elements [26].

We will now describe the actual prefactors and their orgin for several
functionals. There are quite a few functionals available (though not nearly
as many as there are DFT functionals). In order to keep things manageable
only a few functionals are explicitly shown while the other ones are assigned
to broader categories of functionals. One of the biggest sources of functionals
is wavefunctions with specific limitations (and 2RDM restrictions that are
often derived by using restricted wavefunctions). The simplest wavefunction
is the Hartree Fock wavefunction. One can generalize its energy expression
to allow for fractional occupations, which yields the following prefactors

FHF
J (ni, nj) = ninj (1.89)

FHF
K (ni, nj) = −ninj (1.90)

FHF
L (ni, nj) = 0 (1.91)

This functional is not used by itself in practical DMFT calculations since it
can be shown that it will always generate a state with integer occupation
numbers [27], which is simply the normal HF wavefunction. However, it is
useful to note that many functionals use this type of interaction between spe-
cific orbitals. One of the things that sets DMFT apart from DFT is the fact
that an “exact” DMFT functional exists for 2 electron systems. It has been
shown by Löwdin and Shull that one can simultaneously diagonalize the exact
(within the basis set limitation) configuration coefficients of the wavefunction
and the 1RDM of a 2 electron system [28] using the same transformation.
This gives the following wavefunction in case of singlet systems

ΨLS =
∑
i

√
nie
−2iθi

∣∣φ2
i

∣∣ =
∑
i

√
nifi

∣∣φ2
i

∣∣ (1.92)
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where the phase information of the natural orbitals has been incorporated
in fi. Using the Slater Condon rules one arrives at the following expressions
for the phase including Löwdin Shull (PILS) functional

F PILS
J (ni, nj) = 0 (1.93)

F PILS
K (ni, nj) = 0 (1.94)

F PILS
L (ni, nj) = fifj

√
ninj (1.95)

Note that there is no difference between the J,K and L integrals if i=j, so
one can freely assign the prefactor to any (combination) of the integrals.
Empirical observations have shown that one can often forgo the optimization
of the phase factors without having a major impact on the final energy. One
often sets the fi for the orbital with the highest occupation number equal
to 1, and the other fi equal to -1. In case of the H2 molecule we obtain the
following wavefunction if we only use the bonding and antibonding orbitals

ΨLS =
√
ng
∣∣σ2
g

∣∣−√nu ∣∣σ2
u

∣∣ (1.96)

This gives the following expression for the electron-electron repulsion func-
tional

W [{φ}, {n}] = ngJgg + nuJuu − 2
√
ngnuLgu (1.97)

The occupation numbers change when the distance is changed and will both
go to 1

2
in the dissociation limit, resulting in a vanishing electron-electron

repulsion due to the fact that all of the used integrals have similar values in
this limit

W [{φ}, {n}] =
1

2
Jgg +

1

2
Juu − Lgu ≈ 0 (1.98)

So one can easily generate the required static correlation in DMFT because
of the fractional occupations of the NOs. It is interesting to note that one can
also generate a PILS like functional for an N (even) electron system in which
one only has a single weakly occupied orbital. The details can be found in
Appendix B.

The success of the exact two-electron functional is often used for many-
electron (N>2) functionals. One can simply approximate an N (even) elec-
tron wavefunction using N

2
two-electron systems described by a Löwdin Shull

“sub-wavefunction” (geminal) (ΨLS
i ) with its own unique set of orbitals, i.e.

orbitals that are used in one of the geminals cannot be used in other gemi-
nals. The resulting antisymetrized product of strongly orthogonal geminals
(APSG) wavefunction is given by

ΨAPSG = Â

N
2∏
i

ΨLS
i (r2i−1, r2i) (1.99)
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The antisymetrizer operator Â makes sure that electron coordinates of the
total wavefunction obey the proper fermionic antisymmetry properties and
it also normalizes the total wavefunction. The expressions for the prefactors
of the resulting functional are given by

i and j in same geminal

FAPSG
J (ni, nj) = 0 (1.100)

FAPSG
K (ni, nj) = 0 (1.101)

FAPSG
L (ni, nj) = fifj

√
ninj (1.102)

i and j not in same geminal

FAPSG
J (ni, nj) = ninj (1.103)

FAPSG
K (ni, nj) = −ninj (1.104)

FAPSG
L (ni, nj) = 0 (1.105)

So one basically uses a PILS like interaction between all orbitals assigned
to the same geminal and a HF like interaction between those assigned to
different geminals. Some functionals (PNOF5 [29], PNOF5e [30], ELS(1)
[Chapter 4] ) are generated by applying approximations to this functional
in the sense that they postulate the sign of the phases, or manually limit
the amount of possible orbitals in each geminal. Other functionals ap-
ply perturbation theory to the APSG wavefunction after achieving conver-
gence (PNOF5-PT2 [31], Corrected-APSG [32]), or use it as a starting point
(PNOF6 [33], ELS(2-6) [34]), and try to bring back the missing interpair
and core correlation. One can also consider wavefunctions that go beyond
the pairing approach. One such wavefunction is the full seniority 0 wave-
function (the seniority number denotes the maximum number of unpaired
electrons that can be present in any CSF [35])

Ψs0 = c0Φ0 +
∑
i

∑
a

caāīi Φaā
īi +

∑
i,j(6=i)

∑
a,b(6=a)

caābb̄īijj̄ Φaābb̄
īijj̄ + . . . (1.106)

The electron-electron repulsion of this wavefunction can be expressed using
only J,K and L integrals. One can show that the linear ni prefactor of
the diagonal integrals (Jii) that is used in the APSG functional has to be
mainained when extending the wavefunction expansion to this seniority 0
wavefunction [Chapter 4]. Unfortunately, one cannot obtain a closed form
for the other prefactors in terms of occupation numbers. However, it is
possible to obtain a closed form if one truncates the expansion at double
excitations and if one uses a specific ansatz. The derivation is detailed in
Appendix C. The wavefunction based functionals are not the only large class
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of DMFT functionals, the other large class of functionals effectively mimics
DFT in the sense that the functionals are based on the concept that the
Hartree repulsion term is the best zero order approximation to the electron-
electron repulsion and that all exchange-correlation effects can be described
by exchange integrals with special prefactors in front of them. As a result
these functionals will always have the ninj prefactor for all Coulomb integrals.
The archetype of these so called K functionals is the Müller functional, which
was first developed by Müller and rediscovered later on through a different
derivation using optimal exchange-correlation holes by Baerends and Buijse
[36, 9, 37]. It is given by

FML
J (ni, nj) = ninj (1.107)

FML
KL (ni, nj) = −√ninj (1.108)

The phase was never determined for these functionals, hence the use of the
combined K + L quantity FBB

KL (ni, nj). Unfortunately, this functional has a
tendency to generate energies which are way too low. This has prompted the
construction of several new functionals which change the exchange prefac-
tors for several orbital pairs in such a way that more positive energies were
obtained [38]. These functionals are able to correctly describe bond breaking
phenomena in σ bonded molecules. However, these functionals use a different
mechanism for the 2RDM elements to describe the bond breaking process.
One obtains the following expression for the electron-electron repulsion for
the H2 molecule using the bonding and antibonding orbitals

WML[{φ}, {n}] = (2n2
g − ng)Jgg + (2n2

u − nu)Juu + 4ngnuJgu − 2
√
ngnuLgu

(1.109)
At the dissociation limit this expression yields

WML[{φ}, {n}] = 0Jgg + 0Juu + Jgu − Lgu ≈ 0 (1.110)

The dissociation limit behavior of the individual 2RDM elements is different
compared to the PILS behavior. In Chapter 5 it is shown that this leads
to the failure to describe bond breaking excitations irrespective of the choice
of the phase if one uses functionals from this class.

1.3.2 Excited states

In the DFT excited state section we have shown that one could obtain excita-
tion energies and oscillator strengths from an expression for the polarizability
of the ground state that was generated by the application of a small time
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dependent perturbation to this ground state. The same linear response treat-
ment can also be applied to the ground state 1RDM, it will however prove
to be a bit more involved to obtain an adiabatic response theory which pos-
sesses all the desired characteristics. Up until this point no Runge Gross like
theorem involving non local external potentials has been found for the time
dependent 1RDM. However, it is possible to set up a series of mappings that
prove that one can extend the 1RDM functional treatment to the time de-
pendent realm if one uses a local external potential [39]. The time dependent
1RDM determines ρ(r, t), which in its turn determines Ψ(t) through the nor-
mal Runge Gross theorem if one knows the initial wavefunction Ψ(t0). One
can subsequently use Ψ(t) to generate RDMs of any order

{Ψ(t0), γ(x′,x, t)} → {Ψ(t0), ρ(r, t)} → Ψ(t)→ Γ(x′1,x1,x
′
2,x2, t)→ γ(x′,x, t)

(1.111)
This mapping series allows us to write any RDM as a functional of the 1RDM,
giving us full functional closure for local external potentials. One can set up
equations of motion for the natural orbitals(

−∇
2

2
(r) + vex(r, t) + v̂NO

)
φj(r, t) = i

∂φj(r, t)

∂t
(1.112)

where the effective potential is only defined if one projects these equations
against φ∗i where i 6= j. This potential is the time dependent equivalent of
the effective potential used in the ground state optimization process, and is
given by

vNO
ij =

W †
ij(t)−Wij(t)

ni − nj
(1.113)

In addition to the equations of motion for the NOs, one also obtains equations
of motion for the natural occupation numbers

i
∂ni
∂t

= W †
ii(t)−Wii(t) (1.114)

Practical applications of 1RDM response theory should use the adiabatic ap-
proximation, which means that the ground state functional (W [{φ}, {n}, t] =
W [{φ(t)}, {n(t)}]) is used at each timestep. However, this approximation has
severe consequences for eq 1.114. The right hand side of this equation is equal
to the expression obtained for the phase invariance of functionals (eq 1.71).
So the occupations are not allowed to change when the adiabatic approxi-
mation is invoked. This leads to the inability to describe certain excitations
(vide infra). We will simply proceed without these equations of motion. One
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can apply a small time dependent external potential to the system and gen-
erate an expression for the poles of the polarizability, just like was done in
the DFT case. This leads to the following adiabatic eigenvalue expression

ΩF I = ω2
IF I (1.115)

where

Ω =
√
A+N−1A−N−1

√
A+ (1.116)

In Chapters 5 it is shown that the A+ matrix plays a role similar to the
ε matrix in LR-TDDFT, while the A− matrix plays a role similar to the
ε + 2K(ω) combination in LR-TDDFT. Although it should be noted that
these matrices are highly non-diagonal in the NO basis. The N matrix sim-
ply contains occupation number differences. The exact two-electron DMFT
ground state functional is known, so it is only logical to use it to test the
response formalism. However, the PILS functional is phase dependent, so
one should modify it to be phase invariant [40]. One can do this by transfer-
ring the phase dependent L-integral prefactors in the PILS functional to the
K-integral prefactors, which does not have any effect on the ground state en-
ergy. The resulting phase independent density matrix Löwdin Shull (DMLS)
functional is given by

FDMLS
J (ni, nj) = 0 (1.117)

FDMLS
K (ni, nj) = fifj

√
ninj (1.118)

FDMLS
L (ni, nj) = 0 (1.119)

The results for the H2
1Σ+

u states, which do not suffer from the lack of change
in the occupation numbers due to their symmetry, for this DMLS functional
are shown in Figure 1.5. As one can see the DMLS curves are quite useless.
It was shown that one gets results that are equal to the full CI results if
one uses the PILS functional for these 1Σ+

u excitations [39], which can be
explained by the fact that an analysis of the exact response of the two-
electron wavefunction yielded response matrices that are equal to the ones
obtained with PILS. The use of the PILS functional still does not lead to the
proper propagation of the occupation numbers in adiabatic TDDMFT, unless
one performs ad hoc modifications on the response equations. In order to get
a proper response in the occupations without resorting to ad hoc methods
a new theory was postulated. The phase including natural orbital (PINO)
theory explicitly uses the phase of the NOs as a variable in addition to the
usual orbitals and occupation numbers [41, 42]

�πk(x) = e−iθkφk(x) (1.120)
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Figure 1.5: The first four 1Σ+
u excitation energies for the H2 molecule, red

curves: Full CI / PILS, black curves: DMLS, aug-cc-pVTZ basis. adapted
from ref [40]

One can set up the action of these PINOs and generate the equations of
motion. The orbital equations of motion are given by(

−∇
2

2
(r) + vex(r, t) + v̂PINO(r′, r, t)

)
�πj(r, t) = i

∂�πj(r, t)

∂t
(1.121)

where the PINO potential is defined in the matrix representation in the PINO
basis as follows

vPINO
ij =

W †
ij(t)−Wij(t)

ni − nj
(1.122)

vPINO
ii =

∂W [{φ}, {n}, t]
∂ni

(1.123)

Note that in addition to the off-diagonal matrix elements we also have an ex-
pression for the diagonal terms. The occupation number equations of motion
are equivalent to the ones obtained in TDDMFT, and are given by

i
∂ni
∂t

= W †
ii(t)−Wii(t) (1.124)

The adiabatic approximation in TDPINO theory does not cause stationarity
of the occupations numbers due to the fact that functionals do not have to be
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phase independent. In fact, one can only propagate the occupation numbers
if one uses a phase dependent functional. One can apply the usual recipe to
obtain an eigenvalue expression that generates the poles of the polarizability.
The Ω matrix for adiabatic LR-TDPINO is given by

Ω =
√
A+D

√
A+ (1.125)

where

D =

(
N−1A−N−1 N−1C
CTN−1 W̄

)
(1.126)

It has been shown that these adiabatic response matrices using the PILS
functional yield exact results for all excitations in two-electron systems [42].
Just like in LR-TDDDFT, one can use the response eigenvectors to generate
oscillator strengths for the excitations [Chapter 3]

fI =
2

3
(|µTx

√
A+F I |2 + |µTy

√
A+F I |2 + |µTz

√
A+F I |2) (1.127)

One can also generate an expression for the transition densities using the
eigenvectors

∆γI =

√
A+F I

ωI
(1.128)

It is interesting to show the elements of these transition densities. In order
to aid us we will use a system with 2 highly occupied and 4 lowly occupied
orbitals. The possible transition density matrix elements are given by

∆γii ∆γij ∆γia ∆γib ∆γic ∆γid
∆γjj ∆γja ∆γjb ∆γjc ∆γjd

∆γaa ∆γab ∆γac ∆γad
∆γbb ∆γbc ∆γbd

∆γcc ∆γcd
∆γdd

 (1.129)

In case of DFT one has integer occupations and the LR-TDDFT eigen-
vectors (and the transition densities derived from these vectors) only have
Nocc × Nvirt elements, each of which corresponds to the excitation of an
electron from the associated occupied to virtual orbitals (marked red in the
matrix). This restricts adiabatic TDDFT to single excitations. The adi-
abatic LR-TDDMFT/TDPINO eigenvectors have much larger dimensions.
The fractional nature of the occupation numbers causes all possible orbital
transitions to be present in the matrix, which gives rise to a much larger
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excitation space that allows for double excitations to occur as well. In fact,
in case of two-electron systems the number of transition density elements is
equal to the number of possible states, allowing one to calculate all possible
excitations with adiabatic LR-TDPINO. It has been shown that the addi-
tional offdiagonal elements, which are not present in TDDFT, are responsible
for the description of offdiagonal double excitations. The diagonal elements,
which are related to the change in occupation numbers (blue), are responsible
for the description of diagonal double excitations. In case of larger systems
one does not obtain exact results within the adiabatic approximation due
to the fact that the transition density is not large enough to accomodate
all possible excitations. However, we can still assume that the increased so-
lution space is sufficient for the description of double excitation within the
adiabatic approximation for these larger systems due to the fact that cal-
culations performed with truncated matrices still showed double excitation
character [42].

An exact PINO functional is only known for two-electron systems. In
order to see if we are also able to get good results for many-electron systems
approximate PINO functionals have to be developed. The initial starting
point is the BB family of functionals, since these functionals have been able
to offer high quality ground state potential energy curves in the past. How-
ever, it can be shown that these functionals fail to describe the bond breaking
excitation in H2 due to the fact that different 2RDM elements are used to per-
form the bond breaking in the ground state compared to the LS mechanism
[Chapter 4]. So only APSG like functionals are used in subsequent tests
on 2 valence electron molecules (LiH, Li2, BH (only 2 correlated electrons)).
The results indicate that one should be careful with respect to the assignment
of the phase dependence. For two-electron systems we only had 2 possible
choices: use phases (L integrals), or do not use phases (K integrals). In case
of the previously mentioned systems one will not obtain correct results if one
chooses either of these options, instead one has to use both phase dependent
and phase independent interactions as is dictated by the Slater Condon rules
applied to the wavefunction which generates the functional [Chapter 4]. We
are currently investigating approximate functionals for the 4 valence electron
BH molecule, the results will not be published in this thesis.

The interpretation of the excitations in the NO basis is another important
thing to look at. We have seen that the occupied KS orbital energies can
be related to ionization energies, and that the virtual KS orbital energies
are associated with excitation acceptor behavior within the same molecular
fragment which often leads to single orbital to orbital transition descriptions
for the excitations. In case of HF the occupied orbital energies can also
be related to ionization behavior, while the virtual HF orbital energies can
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be related to electron affinities. In case of NO based theories none of these
physical characteristics can be applied to the NOs due to the fractional nature
of the occupations and the fact that all NOs are already used to some degree
in the ground state. The fractional nature of the NO occupation numbers
causes them to have equal orbital energies, this makes it impossible to assign
any of the previously mentioned physical characteristics to the NOs if one
uses the non local effective NO potential.

One can however apply a different effective potential to the NOs, like
the HF potential or an (approximate) KS potential, and use the resulting
expectation values as new orbital energies. This results in the insight that
the shapes of the lowly occupied NOs are widely different from the virtual
MOs obtained in KS DFT and HF [Appendix D]. In case of those theories the
virtual orbitals do not participate in the physical system, and are thus addi-
tional “artifacts” that are additional higher energy solutions to the potential
generated by the actual system. This is completely not the case for the NOs,
since all NOs are used to generate the effective potential, this affects their
shapes as well. From our experience the highly occupied NOs are generally
mixtures of the occupied HF orbitals, which can be explained by the fact that
the density of the fully correlated wavefunction should not deviate too much
from the one obtained by the Hartree Fock wavefunction. Unfortunately, the
fact that the Hartree Fock MOs could be mixed destroys their relation to the
ionization energies. The lowly occupied NOs have a different pattern, the
ones with an appreciable occupation tend to be localized in the same region
as the occupied NOs. This can be explained by the fact that the correlation
energy is mainly determined through the interaction between the leading
determinant and the ones with still appreciable prefactors. The interaction
energy lowering effect is governed through integrals involving the highly oc-
cupied NOs and the lowly occupied orbitals, the value of which increases if
there is a larger spatial overlap between the two. The NOs with no appre-
ciable occupation on the other hand tend to be extremely diffuse, which can
be explained by the same reason as the shape for the lowly occupied orbitals
with some occupation. There is no energy lowering effect if there is no spa-
tial overlap with the highly occupied NOs, resulting in neglegible occupation
numbers. Actual excitation acceptor orbitals (for the first few excitations
in each symmetry) require both characteristics, i.e. they need to have an
appreciable amplitude in the region near the nuclei in order to be bound by
their attractive potential, and at the same time need to have some diffuse
character due to the shielding effect of the electrons closer to the nuclei. So
in effect the ground state NOs are very bad descriptors for excitations, and
in most cases all NOs of a given symmetry are required to reconstruct the
correct excitation acceptors, making the interpretation of TDDMFT excita-
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tion vectors nearly impossible without a basis set transformation. A good
choice for a basis set transformation can be obtained from the response eigen
equations for the TDPINO formalism.

In case if one only has to excite from a single highly occupied orbital the
occupied-virtual part of the A+ matrix can be interpreted as a Fock matrix
using an effective KS like operator, and with a negative diagonal correction
which is equal to the first ionization energy [Chapter 5]. The diagonalization
of this part of the A+ matrix leads to natural excitation orbitals (NEOs),
and effective orbital energy differences which are very similar to the ones
obtained from exact KS formalisms. Current research is focussed on finding
a proper decription for systems in which one has to remove (partial) electrons
from multiple highly occupied orbitals in order to describe the excitations.
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Chapter 2

Physical meaning of virtual
Kohn-Sham orbitals and orbital
energies: An ideal basis for the
description of molecular
excitations1

In recent years several benchmark studies on the performance of large sets
of functionals in TDDFT calculations of excitation energies have been per-
formed. The tested functionals do not approximate exact Kohn-Sham or-
bitals and orbital energies closely. We highlight the advantages of (close
to) exact Kohn-Sham orbitals and orbital energies for a simple description,
very often as just a single orbital-to-orbital transition, of molecular excita-
tions. Benchmark calculations are performed for the statistical average of
orbital potentials (SAOP) functional for the potential [J. Chem. Phys. 112
(2000) 1344; 114 (2001)652], that approximates the true Kohn-Sham poten-
tial much better than LDA, GGA, mGGA and hybrid potentials do. An
accurate Kohn-Sham potential does not only perform satisfactorily for cal-
culated vertical excitation energies of both valence and Rydberg transitions,
it also exhibits appealing properties of the KS orbitals: occupied orbital en-
ergies close to ionization energies, virtual-occupied orbital energy gaps very
close to excitation energies, realistic shapes of virtual orbitals, leading to
straightforward interpretation of most excitations as single orbital transi-
tions. We stress that such advantages are completely lost in time-dependent

1The content of this chapter has been published as: R. van Meer, O. V. Gritsenko and
E. J. Baerends, J. Chem. Theory Comput., 2014, 10, 4432-4441
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Hartree-Fock and partly in hybrid approaches. Many excitations and excita-
tion energies calculated with local density, generalized gradient and hybrid
functionals are spurious. There is, with an accurate KS, or even the LDA
or GGA potentials, nothing problematic about the “band gap” in molecules:
the HOMO-LUMO gap is close to the first excitation energy (the optical
gap).

2.1 Introduction

Extensive sets of DFT functionals have recently been tested for excitation
energy calculations with adiabatic TDDFT, for both valence and Rydberg
excitations [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 53, 54, 55]. There is a
tendency to favor hybrid functionals such as PBE0 and M06-2X as the ones
with the smallest mean absolute error and the most even-handed treatment of
both valence and Rydberg excitations. It has been concluded that most func-
tionals with a large percentage (> 40 %) of exact exchange can describe both
types of excitations correctly. In this letter it is shown that even though these
functionals generate fairly accurate excitation energies, the simple single or-
bital excitation structure (transition of one occupied orbital to one virtual
orbital), which is characteristic for the exact Kohn-Sham orbitals [14] and
which is of great importance for the correct interpretation of the nature of
the excited states, is not maintained. It is shown in section 2.2 that the exact
Kohn-Sham potential, as approximated with the SAOP potential (statistical
average of orbital potentials functional for the potential) [56, 57, 58], gen-
erates, with a simple ALDA exchange-correlation kernel, excitation energies
which are comparable to the best functionals that were found in the bench-
mark studies. More importantly, as we will demonstrate in section 2.3, the
SAOP orbitals, being good approximations to the exact Kohn-Sham orbitals,
also in the unoccupied spectrum, have the important advantage of describing
many excitations as simple single orbital transitions. This is very helpful in
understanding the nature of the excitations in a molecule. In contrast, the
use of exact exchange leads to much less suitable unoccupied orbitals: they
are too diffuse and one typically needs a linear combination of many of these
virtual orbitals to describe the receiving orbital in the excitation. This is of
course the case for the Hartree-Fock model, but this less fortunate feature of
that model persists to some extent in the hybrid functionals of DFT.
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2.2 Benchmarking the SAOP potential for ver-

tical excitation energies.

In adiabatic TDDFT the excitation energies are obtained as eigenvalues of
the diagonalization of the TDDFT response equations(

E2 + 2
√
EK
√
E
)
F = ω2F (2.1)

The E matrix contains KS orbital energy differences on the diagonal entries

Eia,jb = (εa − εi)δijδab (2.2)

and the coupling matrix K is given by [13]

Kia,jb = 2

∫
dr1dr2φi(r1)φa(r1)

[
1

|r1 − r2|
+ fadxc (r1, r2)

]
φj(r2)φb(r2) (2.3)

The orbitals {φi} are KS orbitals and fadxc is the adiabatic exchange-correlation
kernel, which is defined as the functional derivative of the exchange-correlation
potential (vxc) with respect to the density (ρ), fadxc (r1, r2) = δvxc(r1)/δρ(r2).
The KS orbital energies are obtained from the usual Kohn-Sham equations

(ĥ(r1) + vH(r1) + vxc(r1))φi(r1) = εiφi(r1) (2.4)

where ĥ(r1) is the one electron operator, vH(r1) is the Hartree potential and
vxc(r1) is the exchange-correlation potential which is generated by taking the
functional derivative of the exchange-correlation energy functional with re-
spect to the density, δExc/δρ(r1). It should be noted that one only needs vxc
and its derivative fadxc in order to generate excitation energies (and other re-
sponse properties such as (hyper)polarizabilities), knowledge of Exc[ρ] is not
required to generate these quantities, nor is it required for the self consistent
optimization of the KS orbitals. However, the vxc potential is usually derived
from existing ground state functionals for Exc by functional differentiation.
Most, if not all, of the currently known approximate ground state energy
functionals yield an incorrect vxc potential. It is well known that the approx-
imate LDA and GGA functionals generate deficient vxc behavior in both the
bulk (core and valence) region and the asymptotic region. It is customary to
refer to the wrong asymptotic behavior of the GGA Kohn-Sham potentials as
the main cause of problems with molecular properties [59, 60, 61, 62, 16, 63].
This may be true for some properties, such as polarizabilities and hyperpo-
larizabilities [60, 64], and Van der Waals interactions [65, 66], but perhaps a
more important deficiency of the approximate KS potentials is the fact that
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in the bulk region the vGGAxc are shifted upwards by an almost constant value
of ca. 4.5 eV with respect to the exact KS potential [67, 59, 68]. We will
return to these problems with the GGA potentials below, but first verify that
the SAOP potential, which lacks these deficiencies, gives an accurate repre-
sentation of the excitation energies. To that end we have performed TDDFT
calculations on the same benchmark set that was used in the calculations by
Caricato et al. [48] and by Isegawa et al. [51].

The approximate SAOP xc potential vSAOPxcσ [56, 57, 58] is designed to
model the KS potential both in the inner region (including the characteristic
step structure in the exact KS potential [69]) and in the outer region with its
Coulombic asymptotics. To this end, vSAOPxcσ is constructed with a seamless
interpolation between the model xc potential of van Leeuwen and Baerends
(LB)[59] vLBαxcσ with the Coulombic asymptotics in the outer region and the
model xc potential of Gritsenko, van Leeuwen, van Lenthe, and Baerends
(GLLB) [69]

vGLLBxcσ (r) = v̄holexcσ (r) +
Nσ∑
i=1

√
εNσ − εiσ

|φiσ(r)|2

ρσ(r)
(2.5)

in the bulk. The step structure is modeled in (2.5) with its second term, while
the first term is a model coupling-constant integrated xc-hole potential. A
seamless interpolation between vGLLBxcσ and vLBαxcσ in vSAOPxcσ is carried out in a
two-fold way. First, for each occupied orbital φi the auxiliary model potential
vmodxciσ is constructed with exponential interpolation between vGLLBxcσ and vLBαxcσ

vmodxciσ(r) = e−2(εNσ−εiσ)2

vLBαxcσ (r) + {1− e−2(εNσ−εiσ)2}vGLLBxcσ (r). (2.6)

Finally, the SAOP xc potential is constructed as the statistical average of
the potentials (2.6) for the occupied orbitals

vSAOPxcσ (r) =
Nσ∑
i=1

vmodxciσ(r)
|φiσ(r)|2

ρσ(r)
. (2.7)

We have used the ADF package for all calculations. The ADF package uses
Slater type orbitals, while the previously mentioned benchmark calculations
use Gaussian basis sets. We have therefore selected a basis set (QZ3P-2D)
that resembles the Gaussian basis sets in terms of the number of diffuse s (H)
and s, p (C,N,O) functions and is larger in the s, p and polarization functions,
and contains extra d, f diffuse functions. For simplicity we always use the
adiabatic LDA kernel for the LDA and GGA calculations, which are not
sensitive to this choice of kernel [16]. In view of the analytical form of the
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SAOP potential, which is reminiscent of e.g. the KLI approximation of the
exchange-only OEP potential, a derivation along the lines of the derivation
in Refs [70] and [71] for the OEP kernel might provide an approximation to
the kernel, but in view of the minor effect of the kernel (see also below) the
usefulness of such an approximation to fSAOPxc would seem doubtful. For the
calculations with hybrid functionals the kernels are given by

fHY Bxc = (1−X)fALDAxc +XfHFxc (2.8)

where X is the fraction of exact exchange used in the exchange-correlation
functional.

A summary of the benchmark results is given in Table 2.1, while the
actual excitation energies can be found in the supporting information. The
partitioning in valence (V) and Rydberg (R) excitation is taken from the
benchmark papers [48, 51]. The M06-2X and BP86 calculations that have
been published with 6-311(2+,2+)G** and 6-311(3+,3+)G** basis sets re-
spectively, which we will abbreviate as Gaussian-2D and Gaussian-3D, have
been repeated with the Slater QZ3P-2D basis set. The Slater basis gives,
with the BP86 and M06-2X functionals, similar average absolute deviations
(AADs) as the Gaussian bases, demonstrating the rough equivalence of these
basis sets. This allows us to compare the SAOP results using the Slater
QZ3P-2D basis with the benchmark results of other functionals in the previ-
ously mentioned studies. The total AAD of the SAOP functional is 0.34 eV,
which indicates that SAOP is a reasonably successful functional, comparable
to M06-2X with AAD 0.32 in the same basis. SAOP is a functional with good
AAD for both the valence and the Rydberg excitations. This also holds true
for the M06-2X hybrid functional, but the BP86 functional has much larger
AAD for the Rydberg excitations than for valence excitations, which is often
cited as a problem of GGA functionals (see however discussion below).

This special behavior of the GGAs for Rydberg excitations can be under-
stood from the errors that are made by the LDA and GGA approximations
in the orbital energy spectrum. It is known that the effect of the coupling
matrix on the excitation energies is usually small [16] when “pure” DFT
functionals are used (functionals that do not contain HF exchange), except
in the cases of bond breaking and charge transfer excitations where the ker-
nel term of the coupling matrix should be large (divergent) [18, 20], but is
not in the adiabatic approximation. So the orbital energy difference is a very
good zero order approximation of the excitation energy for local molecular
excitations. We will elaborate on this point in the next section. Here we
discuss the deficiency of the LDA/GGA approximations from their effect on
the orbital energy spectrum, which is displayed in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the orbital energy spectrum of the
exact Kohn-Sham potential, a typical GGA potential, and the approximate
discrete LDA/GGA orbital energy spectra resulting from small and large
basis set calculations. Drawn lines for valence orbitals, dashed lines for Ry-
dberg levels. V denotes a valence excitation (HOMO to LUMO transition)
and R denotes a Rydberg transition.
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The orbital energy spectrum of the exact Kohn-Sham potential has the
following characteristics: the HOMO is exactly at minus the first ionization
potential, εH = −I, the HOMO-LUMO gap is approximately equal to the
first excitation energy or the optical gap (in molecules) [14], there is a series
of Rydberg levels which converge to the energy zero from below [72], and
there is a continuous spectrum of free electron states above zero. The energy
zero is always defined as the value of the KS potential at infinity, to give all
potentials a common gauge and to be able to compare the orbital energy to
the ionization energy, which is the energy required to bring an electron with
zero kinetic energy to the asymptotic limit value of the potential. The nearly
constant upshift of the GGA potentials of ca. 4.5 eV with respect to the exact
potential in the molecular region leads to a similar, nearly uniform, upshift
of the energies of the orbitals that have large amplitude in the molecular
region, i.e. the occupied orbitals and the unoccupied orbitals of valence type.
Although this deficiency of the LDA/GGA potentials causes them to lose
the property εi ≈ −Ii which holds for the exact Kohn-Sham occupied orbital
energies [17, 73, 74, 75], it does not affect the valence excitations very much,
since also the valence virtuals shift up by approximately the same amount
(note the near equality of the red valence excitation for the exact KS poten-
tial and LDA/GGA approximation in Fig. 2.1). Therefore GGAs work well
for valence excitations, with similar AADs as more sophisticated potentials.
The upshift of the somewhat more diffuse unoccupied valence orbitals may
be slightly less than that of the occupied orbitals, giving the GGA calcu-
lations the tendency to slightly underestimate the valence excitations. The
Rydberg orbitals, being mostly outside the molecular domain, shift up much
less. Their orbital energies remain in the same energy region, since they will
again by definition cluster towards the energy zero (from below) (but these
potentials may support many fewer Rydberg-like orbitals). The Coulombic
long range decay of the exact potential (−1/r) is not correctly reproduced by
the LDA (exponential decay) and GGA (−c/r2) functionals [76]. This will
deteriorate the shape of the Rydberg orbitals, which affects properties like
the oscillator strength [68]. But more importantly, because of the smaller
upshift of the Rydberg levels than the occupied orbitals, the orbital energy
differences, which are the leading terms in the excitation energy by TDDFT,
will become much too low, cf. the blue arrows for a Rydberg excitation in
Fig. 2.1. This causes GGA Rydberg excitation energies to be severely un-
derestimated, see the large AADs for the BP86 Rydberg excitation energies
in Table 2.1. These large underestimations of the Rydberg transitions have
actually a second, even more serious, cause, see below. The problems with
the GGA calculations have usually been ascribed to the wrong asymptotic
behavior of the GGA potential and it has been proposed [62, 16] to rem-
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edy the calculated excitation energies by using the asymptotically corrected
potential LB94 [59]. This potential had shown to considerably improve e.g.
polarizabilities [60] and Van der Waals interactions [61]. However, we wish
to stress that the problem with GGA potentials is not in the wrong (non-
Coulombic) decay of the potential in the asymptotic limit, it is actually in the
wrong shape (erroneous upshift) of the GGA potential in the nearby (molec-
ular) region. The important feature of the LB94 and SAOP potentials in the
present context is their more strongly attractive nature in the molecular re-
gion (downshift with respect to the GGA potential) rather than their proper
Coulombic asymptotic decay. [The SAOP potential is an improvement on
the LB94 potential, which shares with LB94 the property that it does not
have the erroneous upshift in the molecular region of the GGA potentials.]
Tozer and Handy [63] have argued that the KS potential should asymptot-
ically go to a positive (molecule dependent) constant and have applied a
shape correction to the potential by leaving the GGA potential untouched
in the molecular region, but connecting it to a long range part that goes
asymptotically to this positive constant. Even if one does not accept that
there are physical arguments why the “right” GGA potential (or “continuum
potential”) should go to a molecule dependent constant at infinity, it can be
recognized that the shape correction of Ref. [63] has the same effect: Since
an overall constant in the potential is physically irrelevant, such a potential
can be shifted uniformly down to put the asymptotic limit at zero. Such
a downshift means that also the orbital levels shift down by this constant,
which makes the orbital energies comparable to the orbital energies of the
other shape-corrected potentials with asymptotic limit at zero.

The upshift of the GGA potential in the molecular region (with respect
to the zero asymptotic limit) also leads to a strange basis set effect, that
should not go unnoticed. In any basis, and in particular in a small basis set
(see third column of Fig. 2.1) the set of Rydberg levels is only very incom-
pletely, and certainly for the upper Rydberg levels very poorly, represented.
Moreover, the continuum above zero is only represented by a few discrete
levels, which are artifacts of the basis set. When the basis set is increased,
the Rydberg spectrum approaching zero from below, and the continuous
spectrum above zero, are increasingly densely covered. In particular the ad-
dition of diffuse functions will not only create more Rydberg-like solutions
just below zero, but also many one-electron states at positive energy close to
zero, mimicking with these somewhat accidental discrete states the contin-
uous spectrum of free-electron solutions. The correct free-electron solutions
consist of plane waves orthogonalized to the bound orbitals. This means
that upon enlarging the basis set the excitation spectrum becomes denser
around the I = −εH value, with many of those excitations having a spurious
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nature. The “collapse” of the excitation spectrum above the −εH value was
signalled by Casida et al. [62]. Fig. 2.2 provides an illustration where the 8
excitation energies used in the benchmark calculations of Refs [48, 51] and
the present ones are given for acetone for three functionals in a series of basis
sets. Considering first BP86, it is clear that the first excitation, which is
purely valence type (n→ π∗), is almost constant through the basis sets and
is in good agreement with experiment (4.27 eV compared to 4.43 eV exper.).
The second excitation energy stabilizes in the largest basis sets, although it
is much too low compared to experiment (5.13 eV compared to 6.36 eV ex-
per.). This is a Rydberg excitation (n→ 3s) to a diffuse orbital with energy
(−0.61 eV) close to zero, but still bound. Its energy is too low because the
HOMO is too high and therefore (εa − εH) too small. The remaining BP86
excitation energies clearly start clustering towards the −εH(BP86) ≈ 5.7 eV
value from above, without much apparent connection to the experimental
spectrum. One cannot obtain convergence of the GGA excitation spectrum
with basis set, because the large upshift of the HOMO level brings the onset
of the continuous part of the spectrum at a much too low energy, and the
extension of the basis will only create more (spurious) orbitals and energies
in the region above the energy zero. One should not assign these excitations
as Rydberg excitations, since they are to basically undefined orbitals. These
orbitals are as diffuse as the basis set allows, the basis tries to mimic infinitely
extended plane waves. Since the exchange-correlation kernel contribution for
such (almost) infinitely extended orbitals is zero, the excitation energy tends
to just the orbital energy difference εa − εH ≈ 0. − εH . These excitations
have very small oscillator strengths, so in large basis sets with many diffuse
functions one should be alerted by many spurious excitations with very small
oscillator strengths. In small basis sets there are fewer discrete levels above
zero, but the corresponding excitations are still spurious (artifacts of the ba-
sis). It is to be noted that when doing benchmarking of functionals it should
be recognized which excitation energies are “stable” and can be included in
the benchmarking, and which ones are spurious. The result of benchmark-
ing of LDA/GGA/mGGA functionals is unrealistic if these problems with
excitations to the continuum part of the spectrum (above the much too low
−εHOMO value) are not recognized and the spurious excitations are included
in the benchmark set.

We note in the acetone results that the SAOP potential does not suffer
from this peculiar deficiency. Since the HOMO is at −10.25 eV, the 8 ex-
citations we are considering are all to negative energy (bound) orbitals (see
the εa values in Table 2.2), which should have stable shapes and energies in
sufficiently large basis sets. This is evident from Fig. 2.2b. Although the
DZP basis is clearly too small, the calculated excitation energies are reason-
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ably stable from the TZ2P basis onwards for all excited states. This does
not necessarily mean that the calculated energies are excellent, but they are
quite reasonable and stable. It is interesting to compare to the results for hy-
brid functionals, for which we take M06-2X as representative, see Fig. 2.2c.
Clearly the M06-2X levels are more stable than BP86. The HOMO is at
−8.85 eV, which represents an upshift of only ca. 0.9 eV with respect to the
(adiabatic) ionization potential of 9.71 eV [77, 78]. We expect therefore some-
what too low excitation energies for high lying Rydberg transitions, which
indeed seems to be a tendency with the M06-2X highest excitation energies.
Most of the excitations (except the lowest two) are to orbitals with positive
energy (Table 2.2), but the calculated excitation energies are well below the
8.85 eV threshold. Because of the exact exchange contribution in this func-
tional, the exchange-correlation kernel has much larger contributions (cf. the
large ω−∆εia values in Table 2.2) than in the case of purely local functionals
such as BP86 and SAOP. This apparently corrects for the spurious nature of
the positive energy orbitals and results in good excitation energies.

We emphasize that not only the numerical values for the excitation en-
ergies are important. Also the nature of the excitations, as given by the
percentage contributions of the i → a (occupied to virtual) excitations to
the transition density, is an important characteristic that should not be dis-
torted by approximations in the functional/potential. This is discussed in
the next section.

Func. Basis Total Val. Rydb. Alkenes Aza-
+ carbonyls benzenes

BP86 Gaussian-3D 1.08 0.38 1.62 1.44 0.41
BP86 QZ3P-2D 1.04 0.36 1.56 1.38 0.51
M06-2X Gaussian-2D 0.30 0.36 0.26 0.26 0.39
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 0.32 0.34 0.31 0.33 0.31
SAOP QZ3P-2D 0.34 0.25 0.41 0.38 0.27

Table 2.1: The average absolute errors for the benchmark calculations. The
BP86 calculations with Gaussian-3D (= 6-311(3+,3+)G**) basis sets refer to
the benchmark studies by Caricato et al. [48] and M06-2X Gaussian-2D (=
6-311(2+,2+)G**) calculations are from Isegawa et al. [51]. The benchmark
set of molecules is the same as in Refs [48, 51]. All errors are in eV.
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Figure 2.2: The lowest 8 excitation energies of acetone used in the bench-
mark calculations of Refs [48] and [51] as a function of basis set size, for
BP86 functional (a), SAOP functional (b) and M06-2X functional (c).
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2.3 The single excitation nature (orbital-to-

orbital transition) of many excitations in

the Kohn-Sham basis.

The problems highlighted in the previous section do not arise with the exact
Kohn-Sham potential. Since this is not available, a model potential that ap-
proximates a crucial feature of the exact KS potential such as the εH = −I
relation should be used. The statistical average of model potentials (SAOP)
[56, 57, 58, 68] is such a purely local potential, with a reasonable approxima-
tion of εH = −I [17].

In case of exact KS DFT the orbital energy difference εa−εi is expected to
be a good approximation to the actual excitation energy for local molecular
excitations, because of the physical meaning of the KS orbital energies [14].
The occupied orbitals εi are approximately equal to ionization potentials
(IP) for the valence orbitals [17, 73, 74, 75], with deviations for the upper
valence orbitals of the order of magnitude of 0.1 eV (the HF model gives
deviations of the orbital energies from ionization energies for those levels of
ca. 1 eV). The approximation εi ≈ −Ii becomes an exact equality for the
HOMO orbital energy and first IP [79, 76]. The virtual orbital energies εa
belong to higher states of an electron in exactly the same KS potential as
the occupied orbitals, so they represent excited KS electrons. This is truly
different from the meaning of unoccupied orbitals in the Hartree-Fock model,
which describe electrons that are added to the system. The unoccupied HF
orbital energies are Koopmans (frozen orbital) approximations to the electron
affinity (actually poorer than the Koopmans approximation of the occupied
HF orbital energies to the IPs, because for the virtuals the relaxation and
correlation errors add up while for the occupied orbitals they counteract,
cf. [14]). The difference between KS and HF virtual orbitals and orbital
energies can be understood as the effect of the exchange-correlation hole
potential, which is present in the vxc part of the KS potential and causes
the KS electrons to move in the field of N − 1 electrons, both in occupied
and in virtual orbitals. In contrast, the Fock operator for the virtual orbitals
does not have an exchange hole potential, the virtual HF orbitals describe
an electron moving in the field of N electrons, which makes the orbitals
much more diffuse. The difference of the virtual-occupied KS orbital energies
should give a good zero order estimate of the energy required to excite an
electron from an occupied orbital to a virtual orbital, to the extent that
the KS system of electrons mimics the true system. [The orbital energy
difference estimate breaks down in case of charge transfer excitations [80,
18, 14] and bond breaking excitations [81, 20], and in general when the KS
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independent particle system deviates strongly from the true system with
strong nondynamic correlation (multideterminantal character).] For local
functionals (GGA etc.) the orbital energy difference may still be a good
estimate for low lying excitations, but this estimate is expected to break
down for higher excitations that exceed or approach the −εH threshold, see
Ref. [62] and the discussion in the previous section.

We give in Table 2.2 for various functionals the same 8 excitations of
acetone as used in Refs [48, 51], which are to one valence and seven Rydberg
states. Assignment of valence states is usually easy from the orbitals involved
in the transition, but Rydberg states are more difficult to assign. For them
we stick to the convention of simply matching, per irreducible representation,
the calculated to the experimental excitations in order of energy, see remarks
in Refs [48, 51]. Of course, the characterization as valence (V) or Rydberg
(R) is not absolute, there are many mixed cases. In the case of acetone
only the lowest of the present states, 11A2 (n→ π∗), is considered “valence”
[48, 51]. We use acetone here as just an example and we will refrain from a
discussion of assignment issues in any depth, except for a few remarks, see
below.

In the first place we note that the expectation that the KS orbital en-
ergy differences ∆εia (for which we take the SAOP model) are close to the
calculated TDDFT excitation energies is fully borne out: the discrepancies
listed as ω −∆εia are extremely small. This is equivalent to saying that the
contributions of the exchange-correlation kernel are very small (a few hun-
dredths of an eV). Of course we cannot be sure that these contributions, for
which we take the adiabatic LDA approximation, are quantitatively correct,
but for Rydberg excitations there is only a small differential overlap of φi
and φRydberga , so the factor φi(r)φRydberga (r) in the integrand of the exchange-
correlation kernel is ≈ 0. everywhere and the kernel contribution will be
small anyway. For the lowest excitation, 11A2, which is HOMO → LUMO,
there is some contribution (0.26 eV) from the exchange-correlation kernel.
This is in keeping with the valence character of the excitation, so the differ-
ential overlap φi(r)φvala (r) will not be so small as for Rydberg excitations.
Nevertheless, the kernel term is still so small as to make the orbital energy
difference a quite good approximation to the calculated excitation energy.
It is in fact an important advantage of the use of a good approximation to
the exact KS potential that orbital energy differences are meaningful and
in fact very good first approximations to the excitation energies. Another
important advantage of the KS potential (or a good approximation to it) is
also apparent from the SAOP results of Table 2.2: the character of all of the
excitations is completely unequivocally just a single orbital transition. The
weights for the dominant single excitation are 95% or higher for all excita-
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tions except 21A2 (84%). All of the excitations are out of the HOMO (the 2py
lone pair on oxygen). The physical nature of all of the excitations is appar-
ently very straightforward in the KS orbital basis. This underlines our earlier
remark that from the nature of the KS potential the virtual KS orbitals can
be expected to approximately describe excited electrons in the system. This
simple and straightforward description of excitations is a great advantage
of the KS (SAOP) orbital basis. We finally note that the agreement of the
calculated excitation energies with experiment is very satisfactory.

We note in passing that the assignment of the acetone spectrum is not at
all simple [77, 82, 78, 83, 84, 85]. The excitations we are considering here are
generally considered to be, except for the lowest (the n → π∗ valence exci-
tation), Rydberg excitations to 3s, 3px, 3py, 3pz and next to the 3d set. But
also the valence π → π∗ and σ → π∗ excitations should occur. They have
been experimentally rather elusive. From theoretical work [82] it became
clear that, as expected, such states have considerably lengthened equilib-
rium C=O bonds and potential energy curves that exhibit avoided crossings
with sometimes several Rydberg states. Experimentally the existence of the
valence π → π∗ and σ → π∗ states has been deduced from the vibronic
coupling [82, 83, 84] but vertical excitation energies have been difficult to
ascertain. We have followed Refs [48, 51] in considering the one valence and
seven Rydberg states mentioned above.

Turning to the GGA functional BP86, we note that in spite of the too
high lying HOMO (at −5.71 eV compared to the IP of 9.71 eV [77, 78]), the
valence excitation 11A2 is not much affected: the LUMO has been upshifted
by about the same amount as the HOMO, so ∆εia is still close to the ex-
citation energy (actually 0.16 eV smaller, while with SAOP it was 0.16 eV
larger, cf. the tendency of smaller upshift of the valence virtuals we men-
tioned earlier). All of the other excitations are to orbitals that are either
a little below or above zero (Table 2.2). The ones above zero are spurious,
since the positive orbital energies are artifacts of the basis. The ones at
negative orbital energy are close to zero (from −0.61 to −0.07 eV). It is not
clear whether these are good approximations to Rydberg orbitals, given the
limited extent of the basis functions and the wrong asymptotic decay of the
potential. They are very diffuse, which yields a zero contribution from the
kernel term and therefore also 100% single orbital excitation character. The
calculated excitation energies are all much too low (see the column ω−Eexp),
since they cluster around the −εH value as discussed in the previous section.
It is doubtful if these excitations are at all realistic, and whether they can
be used for judging (benchmarking) this GGA functional.

We next consider the TDHF (RPA) excitations. Here we find all virtual
levels at positive orbital energies. Those orbitals are again arbitrary products
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of the basis set, devoid of physical meaning. Indeed, the excitation vectors
are extensive mixtures of the φi → φa orbital transitions, with the largest
contribution sometimes as low as 20%. Meaningful interpretation of the
nature of these excitations appears well-nigh impossible, while judging from
the Kohn-Sham (SAOP) calculations their character is actually very simple.
The 11A2 excitation which is denoted “valence”, actually has in TDHF less
than 50% contribution from the HOMO to LUMO+27 ( n→ π∗) character.
The lowest B1 state has 29% HOMO-4 (σ) to LUMO+27 character, so has
some σ → π∗ character and is not totally Rydberg. Although interpretation
is obviously difficult for the TDHF calculations because of the unphysical
nature of the orbitals with positive energy, numerically the excitation energies
can be meaningful. After all, the excited states are bound states and can be
described with molecule centered basis sets. Of course, large corrections then
have to come from the exchange kernel contributions. These contributions
are indeed large, cf. the large differences ω − εia in Table 2.2. Nevertheless,
the errors of the calculated excitation energies are all large, in this case the
deviations are positive (to too high energies) by about as much as the BP86
deviations were negative.

Given the trouble with the GGAs and the pure-exchange TDHF method
in these response calculations, it is interesting to see what a hybrid method
does. An averaging of the GGA and TDHF results, as may be expected from
a hybrid method, would already lead to improvement. We present in the
Tables the results for the M06-2X method, which was the best functional
in Ref. [51]. Indeed we observe that the calculated excitation energies are
excellent, the best of the functionals that are compared here. On the other
hand, this functional, just like the GGA and HF models, suffers from many
orbital energies being positive. In fact, only the LUMO is at negative orbital
energy (9a1 at −0.34 eV). The character of the virtual orbitals may therefore
be dubious. The excitations are no longer of almost pure single-excitation
character, as they were with SAOP and BP86. The composition of the
excitations is, as expected, in between the GGA and TDHF cases: many
of the transitions are strongly mixed, but the mixing is less extensive than
in the TDHF case. The exchange correlation kernel contribution is smaller
than in the case of TDHF, but still large. The orbital energy differences are
therefore not good indicators of the excitation energies, cf. the first excited
state (the valence 11A2) with ∆εia = 9.63 and a correction of −5.60 to obtain
the calculated excitation energy of 4.03 eV.

We note that the problems we have been discussing with GGA calcula-
tions are not severe for the low lying excitations if they are well below the
−εHOMO threshold. As an example we give in Table 2.3 results for the pyrim-
idine molecule, for the lowest 6 excitations (following Refs [86, 48, 51]), which
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are all of valence type. We use the benchmark values used in Refs [48, 51].
[It should be noted that there are differences of 0.3 - 0.7 eV with Thiel et
al.’s best estimates [86], which may serve as a caveat against overinterpreta-
tion of the comparison of the TDDFT results with these benchmark values.]
We again observe good results for the SAOP calculations. The errors with
experiment are slightly larger on average than for acetone. The differences
of the calculated excitation energies with the orbital energy gaps ∆εia are
now a bit larger. This is because acetone has mostly Rydberg states, for
which the kernel contribution is very small so the orbital energy differences
are extremely good zero-order estimates of the calculated excitation energies.
The present excitations of pyrimidine are all valence type, so the very small
(ω −∆εia) values which are typical for Rydberg transitions are now absent,
but still the (ω−∆εia) differences are small, the orbital energy differences are
reasonably close to the excitation energies. The excitations are also predom-
inantly single orbital transition type. This is pleasing from the point of view
of interpretation, but we stress that it is definitely possible that valence ex-
cited states consist of more than one single excitation: it sometimes happens
that an excited state is physically a strong mixture of a few orbital excita-
tions. This is for instance the case for the lowest excitations of porphyrines
and phthalocyanines (Q band and B band), which are basically transitions
within the set of 4 Gouterman orbitals [87]. These have been early examples
where it was demonstrated that TDDFT can perfectly handle such situations
[88, 89]. We note that for BP86 the current 6 pyrimidine excitations are all
below the −εBP86

HOMO threshold and do not have any problem: they are all to
virtual orbitals with negative orbital energy, the excitation energies are fairly
close to orbital energy differences and they are all predominantly composed
of a single orbital excitation. The TDHF transitions on the other hand are all
to virtual orbitals with positive orbital energy and show considerable mixing
of single excitations. The orbital energy differences are far off the excitation
energies. The M06-2X calculations are to orbitals with negative (although
rather small) orbital energies; they still have, like SAOP and BP86, predom-
inantly single orbital excitation character, but the orbital energy differences
are again far from the excitation energies and the (ω−∆εia) correction terms
from the kernel are large. TDHF excitation energies are numerically not ac-
curate. The M06-2X ones are much better, of similar accuracy as SAOP and
BP86. This example underlines that for excitations well below the −εHOMO

threshold all TDDFT methods perform similarly as far as excitation energies
are concerned. If (benchmark-) studies are restricted to only low-lying exci-
tations [43, 45, 46, 49, 53, 54, 55], which are often the relevant excitations in
important chromophores, the application of the standard approximate Kohn-
Sham potentials will not do much harm as far as the calculated excitation
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energies and the composition of the excited states are concerned.

2.4 Concluding remarks

We have advocated in this paper the use of an accurate approximation to the
exact Kohn-Sham potential for use in TDDFT calculations for excitations,
such as the SAOP potential [56, 57, 68], for the following reasons. 1) The
KS orbital energies approximate the excitation energies often quite closely
as virtual minus occupied orbital energy differences. 2) The character of the
excitations is very often just a single orbital transition (or very few orbital
transitions) in the KS orbital basis, in accordance with the physical meaning
of the exact virtual KS orbitals. 3) The bound excited states below the ion-
ization threshold are amenable to TDDFT treatment because the relevant
virtual orbitals are bound one-electron states in the KS potential. We have
contrasted these properties with those of approximate functionals, both hy-
brid and GGA. In particular the latter suffer from a wrong much too low
−εHOMO and accordingly many spurious excitations at higher energies than
−εHOMO (cf. Ref. [62]). The hybrid functionals suffer from the interpreta-
tion problem (which is very extreme with the 100% exchange TDHF method)
arising from the mixing of orbital excitations caused by the unphysical nature
of the positive energy virtual orbitals.

It is often stated that “TDDFT has a problem with Rydberg transitions”.
This statement should be qualified: there is nothing problematic with the
calculation of Rydberg excitation energies, provided a good enough approxi-
mation to the Kohn-Sham potential is used to calculate the bound Rydberg
orbitals and their orbital energies. Rydberg excited states are even espe-
cially simple, the exchange-correlation kernel term making only a very small
contribution, because the differential overlap of the tight valence and diffuse
Rydberg orbitals is small: φi(r)φa(r) ≈ 0. “A good enough approximation”
means that in particular the property of the KS potential that it incorporates
the potential of the (coupling constant integrated) exchange-correlation hole
comprising −1 electron, which gives it a −1/r tail, is properly included. Ev-
idently, that property is crucial for the very diffuse Rydberg orbitals. With
the exact Kohn-Sham potential, which is e.g. available for He and Be, the or-
bital energies give such a good approximation for Rydberg transition energies
that even the quantum defect can be determined! [72]

A clear distinction should be made between the problems of charge-
transfer and those of Rydberg excitations. Rydberg excitations are purely
a problem of a poor approximation to the KS potential. With the exact or
with an accurate KS potential, the one-electron energies should be accurate,
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and since the kernel contribution becomes very small, the adiabatic TDDFT
method is very accurate. This is exemplified by the present SAOP results,
earlier very accurate KS potential results for a few molecules [16] and earlier
exact KS potential results for He and Be [72]. Charge transfer excitations are
on the other hand fundamentally a problem of the exchange-correlation ker-
nel; these excitations are not well approximated by even the exact KS orbital
energy difference and TDDFT in this case needs large corrections to the adi-
abatic LDA/GGA exchange-correlation kernel in order to calculate correctly
the large difference between the orbital energy difference and the accurate
transition energies [18, 14]. The charge transfer problem is not a problem
of the GGA approximation of the KS potential (e.g. its lack of derivative
discontinuity jump) but it is a deficiency of the GGA approximation to the
exchange-correlation kernel.

The problem that GGAs have with Rydberg transitions has nothing to
do with the nature of the orbitals involved, it is simply caused by the wrong
(too high) orbital energy of the HOMO. The bound Rydberg states in the
GGA potential, close to zero, will have too low excitation energies because
of the too small ∆εia gap. All transitions above the −εHOMO threshold, also
those of valence type, are compromised.

The fact that the KS HOMO-LUMO gap in molecules, which is repro-
duced rather well with LDA and GGA potentials, differs very much from the
one in Hartree-Fock, i.e. is not an approximation to ionization energy (I)
minus electron affinity (A), is often referred to as “the band gap problem”
of DFT. But the HOMO-LUMO gap of the KS model is physically an ap-
proximation to the lowest excitation energy, which is a beautiful property.
There is nothing problematic about it. The situation in solids is more subtle
[90, 14].

Supporting Information. Tables are provided in the SI with the calcu-
lated excitation energies for the 11 molecules for which the same excitations
have been calculated as in Refs [48, 51]. This information can be found in
Appendix E
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State type W εi εa ∆εia Eexp ω ω −∆εia ω − Eexp
SAOP

11A2 V 1.00 -10.25 -5.92 4.33 4.43 4.59 0.26 0.16
11B2 R 1.00 -10.25 -4.18 6.07 6.36 6.09 0.02 -0.27
21A2 R 0.84 -10.25 -2.72 7.53 7.36 7.52 0.00 0.16
21A1 R 0.97 -10.25 -3.09 7.16 7.41 7.21 0.05 -0.20
21B2 R 0.97 -10.25 -2.63 7.62 7.49 7.64 0.02 0.15
31A1 R 0.97 -10.25 -2.04 8.21 7.80 8.20 0.00 0.40
31B2 R 0.97 -10.25 -2.51 7.74 8.09 7.74 0.00 -0.35
21B1 R 0.97 -10.25 -1.83 8.42 8.17 8.43 0.01 0.26

BP86
11A2 V 1.00 -5.71 -1.70 4.01 4.43 4.27 0.26 -0.16
11B2 R 1.00 -5.71 -0.61 5.10 6.36 5.10 0.00 -1.26
21A2 R 1.00 -5.71 -0.11 5.60 7.36 5.59 0.00 -1.77
21A1 R 1.00 -5.71 -0.13 5.58 7.41 5.58 0.00 -1.83
21B2 R 1.00 -5.71 -0.07 5.64 7.49 5.64 -0.01 -1.85
31A1 R 0.98 -5.71 0.36 6.07 7.8 6.06 -0.01 -1.74
31B2 R 1.00 -5.71 0.05 5.76 8.09 5.75 0.00 -2.34
11B1 R 1.00 -5.71 0.31 6.02 8.17 6.01 -0.01 -2.16

TDHF
11A2 V 0.47 -11.23 3.96 15.18 4.43 5.03 -10.15 0.60
11B2 R 0.36 -11.23 0.62 11.85 6.36 8.24 -3.61 1.88
21A2 R 0.43 -11.23 1.02 12.25 7.36 9.02 -3.23 1.66
21A1 R 0.20 -11.23 0.96 12.19 7.41 9.07 -3.12 1.66
21B2 R 0.31 -11.23 1.20 12.43 7.49 9.13 -3.30 1.64
31A1 R 0.21 -13.20 3.96 17.15 7.8 9.41 -7.74 1.61
31B2 R 0.23 -11.23 1.74 12.96 8.09 9.59 -3.37 1.50
11B1 R 0.29 -15.23 3.96 19.18 8.17 9.66 -9.52 1.49

M06-2X
11A2 V 0.52 -8.85 0.78 9.63 4.43 4.03 -5.60 -0.40
11B2 R 0.73 -8.85 -0.34 8.51 6.36 6.54 -1.97 0.18
21A2 R 0.62 -8.85 0.04 8.88 7.36 7.33 -1.55 -0.03
21A1 R 0.62 -8.85 0.03 8.87 7.41 7.38 -1.49 -0.03
21B2 R 0.45 -8.85 0.15 9.00 7.49 7.40 -1.60 -0.09
31A1 R 0.79 -8.85 0.74 9.58 7.80 8.03 -1.55 0.23
31B2 R 0.42 -8.85 0.64 9.49 8.09 7.80 -1.69 -0.29
11B1 R 0.92 -8.85 0.73 9.58 8.17 8.12 -1.45 -0.05

Table 2.2: Results for the excitations used in the benchmark articles for the
acetone molecule (basis: QZ3P-2D), W(eight) = contribution of the largest
single orbital to orbital transition to the total excitation vector, εi = donor
orbital energy (usually the HOMO) , εa = acceptor orbital energy, ∆εia =
orbital energy difference, ω = calculated excitation energy, Eexp = experi-
mental excitation energy. V stands for valence, R for Rydberg character. The
11A2 state is considered to have valence like character, while other states are
considered to be Rydberg states. Experimental (adiabatic) ionization energy:
9.71 eV [77, 78].
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State type W εi εa ∆εia ω ω −∆εia ω − Eexp
SAOP

11B1 V 1.00 -10.30 -6.52 3.78 3.97 0.19 0.12
11A2 V 0.98 -10.30 -6.12 4.19 4.27 0.09 -0.35
11B2 V 0.74 -11.45 -6.52 4.93 5.57 0.64 0.45
21A2 V 0.98 -11.54 -6.52 5.02 5.27 0.24 -0.25
21B1 V 0.99 -11.54 -6.12 5.43 5.57 0.15 -0.33
11A1 V 0.76 -11.45 -6.12 5.33 6.44 1.12 -0.26

BP86
11B1 V 0.99 -6.03 -2.42 3.61 3.80 0.19 -0.05
11A2 V 0.99 -6.03 -2.07 3.96 4.04 0.08 -0.58
11B2 V 0.72 -7.41 -2.42 4.98 5.58 0.60 0.46
21A2 V 0.98 -7.28 -2.42 4.86 5.11 0.26 -0.41
21B1 V 0.99 -7.28 -2.07 5.21 5.35 0.15 -0.55
11A1 V 0.71 -7.41 -2.07 5.33 6.44 1.11 -0.26

M06-2X
11B1 V 0.95 -8.92 -0.49 8.42 4.26 -4.17 0.41
11A2 V 0.93 -8.92 -0.15 8.77 4.75 -4.01 0.13
11B2 V 0.77 -9.43 -0.49 8.94 5.72 -3.22 0.60
21A2 V 0.91 -10.31 -0.49 9.82 5.73 -4.09 0.21
21B1 V 0.94 -10.31 -0.15 10.16 6.21 -3.96 0.31
11A1 V 0.69 -9.43 -0.15 9.28 6.37 -2.91 -0.33

TDHF
11B1 V 0.73 -11.31 2.20 13.51 5.70 -7.81 1.85
11A2 V 0.29 -11.31 2.61 13.92 6.38 -7.54 1.76
11B2 V 0.69 -10.21 2.20 12.41 6.12 -6.29 1.00
21A2 V 0.63 -12.87 2.20 15.07 7.30 -7.77 1.78
21B1 V 0.49 -10.21 0.68 10.89 7.32 -3.57 1.42
11A1 V 0.52 -10.21 0.63 10.84 8.19 -2.65 1.49

Table 2.3: Results for the 6 excitations used in the benchmark articles for
the pyrimidine molecule (basis: QZ3P-2D), which are all excitations to the
π∗ manifold. W(eight) = contribution to the total excitation vector of the
largest orbital to orbital transition, εi = donor orbital energy, εa = acceptor
orbital energy, ∆εia = orbital energy difference, ω = calculated excitation
energy, Eexp = experimental excitation energy. All excitations have valence
(V) character. Experimental ionization energy: 9.23 eV [91]
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Chapter 3

Oscillator strengths of
electronic excitations with
response theory using phase
including natural orbital
functionals1

The key characteristics of electronic excitations of many-electron systems,
the excitation energies ωα and the oscillator strengths fα, can be obtained
from linear response theory. In one-electron models and within the adiabatic
approximation the zeros of the inverse response matrix, which occur at the
excitation energies, can be obtained from a simple diagonalization. Particu-
lar cases are the eigenvalue equations of time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT), time-dependent density matrix functional theory (TD-
DMFT), and the recently developed phase including natural orbital (PINO)
functional theory. In this paper an expression for the oscillator strengths
fα of the electronic excitations is derived within adiabatic response PINO
theory. The fα are expressed through the eigenvectors of the PINO inverse
response matrix and the dipole integrals. They are calculated with the phase-
including natural orbital functional for two-electron systems adapted from
the work of Löwdin and Shull on two-electron systems (the PILS functional).
The PINO calculations reproduce the reference fα values for all considered
excitations and bond distances R of the prototype molecules H2 and HeH+

very well (perfectly if the correct choice of the phases in the functional is

1The content of this chapter has been published as: R. van Meer, O. V. Gritsenko, K.
J. H. Giesbertz and E. J. Baerends, J. Chem. Phys., 2013, 138, 094114
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made). Remarkably, the quality is still very good when the response matri-
ces are severely restricted to almost TDDFT size, i.e. involving in addition
to the occupied-virtual orbital pairs just (HOMO+1)-virtual pairs (R1) and
possibly (HOMO+2)-virtual pairs (R2). The shape of the curves fα(R) is
rationalized with a decomposition analysis of the transition dipole moments.

3.1 Introduction

The excitation energies ωα and the oscillator strengths fα are the key char-
acteristics of electronic excitations in many-electron systems. The latter
quantity provides a measure of the intensity of the corresponding excitation
in the electronic spectrum. Linear response theory applied to an independent
electron model system provides an efficient framework for the evaluation of
these quantities. The response of a one-electron property, such as the electron
density or the one-particle density matrix, δg(ω), to an external perturbation
δvext(r, ω) with frequency ω is evaluated as follows

χ−1(ω) · δg(ω) = V (ω). (3.1)

Here, the vector V collects the matrix elements of the perturbation in the
chosen one-electron basis, Vpq = 〈φp|δvext|φq〉. χ−1(ω) is the inverse response
function corresponding to the chosen perturbation and the electronic prop-
erty. It can be expressed in the case of real perturbations and real property
functions in terms of a matrix Ω[g0](ω)

χ−1(ω) =
(
ω21−Ω[g0](ω)

)
, (3.2)

with the latter being considered in response theory as a functional of the
ground-state function g0. With (3.1) and (3.2), the excitation energies ωα are
obtained as the frequencies at which a response exists even in the absence of
an external perturbing field (ω’s where χ(ω) diverges, which are the zeros of
χ−1(ω)). These frequencies are the roots ωα of the following matrix equations

Ω[g0](ωα)F α = ω2
αF α, (3.3)

Virtually all applications of the theory are made within the adiabatic approxi-
mation, in which the frequency-dependent Ω(ω) is replaced with a frequency-
independent static matrix, Ω(ω) ≈ Ω0, so that all ωα and F α of the adiabatic
eigenvalue problem

Ω0[g0]F α = ω2
αF α (3.4)
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can be simultaneously obtained with a single diagonalization of Ω0. The
eigenvectors F α of Eq. (3.4) are used to evaluate the oscillator strengths fα
(See the next section where the derivation will be given).

In particular, the adiabatic response approach of time-dependent den-
sity functional theory (TDDFT) [13] has become the method of choice for
the calculation of electronic excitations in large molecules. In this approach
the electron density ρ(r, ω) is chosen as the one-electron function g(ω) in
Eq. (3.1). The squared differences (εa − εi)2 between the energies of the
virtual ψa(r) and occupied ψi(r) Kohn–Sham (KS) orbitals of DFT, con-
stitute the leading diagonal contribution to Ω0 of Eqs (3.2)–(3.4). Defining
the diagonal matrix Eia,jb = δijδab(εa − εi), the matrix Ω0 can be written as
Ω0 = E2 +

√
EK
√
E . In order to produce a better approximation to the true

excitations ωα, the orbital energy differences are shifted and coupled with the
coupling matrix K constructed with the Hartree-exchange-correlation (Hxc)
kernel fHxc(r1, r2).

In spite of its general success, adiabatic response TDDFT also exhibits
serious failures. Using the response of the KS orbitals to obtain the density
response, it is found that δρ can be expanded only with the virtual-occupied
pairs of the ground-state KS orbitals as

∑
i∈occ

∑
a∈virt δρiaψiψ

∗
a. Because of

the simple structure of the density response δρ(ω), which includes only “tran-
sitions” ψi → ψa from occupied to virtual KS orbitals, adiabatic TDDFT
lacks double excitations [21, 92]. As was shown in Refs [21, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97],
double excitations could be, in principle, recovered with a frequency depen-
dent Hxc kernel fHxc(r1, r2, ω) with a rather involved frequency dependence.
Furthermore, because of the features of the KS orbital spectrum, conventional
adiabatic TDDFT yields vanishing excitation energies in the case of bond
breaking [81, 98, 20, 99] and too low excitation energies in the case of long-
range charge transfer (CT) [80, 100]. As was established in Refs [18, 101],
in order to provide the correct excitation energies, the Hxc kernel should
diverge, which classifies the bond breaking and CT cases as problematic for
adiabatic TDDFT.

These problems of adiabatic TDDFT are illustrated with Figures 3.1–3.4,
which show the excitation energies ωTDDFT and oscillator strength fTDDFT

for the lowest two 1Σ+
u excitations in the H2 molecule, and the lowest two

1Σ+ excitations in the HeH+ molecule. The comparison is between stan-
dard TDDFT calculations (BP86, basis set aug-cc-pVTZ) with the reference
quantities ωFCI and fFCI of the full configuration interaction (FCI) method.
The failure of TDDFT for these excitations (and not only for these) have
been spelled out in Refs [99, 20, 102]. We note that the (larger) basis used
here shows considerable difference with the previous (smaller) one, notably
for the 21Σ+

u state, both for the FCI curve and the TDDFT curve. This is
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Figure 3.1: Excitation energies with CI and TDDFT methods for the excita-
tion to the first two excited states of 1Σ+

u symmetry of H2. Solid lines full-CI
reference, dashed lines TDDFT with the BP86 functional.

a consequence of the use of an aug-cc-pVTZ basis rather than the nonaug-
mented cc-pVTZ one of Ref. [99]. Further extension to aug-cc-pVQZ has
little effect. It is surprising that, whereas the TDDFT excitation energy is
totally wrong for the first excited state of 1Σ+

u symmetry of H2, the oscillator
strength seems to be still qualitatively right. As we will demonstrate below,
this is fortuitous, being caused by a cancellation of errors.

The problems of TDDFT were addressed with the development of time-
dependent density matrix functional theory (TDDMFT) [103, 99, 102]. In
this theory, the first-order reduced density matrix (1RDM) γ(r, r′, ω) is cho-
sen as the one-electron function g(ω) of Eq. (3.1). The 1RDM response

in Eq (3.1) is represented as the vector δγ(ω) =
(
δγR(ω), δn(ω)

)T
, where

δγR(ω) collects the responses of the real part of the off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments δγRpq(ω), while δn(ω) is the response of the diagonal elements np = γpp.
The matrix elements of the perturbed 1RDM are expressed in the natural
orbital (NO) basis. The natural orbitals are defined as the eigenfunctions
of the 1RDM and the corresponding eigenvalues are called the occupation
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Figure 3.2: Oscillator strengths with CI and TDDFT methods for the ex-
citation to the first two excited states of 1Σ+

u symmetry of H2.. Solid lines
full-CI reference, dashed lines TDDFT with the BP86 functional.

numbers.
The adiabatic approximation (3.4) is also applied in TDDMFT [104],

but then it encounters a serious problem with the proper evaluation of the
response of the occupation numbers δn(ω) [104, 105, 102, 40, 106]. It can be
proven [102, 40, 106] that an adiabatic TDDMFT with a functional Ω0[γ0]
produces an incorrect zero response of the NO occupations, δn(ω) = 0.
This makes it impossible to describe diagonal double excitations of the type
(φi)

2 → (φa)
2, which entail a response in the occupation numbers (diagonal

elements of the 1RDM). This deficiency also holds for the conventionally used
functionals that depend on the NOs and NO occupations, Ω0[{φ0

i }, {n0
i }],

when they do not depend, just as the 1RDM itself, on the phases of the NOs
φ0
i . Furthermore, it has been shown that the adiabatic TDDMFT results

are quite poor if no phase dependence, as introduced in the PINO theory, is
allowed in the functional. One can write the exact ground state energy of
the two-electron system with exchange integrals 〈ij|ji〉, so that the energy is
not dependent on the phases of the NOs. This defines the so-called Löwdin-
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Figure 3.3: Excitation energies with CI and TDDFT methods for the exci-
tation to the first two excited states of 1Σ+ symmetry of HeH+. Solid lines
full-CI reference, dashed lines TDDFT with the BP86 functional.

Shull density-matrix functional (DMLS) [40]. In spite of the fact that the
DMLS functional is exact for the ground state energy, and is a true density
matrix functional, the adiabatic TDDMFT calculations with this functional
for e.g. the 1Σ+

u H2 excitation energies yield a completely spurious excitation
spectrum, see Figure 3.5 [40].

This problem of adiabatic TDDMFT was addressed recently with the
development of phase-including NO (PINO) functional theory [41, 40, 39],
which goes beyond the TDDMFT proper. In the response PINO theory the

same response δγ(ω) =
(
δγR(ω), δn(ω)

)T
is considered in (3.1) as in TD-

DMFT. However, more variables are inserted into the representation of Ω(ω)
in (3.2) and (3.3). These additional variables assume the form of the phases
of the NOs, so that Ω0 is considered in adiabatic PINO theory as a functional
Ω0[{�π0

i }, {n0
i }] of orbitals and their phases, i.e. the phase-including NOs or

PINOs �π0
i and their occupations n0

i . A proof of principle has been given for
prototype two-electron systems that adiabatic response PINO theory is able
to resolve the above mentioned problematic cases of adiabatic TDDFT in
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Figure 3.4: Oscillator strengths with CI and TDDFT methods for the
excitation to the first two excited states of 1Σ+ symmetry of HeH+. Solid
lines full-CI reference, dashed lines TDDFT with the BP86 functional.

calculation of excitation energies ωα [42].
In this paper the expression for the oscillator strengths fα of electronic

excitations is derived within the adiabatic response PINO theory and fα is
calculated for the prototype two-electron molecules HeH+ and H2. In Sec-
tion 3.2 a full account of the response equations (3.1), (3.2) as well as the
eigenvalue problem (3.4) of adiabatic PINO theory is presented. The adia-
batic PINO matrix Ω0[{�π0

i }, {n0
i }] is obtained by taking (functional) deriva-

tives of the ground state functional for the electron-electron interaction en-
ergy with respect to the PINOs �π0

i and their occupations n0
i . The dynamic

dipole polarizability tensor α(ω) is expressed through the response function
χ(ω) of (3.2). The eigendecomposition of χ(ω) is employed to represent
α(ω) with the sum-over-states formula. From the residues of this formula
an expression is derived, which relates the oscillator strengths fα directly to
the eigenvectors of Ω0. In Section 3.3 the results of the PINO calculations
of fα are presented for the lowest excitations along the dissociating bond
coordinate R of the prototype two-electron molecules HeH+ and H2. The
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Figure 3.5: Excitation energies (black lines) of the lowest excitations of
1Σ+

u symmetry of H2 with adiabatic TDDMFT using the true density matrix
functional DMLS, compared to the full-CI first 4 excitations (red lines) as
reference.

response matrices are obtained from the electron-electron interaction energy
in terms of NOs, occupation numbers and orbital phases which are available
from the work of Löwdin and Shull [28]. This is an explicit PINO functional
(the phase-including Löwdin-Shull functional, PILS) for the electron-electron
interaction energy. The PINO calculations reproduce the reference fα values
for all considered excitations in HeH+ and H2 if the phase information in
PILS is completely correct. We comment on deviations for the case there are
errors in the phase choices in section 3.3. Importantly, even with a severely
reduced size of the response matrix Ω0(ω) the oscillator strengths fα remain
very accurate, as we have found earlier for the excitation energies [42]. The
shape of the fα(R) curves is rationalized with a decomposition analysis of the
corresponding transition densities and dipole integrals in the basis of the KS
molecular orbitals (MOs). Such an analysis also explains why the TDDFT
f(11Σ+

u )(R) does not seem to fail so spectacularly as the excitation energy
does. In Section 3.4 the conclusions are drawn.
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3.2 PINO oscillator strengths

In adiabatic PINO theory the matrix response equations (3.1) can be written
in the ground-state PINO basis as [41, 40](

ω21−Ω0

) (
A+
)− 1

2 X(ω) =
√
A+V a(ω). (3.5)

Here, the vector X(ω) contains the response of the density matrix

X(ω) =

(
δγR(ω)
δn(ω)

)
, (3.6)

where δγR(ω) is the real part of the change in unique off-diagonal density
matrix elements and δn(ω) is the change in the diagonal elements (occupa-
tion numbers). The right-hand side of (3.5) contains a modified perturbing
potential (a denotes axis x, y or z)

V a =

(
δvaOD(ω)
1
2
δvaD(ω)

)
, (3.7)

which is partitioned into its off-diagonal (OD: vapq, p > q) and diagonal (D:
vapp(ω)) parts. We consider a simple dipole perturbation along the axis a,
so vapq = 〈�π0

p|ra|�π0
q〉, so that V a is expressed through the dipole integrals.

The inverse response matrix χ−1(ω) in (3.5) has the form (3.2) where the
adiabatic PINO Ω0 is expressed as

Ω0 =
√
A+D

√
A+. (3.8)

The matrices A+ in Eqs (3.5) and (3.8) and D in Eq. (3.8) are obtained as
second order derivatives of the PINO ground-state functional W 0[{�π0

i }, {n0
i }]

of the electron-electron interaction energy with respect to the PINOs �π0
i and

their occupations n0
i .

The PINO response matrix χ(ω) is obtained with the inversion of the
symmetric matrix in the left-hand side of (3.5) through the eigendecomposi-
tion

(Ω0 − ω21)−1 =
∑
α

F αF
T
α

ω2
α − ω2

, (3.9)

where F α are the eigenvectors of the adiabatic Ω0 of (3.8). Insertion of (3.9)
in (3.5) with the subsequent inversion of the left-hand-side matrix yields the
response matrix

χ(ω) =
∑
α

√
A+F αF

T
α

√
A+

2(ω2 − ω2
α)

. (3.10)
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With Eq. (3.10), the dynamic dipole polarizability tensor αab(ω) can be ob-
tained as minus the dipole-dipole response function

αab(ω) = −4V T
aχ(ω)V b. (3.11)

Insertion of (3.10)) in (3.11) produces the sum-over-states formula for the
polarizability

αab(ω) = 2
∑
α

V T
a

√
A+F αF

T
α

√
A+V b

ω2
α − ω2

. (3.12)

The physical interpretation of this sum-over-states representation of αab(ω)
is that its poles are the excitation energies, while the residues yield the
corresponding oscillator strengths. Specifically, for the diagonal component
of (3.12) one has

αaa(ω) = 2
∑
α

|V T
a

√
A+F α|2

ω2
α − ω2

. (3.13)

For each excitation, the average of the residues of (3.13) over three dipole
directions yields the desired equation for the corresponding oscillator strength
fα

f(α) =
2

3

(∣∣V T
x

√
A+F α

∣∣2 +
∣∣V T

y

√
A+F α

∣∣2
+
∣∣V T

z

√
A+F α

∣∣2). (3.14)

The product V T
a

√
A+F α in this equation can be related to the transition

dipole moment M τ
a (α), which enters the expression for fα, see below. In

order to make this relation, we consider the real part of the spectral Lehman
representation of the response function

χ(ω) =
∑
α

∆γR(α)⊗∆γR(α)
2ωα

ω2 − ω2
α

, (3.15)

where ∆γR(α) is the real part of transition 1RDM

∆γkl(α) = 〈Ψ0|γ̂kl|Ψα〉. (3.16)

From the comparison of (3.15) with (3.10) follows the relation

∆γR(α) =

√
A+F α

2
√
ωα

, (3.17)
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so that, finally, we have the expression of M τ
a (α)

V T
a

√
A+F α√
ωα

= V T
a ∆γR(α) = M τ

a (α) (3.18)

through the dipole integral vector V a and the transition 1RDM ∆γR(α).
With (3.17), the master equation (3.14) for f(α) is formally converted to the
conventional formula

f(α) =
2

3
ωα

∑
a=x,y,z

M τ
a (α)2. (3.19)

In practice we obtain the eigenvectors F α from the diagonalization of Ω0.
The transition density matrix elements which we use to interpret the corre-
sponding excited state [42] then follow directly from Eq. (3.17).

3.3 Calculation of oscillator strengths with

adiabatic PINO theory

In this section the results of the adiabatic PINO calculations of the oscillator
strengths fα of (3.14) are presented. The curves of fα as a function of the
bond distance are calculated for the lowest two 1Σ+

u excitations in the H2

molecule and the lowest two 1Σ+ excitations in the HeH+ molecule. At
first, the ground-state calculations are carried out with the phase-including
functional W 0[{�π0

i }, {n0
i }], which is the energy expression for the electron-

electron interaction energy of the two-electron wavefunction in NO basis
according to the analysis of Löwdin and Shull (PILS) [28] for closed-shell
singlet systems,

W 0[{�π0
i }, {n0

i }] =
1

2

∑
i,j

√
n0
in

0
j

〈
�π0
i
�π0
i

∣∣�π0
j
�π0
j

〉
. (3.20)

This expression follows immediately from the spatial part of the CI wave-
function in NO basis, Ψ(r1, r2) =

∑
iCiφ

0
i (r1)φ0

i (r2), where Ci = fi
√
n0
i /2.

(A completely occupied NO has an occupation number of 2 in our notation.)
The prefactor fi is either +1 or −1. We consider the PINOs �π0

i of the form
�π0
i (r) = e−iθ

0
i φ0

i (r) where φ0
i (r) is a real NO. The phases e−iθ

0
i can generate

the +1 or −1 prefactor with θ0
i = 0 and π/2 respectively. In principle the

phases can also be optimized, but here we have simply chosen the phases
according to the known rules that they usually obey. Specifically, for simple
two-electron systems (atoms, molecules at Re) the phase of the first (heavily
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occupied) NO is conventionally chosen θ0
i = 0, fi = +1 (fixing the one free

overall phase factor in the wavefunction), and for all the “virtual” (weakly
occupied) NOs θ0

i = π/2, fi = −1. So the standard DMFT-LS expression for
the ground-state electron-electron interaction energy

W =
1

2

∑
i,j

fifj

√
n0
in

0
j

〈
φ0
iφ

0
i

∣∣φ0
jφ

0
j

〉
(3.21)

is recovered where f1 = 1 and fi = −1, i > 1. We also use this Ansatz for the
H2 molecule for RH–H < 5.0 Bohr. However, this sign convention gives errors
in the considered excitation energies of up to 2 mHartree when RH–H > 5.0
Bohr. Even larger errors are observed for excitations not considered in this
article. This stems from the fact that the used sign convention is erroneous in
those cases. From accurate ground state CI calculations it is known that the
signs of the weakly occupied second σu NO, 2σu, and first weakly occupied
πg NO, 1πg, are +1 when RH–H > 5 Bohr [107]. We use this sign convention
for the RH–H > 5 Bohr calculations. These sign changes correct the deficient
excitation energy behavior.

The minimum of the total energy, which uses W of (3.21), is found in an
iterative process. Each iteration consists of two steps: in the first step the
real NOs φ0

i (r) are optimized while keeping the occupations fixed and in the
second step the occupations n0

i are optimized. The optimization of the NOs
φ0
i (r) at a given set of occupation numbers uses two strategies: it is initially

carried out by (iterative) diagonalization of the effective Fockian for the NOs
of Ref. [24]. Upon approach of convergence we switch to a direct optimization
scheme using gradients of the NO coefficients [108, 109]. The optimization
of the occupation numbers at a given set of NOs is carried out with the gra-
dients of the energy with respect to the occupation numbers. At the next
stage, when NOs and occupations have been determined, the adiabatic PINO
response calculations are performed according to Refs [41, 40]. The PINO re-
sponse matricesA+ andD (see section 3.5 for their definitions) are obtained
with differentiation of the functional W 0[{�π0

i }, {n0
i }] of (3.20) with respect

to the PINOs �π0
i , �π

0∗
i and their occupations n0

i . The integrals occurring in
these matrices are obtained with the gamess-uk package [110]. With these
matrices, the eigenvalue problem (3.4) is solved for the excitation energies
ωα and the oscillator strengths fα are calculated from the formula (3.14).
Reference values for the fα are obtained from the response coupled cluster
singles and doubles (CCSD) calculations with the dalton package [111]. All
calculations are performed in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis [112].

Note, that full PINO calculations have a higher computational cost than
adiabatic TDDFT because the dimension of the response matrices is of the
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order n(n + 1)/2 if n is the number of basis functions (the TDDFT size is
noccnvirt). However, as was shown in [42], one can strongly reduce the size
of the total response matrix Ω0 to roughly the same size as the TDDFT
response matrix and still retain a good accuracy. To assess the performance
of these restricted approaches in calculations of fα, the so-called R0, R1 and
R2 restricted variants are used in this paper. These variants are character-
ized by restrictions on the length of the response vector δγia that is used
(i.e. restriction on the dimension of the response matrix). We denote the
N/2 NOs with the highest occupations as the “strongly occupied” ones, or
just the occupied orbitals. Their occupation numbers are all > 1, indeed
most are close to 2 and only a few will have, upon dissociation, occupations
that approach 1. The remaining NOs with occupations < 1, usually close
to 0 are called the “weakly occupied” orbitals, or simply the “unoccupied
orbitals” or“virtuals”. The (strongly) occupied orbital with the lowest occu-
pation usually corresponds to the HOMO in the Hartree–Fock model and is
denoted the “highest occupied NO” or HONO, the “unoccupied” NO with
the highest occupation is denoted the “lowest unoccupied NO” or LUNO.
If a response vector obtained for a certain excitation energy ωα has a sin-
gle large δγia element, it corresponds to a singly excited state i → a, see
Ref. [42]. If two diagonal elements δγii and δγaa are large, we are dealing
with a diagonal double excitation from configuration (φ0

i )
2 → (φ0

a)
2. All ele-

ments related to the occupation number (diagonal density matrix) response
δγpp = δn0

p, p = 1, . . . , n are always retained in the response vector, so double
excitations can be obtained, which is not the case in adiabatic TDDFT. In
the variants R0-R2 the off-diagonal elements of δγ are restricted as follows.
In R0 one only retains off-diagonal elements δγia, where i indexes one of the
N/2 strongly occupied NOs. The index a always runs over all NOs. The R1
variant extends the range of the i index to the lowest “unoccupied” natural
orbital (HONO+1=LUNO). Both off-diagonal double excitations, to a con-
figuration (φ0

LUNO)1(φ0
a)

1, and single excitation out of the doubly occupied
(1σu)

2 (which configuration is present in the ground state wavefunction at
elongated distances) into a virtual φ0

a, are represented with an off-diagonal
δγLUNO,a element [42]. Finally, the R2 variant extends the range of the i
index one step further to include LUNO+1.

3.3.1 Hydrogen molecule

Figure 3.6 displays the excitation energy curves ωα(R) calculated for the two
lowest excited 1Σ+

u states of the H2 molecule. As was already established in
Ref. [42], the R1 and R2 variants reproduce the reference curves fairly well,
while the R0 variant has a much larger deviation. The composition of the
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Figure 3.6: Excitation energies for the first 2 1Σ+
u excitations. Solid line

CCSD reference, dashed line R2, dot-dashed line R1, dotted line R0, black
11Σ+

u , red 21Σ+
u

PINO transition 1RDM ∆γR(α) in a suitable basis describes the orbital na-
ture of the excitation. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 compare the expansions of ∆γR(α)
in the NO and KS basis sets for two lowest 1Σ+

u excitations of H2 at the
equilibrium bond distance (Re = 1.4 Bohr). The KS MOs are obtained from
the corresponding ground-state calculation with the BP86 DFT functional.

This comparison reveals a striking difference between the KS and NO
∆γR(α) representations. In particular, in the KS representation the leading
term of ∆γR(11Σ+

u ) is ∆γR1σg1σu(11Σ+
u ), the second largest term ∆γR1σg2σu(11Σ+

u )
is about an order of magnitude smaller, while other terms are negligible. In
its turn, the leading term of ∆γR for the second transition, ∆γR(21Σ+

u ), is
∆γR1σg2σu(21Σ+

u ). This means, that the 11Σ+
u excitation can be interpreted

as the single KS orbital transition 1σg → 1σu, while the 21Σ+
u excitation is,

mainly, the 1σg → 2σu orbital transition. In constrast, the NO representa-
tion does not provide such a simple orbital interpretation of the considered
excitations. Indeed, for both 11Σ+

u and 21Σ+
u many NO elements of ∆γR(α)

have a comparable magnitude.
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Figure 3.7: Oscillator strengths for the first 2 1Σ+
u excitations. Solid line

CCSD reference, dashed line R2, dot-dashed line R1, dotted line R0, black
11Σ+

u , red 21Σ+
u

The revealed difference between the KS and NO representations is un-
derstandable. In the former case the KS orbitals ψi are ordered according to
their orbital energies εi. Then, one can expect that the lowest excitations are
produced, predominantly, with the transitions ψi → ψa between the frontier
orbitals with the smallest energy differences εa− εi. Indeed, the latter quan-
tity serves as a reliable zero-order adiabatic TDDFT estimate of the energies
of the lowest excitations in compact systems. It is a fortunate property of
the KS MO basis, and the KS orbital energies for the virtual (and occupied)
orbitals, that excitations can, in contrast to the HF case, often be described
as predominantly single orbital transitions, with the orbital energy difference
as a very good first approximation to the excitation energy [68, 101].

In contrast, the NOs φi are ordered according to their occupations ni
and this ordering provides no information about the relative “energy” of the
ordered NOs. The occupation number does not provide information on the
possible involvement of an NO in an excitation: a (very) low occupation does
not imply at all that the NO is less likely to be occupied in a low-lying excita-
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vzia ∆γRia M τ
ia

NO i NO a
1 2 0.910 0.570 0.519
1 7 0.364 0.534 0.194
1 23 0.178 0.443 0.079
1 32 0.062 0.216 0.013
1 37 0.106 0.356 0.038
1 41 0.060 0.281 0.017
1 44 0.078 0.468 0.039
1 49 0.029 0.374 0.011
1 50 0.020 0.603 0.012

KS orbitals
1σg1σu 0.705 1.328 0.936
1σg2σu 0.669 0.148 0.099

Table 3.1: Decomposition of the R2 transition dipole moment for the H2

11Σ+
u state at 1.4 Bohr. The ∆γRia column represents the transition density

(
√
A+F α/

√
ωα). First the decomposition in terms of NOs and subsequently

the decomposition in terms of KS MOs.

tion. This is corroborated by the results of Ref. [102], which demonstrate that
the NOs 109 and 110 (in the numbering by decreasing occupation) are im-
portant in the low-lying excitations of H2 at 5.0 Bohr. Furthermore, the NOs
are solutions to a one-particle equation, like the HF and KS orbitals, but the
electronic “potential” is not the customary exchange or exchange-correlation
potential but it is obtained according to Gilbert [22] as the functional deriva-
tive δW/δγ(r, r′) of the electron-electron interaction energy W . This nonlo-
cal potential leads to equal orbital energies for all fractionally occupied NOs
(complete degeneracy). There is therefore no contradiction if the expansion
of a given NO in the KS basis would contain considerable contributions from
both “low”- and “high”-energy KS orbitals. The suggestion from Tables 3.1
and 3.2, that the NOs (at least the virtual ones) are strong mixtures of KS
MOs is confirmed with Table 3.3, which presents the NO-KS transformation
matrix for the NOs and MOs of Tables 3.1 and 3.2. One can see from Ta-
ble 3.3, that all the NOs have considerable contributions from either the 1σu
or 2σu KS MO, or from both low-energy KS MOs as well as from various
higher-energy KS MOs. This explains the observed strong mixture of NOs
listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for the lowest 11Σ+

u and 21Σ+
u excitations. This

feature of the NO representation makes its use for the purpose of the orbital
analysis of excited states rather inconvenient. Our calculations do not find
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vzia ∆γRia M τ
ia

NO i NO a
1 2 0.910 0.571 0.520
1 7 0.364 0.388 0.141
1 23 0.179 0.229 0.041
1 49 0.029 −0.296 −0.009
1 50 0.020 −1.094 −0.022

KS orbitals
1σg1σu 0.705 −0.236 −0.166
1σg2σu 0.669 1.325 0.887

Table 3.2: Decomposition of the R2 transition dipole moment for the H2

21Σ+
u state at 1.4 Bohr. The ∆γRia column represents the transition density

(
√
A+F α/

√
ωα). First the decomposition in terms of NOs and subsequently

the decomposition in terms of KS MOs.

confirmation of the result that an excited state can be described as a simple
change in occupation number of largely unmodified NOs, as proved to be
the case for a low-lying excited state in the model calculations of Ref. [113].
On the other hand, the KS representation, as observed above, appears to
be favorable for an orbital description of excitations, so that only the latter
orbital representation of the PINO quantities will be used in the rest of this
section.

Figure 3.7 presents oscillator strength curves fα(R) for the 11Σ+
u and

21Σ+
u states of H2. As in the above mentioned case of excitation energies,

the R0 variant produces substantial errors for the calculated fα(R), while R1
and R2 perform very well. The only exception is the region R > 7.5 Bohr for
the higher 21Σ+

u state, where all the restricted variants exhibit appreciable
deviations. The remarkable feature of Fig. 3.7 is a very different shape of
the curves fα(R) for the two lowest excited states. The curve f(11Σ+

u )(R)
has a bell-like shape with the maximum near 3 Bohr. In contrast, the curve
f(21Σ+

u )(R) exhibits two maxima near 0.5 and 7.5 Bohr and it passes through
a near-zero minimum near 4.0 Bohr (see Fig. 3.7).

To interpret the shape of the fα(R) curves in Fig. 3.7, the factors V z
ia and

∆γRia(α) of the transition dipole moment M τ
ia(α) = V z

ia∆γ
R
ia(α) are displayed

for the contributing orbital transitions. Table 3.4 presents M τ (11Σ+
u ) and its

leading components M τ
ia(1

1Σ+
u ), V z

ia, and ∆γRia(1
1Σ+

u ) calculated with R2 at
various bond distances of H2. The element ∆γR1σg1σu(11Σ+

u ) steadily decreases
with R and it vanishes at R = 7 Bohr. Eventually, this leads to the decreas-
ing oscillator strength f(11Σ+

u )(R) for larger R, which is also true for the
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Kohn–Sham MO
NO 2 4 11 12 21 26 30 32 44 48 50
2 0.459 −0.587 0.401 −0.367 −0.276 −0.228 0.078 −0.116 −0.011 0.026 −0.006
7 0.323 −0.297 −0.007 0.080 0.373 0.391 −0.308 0.553 0.152 −0.274 −0.102
15 0.060 −0.038 0.034 0.131 −0.143 0.330 0.552 0.238 −0.652 −0.149 −0.198
23 −0.264 0.175 0.154 −0.172 −0.387 −0.158 0.130 0.289 0.186 −0.625 0.382
32 0.133 −0.055 0.021 0.283 −0.206 0.469 0.414 −0.189 0.460 0.244 0.398
37 0.216 −0.093 −0.268 0.111 0.325 −0.158 0.045 −0.460 −0.330 −0.350 0.535
41 0.179 −0.024 −0.173 0.161 0.043 −0.035 0.214 −0.285 0.392 −0.522 −0.596
43 0.047 −0.007 −0.263 −0.275 0.412 −0.378 0.575 0.351 0.203 0.208 0.059
44 −0.319 0.016 0.275 −0.590 0.390 0.454 0.107 −0.299 0.028 −0.115 −0.034
49 0.289 0.167 −0.639 −0.517 −0.358 0.255 −0.132 −0.004 −0.032 0.025 −0.002
50 −0.572 −0.703 −0.399 0.047 −0.124 0.028 −0.013 −0.003 0.013 −0.007 −0.015

Table 3.3: Transformation matrix between σu natural orbitals and σu KS
BP86 orbitals at RH–H = 1.4 Bohr. The NOs are ordered according to their
occupation number, the MOs are ordered according to their orbital energy.

RH–H 1.4 2.0 3.0 4.0 7.0

vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ

1σg1σu 0.705 1.328 0.936 1.192 1.198 1.429 1.643 0.872 1.433 2.066 0.515 1.065 3.501 – –
1σg2σu 0.669 0.148 0.099 0.346 −0.362 −0.125 0.040 0.480 0.019 0.206 0.387 0.080 −0.369 −0.206 0.076
2σg1σu – – – – – – – – – 0.449 0.055 −0.025 0.107 0.464 0.050
2σg2σu – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
3σg1σu – – – – – – 1.407 0.066 0.093 1.376 0.182 0.251 1.229 0.351 0.432

R2 M τ (11Σ+
u ) 0.950 1.271 1.586 1.444 0.677

CCSD M τ (11Σ+
u ) 0.977 1.309 1.606 1.434 0.631

Table 3.4: Decomposition of the transition dipole moment for the H2 11Σ+
u

state into the transition density matrix and dipole matrix element factors
for the contributing orbital excitations in the KS basis, at several distances.
Calculations with the restricted R2 variant of TD-PINOFT and comparison
to full CI (CCSD).

reference CCSD curve (see Fig. 3.7). Yet, for all R considered, the 1σg1σu
configuration is the main term of the FCI wave function for the excited
11Σ+

u state, Ψ1(11Σ+
u ) ∼ 1σg1σu. That still the transition density matrix ele-

ment ∆γR1σg1σu(11Σ+
u ) disappears is a direct manifestation of the strong non-

dynamical electron correlation in the ground Ψ0(11Σ+
g ) state of the stretched

H2. The point is that non-dynamical correlation dictates a strong mixing of
the configurations 1σ2

g and 1σ2
u in Ψ0, Ψ0(11Σ+

g ) ≈ cg|1σ2
g | − cu|1σ2

u|, cg ∼ cu.
As a result, the corresponding terms of the opposite signs compensate each
other in the transition 1RDM ∆γR1σg1σu(11Σ+

u ) (note that γ̂kl(t) = ĉ†l (t)ĉk(t)),

∆γR1σg1σu(11Σ+
u ) =

〈
Ψ0

∣∣γ̂1σg1σu

∣∣Ψ1

〉
≈ cg

〈
|1σ2

g |
∣∣γ̂1σg1σu

∣∣|1(1σg1σu)|
〉

− cu
〈
|1σ2

u|
∣∣γ̂1σg1σu

∣∣|1(1σg1σu)|
〉
∼ 0. (3.22)
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RH–H 1.4 2.0 3.0 4.0 7.0

vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ

1σg1σu 0.705 −0.236 −0.166 1.192 0.189 0.225 1.643 0.220 0.361 2.066 −0.051 −0.105 3.501 0.079 0.276
1σg2σu 0.669 1.325 0.887 0.346 1.292 0.447 0.040 −1.200 −0.047 0.206 1.018 0.210 −0.369 −0.726 0.268
2σg1σu – – – – – – 0.785 −0.081 −0.064 0.449 0.318 0.143 0.107 −0.582 −0.062
2σg2σu – – – – – – 3.974 0.026 0.102 4.167 −0.052 −0.215 4.530 −0.073 −0.330
3σg1σu – – – – – – – – – – – – 1.229 0.287 0.353

R2 M τ (21Σ+
u ) 0.703 0.700 0.413 0.044 0.576

CCSD M τ (21Σ+
u ) 0.687 0.656 0.330 0.106 0.562

Table 3.5: Decomposition of the transition dipole moment for the H2 21Σ+
u

state into the transition density matrix and dipole matrix element factors
for the contributing orbital excitations in the KS basis, at several distances.
Calculations with the restricted R2 variant of TD-PINOFT and comparison
to full CI (CCSD).

Thus, we have the seemingly paradoxical situation that the transition 1RDM
misses the “single excitation” element ∆γR1σg1σu while the excited state has
this singly-excited character. One may call this an accidentally forbidden
(due to the strong non-dynamical correlation in the ground state) 1σg → 1σu
transition. This trend derived from the character of the CI wavefunction is
faithfully reproduced by the transition 1RDM ∆γR1σg1σu of the PINO response
theory.

The shape of the oscillator strength curve (Fig. 3.7) can now be under-
stood as follows. For the 1σg → 1σu transition it is easy to see, using the fact
that these orbitals are approximately (1sa±1sb)/

√
2S ± 2, that the dipole in-

tegral V z
1σg1σu =

∫
drz 1σg(r)1σu(r) becomes proportional to the bond length

R. Therefore as long as non-dynamical correlation is not strong, which is the
case till ca. 3 Bohr, the transition dipole M τ (α) (the square of which enters
the oscillator strength f(α)) increases because of the increase of the V z

1σg1σu

factor. At longer distances, however, the 1σg → 1σu transition becomes acci-
dentally forbidden due to the strong non-dynamical correlation in the ground
state and ∆γR1σg1σu(11Σ+

u ) vanishes by virtue of Eq. (3.22). This combination

of the increasing V z
1σg1σu and decreasing ∆γR1σg1σu(11Σ+

u ) fully explains the

observed bell-like shape of the oscillator strength f(11Σ+
u )(R) (see Fig. 3.7).

We note that at larger distances also other excitations enter the 11Σ+
u state,

and affect the oscillator strength, cf. the 1σg2σu, 2σg1σu and notably 3σg1σu
contributions at 7 Bohr.

Table 3.5 presents M τ (21Σ+
u ) and its leading components M τ

ia(2
1Σ+

u ), V z
ia,

and ∆γRia(2
1Σ+

u ) (evidently, V z
ia does not depend on the excited state, so

that the corresponding columns of Tables 3.4 and 3.5 are identical). This
state has predominant 1σg → 2σu character at all distances, although at
very long distances (cf. 7 Bohr in the Table) considerable admixture of other
transitions (notably 1σu → 2σg) occurs. However, unlike the increasing
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Figure 3.8: Excitation energies for the first 2 1Σ+ excitations. Solid line
CCSD reference, dashed line R2, dot-dashed line R1, dotted line R0, black
21Σ+, red 31Σ+

dipole integral V z
1σg1σu mentioned above, the dipole integral V z

1σg2σu passes
through a near-zero minimum at R = 3 Bohr (see Tab. 3.5). This is caused
by the atomic orbital character of the 2σu. For instance, when this orbital
becomes predominantly 2sa − 2sb the dipole integral becomes proportional
to R〈1sa|2sb〉, but the two-center overlap 〈1sa|2sb〉 goes to zero. At larger
R values, exemplified by the 7 Bohr entry in the Table, the character of
the excited state becomes strongly mixed and several contributions to the
transition dipole moment arise, which make it deviate from the near zero
value at ca. 4 Bohr. This explains the observed shape of the reference
curve fFCI(21Σ+

u )(R), which passes through a near-zero minimum at R = 4
Bohr, while the PINO R1 and R2 curves faithfully reproduce this shape (see
Fig. 3.7).

3.3.2 Failure of adiabatic TDDFT

We can now explain why the adiabatic TDDFT oscillator strength for the
lowest excited state, 11Σ+

u , in Fig. 3.2, although not quantitatively accurate,
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Figure 3.9: Oscillator strengths for the first 2 1Σ+ excitations. Solid line
CCSD reference, dashed line R2, dot-dashed line R1, dotted line R0, black
21Σ+, red 31Σ+

appears to give qualitatively the correct behavior as function of the distance,
in spite of the completely wrong TDDFT excitation energy [81, 98, 20, 99].
This, indeed, is caused by a fortuitous cancelation of errors. The influence
of non-dynamical correlation on the shape of the KS 1σg and 1σu orbitals
participating in the leading 1σg → 1σu transition does not affect the above
mentioned proportionality to R of the dipole integral V z

1σg1σu and this leads to

a much too large transition dipole M τ
TDDFT(11Σ+

u ). However, the excitation
energy ωTDDFT(11Σ+

u ) goes (erroneously) to zero. Eventually, this last factor
(cf. Eq. (3.19)) makes the oscillator strength decline to zero. We conclude
that this decline in the oscillator strength beyond 3 Bohr is not caused, as
it should, by the change in character of the ground state due to nondynamic
correlation at long distance, but happens because the excitation energy tends
erroneously to zero.
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RHe–H 1.463 2.5 4.0 6.0 10.0

vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ

1σ2σ 0.624 1.300 0.811 0.671 1.299 0.872 0.442 1.368 0.605 0.117 1.385 0.162 0.004 1.390 0.005
1σ1σ – – – −0.625 0.021 −0.013 −1.248 0.054 −0.067 – – – – – –
2σ2σ – – – 1.504 −0.022 −0.034 2.580 −0.056 −0.144 – – – – – –

R2 M τ (21Σ+) 0.804 0.812 0.426 0.105 0.003
CCSD M τ (21Σ+) 0.807 0.814 0.427 0.105 0.003

Table 3.6: Decomposition of the transition dipole moment for the HeH+
21Σ+ state at several distances in KS basis.

RHe–H 1.463 2.5 4.0 6.0 10.0

vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ vzia ∆γRia M τ

1σ2σ 0.624 −0.072 −0.045 0.671 −0.022 −0.015 0.442 −0.066 −0.029 0.117 −0.102 −0.012 0.004 −0.033 0.000
1σ3σ 0.146 1.351 0.197 0.132 1.297 0.171 0.048 −0.834 −0.040 0.143 1.109 0.159 0.047 1.047 0.049
1σ4σ 0.038 −0.168 −0.006 0.037 0.401 0.015 0.136 1.064 0.145 0.143 0.780 0.111 0.018 0.616 0.011
1σ5σ 0.152 0.161 0.025 0.168 0.097 0.016 0.304 −0.169 −0.051 0.215 −0.027 −0.006 0.001 −0.648 0.000
1σ6σ 0.016 0.130 0.002 0.021 −0.143 −0.003 0.109 0.110 0.012 0.133 0.122 0.016 0.075 −0.018 −0.001
1σ7σ 0.079 0.054 0.004 0.248 0.070 0.017 0.343 −0.011 −0.004 0.419 0.143 0.060 0.562 0.072 0.041

R2 M τ (31Σ+) 0.176 0.202 0.064 0.313 0.091
CCSD M τ (31Σ+) 0.176 0.203 0.065 0.316 0.092

Table 3.7: Decomposition of the transition dipole moment for the HeH+ 31Σ+

state at several distances in KS basis.

3.3.3 The HeH+ molecule

Figure 3.8 displays the excitation energy curves ωα(R) calculated for the two
lowest excited 21Σ+ and 31Σ+ states of the HeH+ molecule. In this case
already R0 reproduces the shapes of both reference curves rather closely,
while the R1 and R2 curves virtually coincide with the reference ones (see
Fig. 3.8). Judging from the transition 1RDM elements ∆γRia(2

1Σ+) in the KS
basis presented in Table 3.6, the 21Σ+ excitation can be interpreted at all
R considered as, mainly, the orbital transition 1σ → 2σ, which corresponds
to the CT excitation 1s(He)→ 1s(H). In its turn, judging from the elements
∆γRia(3

1Σ+) of Table 3.7, the 31Σ+ excitation can be interpreted as, mainly,
the orbital transition 1σ → 3σ, which also corresponds to a CT excitation,
this time the 1s(He)→ 2s(H) excitation

Figure 3.9 displays oscillator strength curves fα(R) for the 21Σ+ and
31Σ+ excited states of HeH+. In this case only R0 displays a visible error
of the curve f(21Σ+)(R) in the interval R < 4 Bohr, while in all other
cases the restricted PINO curves virtually coincide with the reference ones.
Interestingly, the fα(R) curves for the two lowest states of HeH+ have a
similar shape as those for the two lowest states of H2 (Compare Figures 3.7
and 3.9). In particular, the curve f(21Σ+)(R) has the bell-like shape with
the maximum near the equilibrium bond distance Re = 1.46 Bohr. In its
turn, f(31Σ+)(R) passes through a near-zero minimum near R = 4 Bohr
and it exhibits a maximum near 5.5 Bohr. Both fα(R) vanish at longer R
(Fig. 3.9).
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To interpret the shape of the f(21Σ+)(R) curve, the corresponding total
transition dipole moment M τ (21Σ+), the leading contributions M τ

ia(2
1Σ+)

as well as the factors V z
ia and ∆γRia(2

1Σ+) are presented in Table 3.6. The
leading transition 1RDM element ∆γR1σ2σ(21Σ+) does not change much with
R, so that the shape of f(21Σ+)(R) is, apparently, determined by the corre-
sponding dipole integral V z

1σ2σ and the excitation energy ω(21Σ+), the latter
influences f(21Σ+)(R) through (3.19). Then, the combination of the de-
creasing ω(21Σ+) (Fig. 3.8) and the increasing (for R ≤ 2.5 Bohr) V z

1σ2σ

(See Table 3.6) produces the maximum of f(21Σ+)(R) near Re = 1.46 Bohr
(Fig. 3.9). At larger R the dipole integral V z

1σ2σ vanishes due to the vanishing
overlap of the orbitals 1σ ≈ 1s(He) and 2σ ≈ 1s(H) localized on the different
atoms, so that the resultant f(21Σ+)(R) also vanishes.

To interpret the shape of the f(31Σ+)(R) curve, the total M τ (31Σ+),
the leading contributions M τ

ia(3
1Σ+) and the components V z

ia, ∆γRia(3
1Σ+)

are presented in Table 3.7. The dipole integral V z
1σ3σ corresponding to the

leading transition 1RDM element ∆γR1σ3σ(31Σ+) and the total M τ (31Σ+) si-
multaneously pass through a near-zero minimum at R = 4 Bohr (Tab. 3.7),
thus causing the resultant f(31Σ+)(R) also pass through a near-zero mini-
mum near this point (Fig. 3.9). The dip in the oscillator strength at R = 4
Bohr is caused by configuration mixing: the 31Σ+ state acquires majority
1σ → 4σ character here, and its contribution to the transition dipole is
counteracted by opposite sign contributions from the remaining 1σ → 2σ,
1σ → 3σ and 1σ → 5σ excitation character. At large R V z

1σ3σ vanishes due
to the vanishing overlap of the orbitals 1σ ≈ 1s(He) and 3σ ≈ 2pz(H) local-
ized on the different atoms, so that the resultant f(31Σ+)(R) also vanishes
(Fig. 3.9).

3.4 Conclusions

In this paper the previous development of the TDDMFT and PINO adiabatic
response theories for electronic excitation energies ωα is completed with the
derivation of the expression for the corresponding oscillator strengths f(α).
The latter quantity and the related transition dipole moment M τ (α) are
expressed through the eigenvector F α and theA+ part of the coupling matrix
of the PINO eigenvalue equations for ωα as well as through the dipole integral
vector V a.

The main emphasis of this paper is on the quality of the oscillator strength
curves fα(R) for various bond distances R, an important subject, which
has received surprisingly little attention in the literature. It is well-known
that conventional (adiabatic) TDDFT yields wrong excitation energies upon
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bond elongation [81, 20, 99]. In the present paper the problem that TDDFT
has with reliably estimating the oscillator strengths fα(R) for dissociating
bonds is highlighted. For the prototype case of the 11Σ+

u excitation in the
stretched H2 molecule, the qualitative resemblance of fTDDFT(11Σ+

u )(R) to
the reference curve is achieved only because of a compensation of unphysical
errors in various components of fTDDFT(11Σ+

u ).
The highlighted problem of TDDFT is addressed with the present ap-

plication of the PINO theory to the calculation of f(α). The extension of
adiabatic TDDMFT to the phase-including adiabatic PINO leads to the ex-
act 1RDM response theory for two-electron systems. Then, full adiabatic
PINO with the ground-state PILS functional (in which the PINO phases are
properly chosen) produces accurate fα(R) curves for the lowest 1Σ+

u excita-
tions in the prototype “two-electron-bond” molecule H2 and for the lowest
1Σ+ CT excitations in HeH+. Already, the restricted R1 and R2 PINO vari-
ants with the strongly reduced size of the eigenvalue problem produce high
quality fα(R) curves in these cases.

An interesting result of this paper is the very different shape in both H2

and HeH+ of the fα(R) curves calculated for the lowest excitation (11Σ+
u

and 21Σ+ respectively) and the second lowest excitation (21Σ+
u and 31Σ+

respectively). For both molecules, the fα(R) curves of the lowest excitations
have a bell-like shape, while those for the second lowest excitations pass
through a near-zero minimum near R = 4 Bohr. This difference has been
traced to the (changes in the) composition of the ground state and the excited
states along the dissociation coordinate.

The interpretation of the nature of excitations is based on the orbital-pair
composition of the transition 1RDM ∆γR(α), while the established trends
of the fα(R) curves have been analyzed with an orbital decomposition of
the transition dipole moment M τ (α). The corresponding orbital analysis is
carried out in the representation of the KS MOs, since each lowest excitation
in question can be conveniently interpreted (for the majority of the considered
bond distances) just as a transition between a single pair of frontier KS MOs.
The NO representation lacks this convenient feature and quite a few NO
transitions contribute significantly to a given lowest excitation.

Further application of the PINO theory to the calculation of ωα and f(α)
for larger molecules requires the development of an approximate N -electron
functional, which, just as the two-electron PILS functional of the present
paper, would provide a good quality of ωα(R) and fα(R) with the restricted
PINO calculations. This work is in progress.
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3.5 PINO response matrices

In this section the definitions of the matrices A+ and D are given with dou-
ble differentiation with respect to the PINOs �π0

i , �π
0∗
i and their occupations

n0
i of the ground-state functional W 0[{�π0

i }, {n0
i }] of the electron-electron in-

teraction energy of an N -electron system. Within this differentiation, the
first functional derivatives Wkl of W 0 with respect to the PINOs

Wkl =

∫
dr

∂W 0

∂�π0
k(r)

�π0
l (r) (3.23)

are used to obtain the second derivatives with respect to the PINOs

K�π
kl,ba =

∫
dr

[
∂
(
W †
kl −Wkl

)
∂�π0

b(r)
�π0
a(r)

−�π0∗
b (r)

∂
(
W †
kl −Wkl

)
∂�π0∗

a (r)

] (3.24)

and the mixed second derivatives with respect to the PINOs and their occu-
pations

Kn
kl,a =

∂
(
W †
kl −Wkl

)
∂n0

a

. (3.25)

The matrix A is defined by adding the one-electron response contribution
to (3.24)

Akl,ba = (n0
b − n0

a)(hkaδbl − δkahbl) +K�π
kl,ba, (3.26)

where hka are the matrix elements of the one-electron energy operator. The
matrices A± are defined as the following combinations

A±kl,ba = Akl,ba ± Akl,ab, (3.27)

These derivatives can be derived straightforwardly from the functionalW 0 (3.20),
used in this work. Explicit expressions can be found in [39].

In its turn, the matrix D is defined through the auxiliary matrices A−,
N , C, and W as follows

D =

(
N−1A−N−1 N−1C
CTN−1 W

)
. (3.28)

where the diagonal matrix N is composed from the differences of the PINO
occupations

Nkl,ba = (n0
l − n0

k)δkaδbl. (3.29)
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The auxiliary matrix C in (3.28) is defined with the mixed second deriva-
tives (3.25)

Ckl,a = hkl(δal − δka) +Kn
kl,a, (3.30)

while the matrix W is the second derivative of W 0 with respect to the PINO
occupations

W k,a =
1

2

∂2W

∂n0
k∂n

0
a

. (3.31)
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Chapter 4

Excitation energies with linear
response density matrix
functional theory along the
dissociation coordinate of an
electron-pair bond in
N-electron systems1

Time dependent density matrix functional theory in its adiabatic linear re-
sponse formulation delivers exact excitation energies ωα and oscillator strengths
fα for two-electron systems if extended to the so-called phase including nat-
ural orbital (PINO) theory. The Löwdin-Shull expression for the energy of
two-electron systems in terms of the natural orbitals and their phases affords
in this case an exact phase-including natural orbital functional (PILS), which
is non-primitive (contains other than just J and K integrals). In this paper
the extension of the PILS functional to N -electron systems is investigated.
With the example of an elementary primitive NO functional (BBC1) it is
shown that current DMFT ground state functionals, which were designed to
produce decent approximations to the total energy, fail to deliver a qualita-
tively correct structure of the (inverse) response function, due to essential
deficiencies in the reconstruction of the 2RDM. We now deduce essential
features of an N -electron functional from a wavefunction Ansatz: The ex-
tension of the two-electron Löwdin-Shull wavefunction to the N -electron case

1The content of this chapter has been published as: R. van Meer, O. V. Gritsenko and
E. J. Baerends, J. Chem. Phys., 2014, 140, 024101
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informs about the phase information. In this paper applications of this ex-
tended Löwdin-Shull (ELS) functional are considered for the simplest case,
ELS(1): one (dissociating) two-electron bond in the field of occupied (includ-
ing core) orbitals. ELS(1) produces high quality ωα(R) curves along the bond
dissociation coordinate R for the molecules LiH, Li2, and BH with the two
outer valence electrons correlated. All of these results indicate that response
properties are much more sensitive to deficiencies in the reconstruction of
the 2RDM than the ground state energy, since also derivatives of the func-
tional with respect to both the NOs and the occupation numbers need to be
accurate.

4.1 Introduction

Linear response theory can be used to obtain the response of the one-electron
reduced density matrix (1RDM) γ(x,x′) to an external perturbation. Ex-
citation energies of the system are obtained as the frequencies ωα at which
a “response” can exist even in the absence of a perturbation, i.e. when the
equation

χ−1(ωα)Fα =
(
ω2
α1−Ω(ωα)

)
Fα = 0, (4.1)

is obeyed. The solution vector Fα represents the responses δγpq of the 1RDM
matrix elements. It describes the transition density matrix of the excitation
and the character of the excited state can be deduced from it [42]. Also the
oscillator strengths of the transition can be deduced from F [13, 114]. In the
case of time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) the linear response treatment of the
diagonal of the 1RDM, the electron density ρ(x) = γ(x,x′ = x), leads to a
similar equation, the vector F then being characterized by occupied-virtual
elements Fia, i ∈ occ, a ∈ virt only. In the adiabatic approximation, where
Ω becomes ω independent, the solution of Eq. (4.1) is obtained by a simple
diagonalization

ΩFα = ω2
αFα, (4.2)

This adiabatic Kohn-Sham (KS) response approach of time-dependent den-
sity functional theory (TDDFT) [13] has become the method of choice for the
calculation of electronic excitations in large molecules. In this approach the
matrix Ω contains, apart from a diagonal part with squares of orbital energy
differences (εa − εi)2, a part with off-diagonal elements coupling elementary
occupied → virtual transitions i→ a and j → b. This part, arising from the
exchange-correlation kernel (the second derivative of the exchange-correlation
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energy Exc[ρ]), is denoted as the coupling matrix. With the simple LDA
functional the coupling matrix is a functional of the density, but with more
elaborate orbital-dependent functionals it becomes an explicit functional of
the KS orbitals, which are themselves functionals ψi[ρ] of the electron density
ρ.

In spite of its general success, adiabatic response TDDFT also exhibits
serious failures. Because of the above mentioned simple ”single excitation”
structure of the eigenvalue equations, adiabatic TDDFT lacks double exci-
tations [21, 92, 20]. Since doubly excited configurations rapidly become im-
portant at elongated bond lengths, one cannot obtain reliable excited state
energy surfaces without properly accounting for the doubles [92, 20]. Fur-
thermore, because in TDDFT (εa − εi)2 is the leading diagonal term in Ω,
conventional adiabatic TDDFT breaks down when there is a large discrep-
ancy between this orbital energy difference and the excitation energy. This
happens in the case of bond breaking, where the orbital energy difference
for some transitions (typically bonding → corresponding antibonding or-
bital) and hence the TDDFT excitation energy even (erroneously) vanishes
[81, 20]. Also the too low excitation energies for long-range charge transfer
(CT) [80, 100] can be explained by a similar discrepancy between εa− εi and
the excitation energy [18]. In order to provide the correct excitation ener-
gies, the key TDDFT quantity, the exchange-correlation (xc) kernel should in
these cases diverge [18, 101], which specifies the bond breaking and CT cases
as problematic for adiabatic TDDFT. Evidently, adiabatic TDDFT repre-
sents in all cases an insufficient approximation to the formally correct non-
adiabatic response TDDFT with the unknown exact frequency-dependent
matrix Ω[{φ}](ω).

Since adiabatic TDDFT breaks down in the above described cases, which
makes it unreliable for the calculation of excited state energy surfaces, further
developments are needed that avoid these errors. One such alternative is the
recently developed adiabatic response natural orbital (NO) approach based
on time-dependent density matrix functional theory (TDDMFT) [103, 104].
This approach considers the response to the time-dependent perturbation of
the ground-state first-order reduced density matrix (1RDM) γ(x,x′)

γ(x,x′) =
∑
i

2niφi(x)φ∗i (x
′) (4.3)

expanded in terms of the NOs φi(x) (its eigenfunctions) and the NO occu-
pations ni (its eigenvalues). Note, that the expansion (4.3) does not define
the phases of the NOs which, in principle, can be introduced as additional
variables and can carry useful information about electron interaction coming
from higher order density matrices. Since response vector elements δγab in
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which a and b are both “virtual” (i.e. weakly occupied) NOs, and δγpp = δnp
are associated to excitations with off-diagonal and diagonal double excitation
nature respectively [42], the use of response of the 1RDM can in principle
handle double excitations much more easily than TDDFT. However, the di-
agonal double excitations proved to be completely absent in pure 1RDM
functional theory, which is why extension with inclusion of phases in the
functional has been proposed [41, 40]. To this end the phase including NOs
(PINOs) �πk(x) were introduced

�πk(x) = e−iθkφk(x) (4.4)

with φk(x) being a real NO. In adiabatic response PINO theory the cou-
pling matrix of Eq.(4.2) is considered as a functional Ω[{�πi}, {ni}] of the
ground-state PINOs �πi and their occupations ni. Because of the phase de-
pendency, this goes beyond the TDDMFT proper. It has been demonstrated
[41, 40] that using a functional of phase-including NOs, which is available
for two-electron systems, much improved excitation energies and oscillator
strengths fα [42, 114] can be obtained, including double excitations. Again
the matrix Ω[{�πi}, {ni}], which yields the excitation energies as eigenvalues,
analogous to Eq. (4.2), is constructed with double differentiation of the accu-
rate phase including Löwdin-Shull (PILS) energy functional W PILS[{�π}, {n}]
of the ground-state electron-electron interaction energy with respect to the
�πi and ni [41, 40]. This resolves all of the above mentioned problematic
cases of adiabatic TDDFT for the two-electron prototype system. We expect
the same benefit to ensue for the treatment of general two-electron bonds
in N -electron systems. The present papers deals with the extension of the
PINO response approach to (dissociating) electron-pair bonds in N -electron
systems.

The crucial question is how phase dependency has to be incorporated
into the functionals for adiabatic response NO theory to be successful in
N -electron systems. In Section 4.2 adiabatic response PINO theory is out-
lined and the PILS functional W PILS[{�π}, {n}] for two-electron systems is
characterized, which immediately follows from the two-electron Löwdin-Shull
wave function ΨLS. In order to highlight the deficiency of standard 1RDM
functionals for the energy in response calculations, in section 4.3 the response
matrix Ω for the simple BBC1 functional [38] is compared to the response ma-
trix from the PILS functional, both constructed for a two-electron two-orbital
H2-like model molecular system. BBC1, a so-called primitive functional (only
J and K integrals) has been developed, with a repulsive correction, from the
BB functional derived for both dynamic correlation and left-right correlation
(molecular dissociation) by Baerends and Buijse [37]. The BB functional is
identical to the functional introduced earlier by Müller for atoms [36] except
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for the phase choice of orbitals, see below. BBC1, which (as well as other
BBC functionals) offers a fair approximation to the ground state energy, pro-
duces Ω of a qualitatively incorrect form. This leads, in particular, to the
incorrect vanishing with the bond distance of the BBC1 energy of the first
1Σ+

u type excitation in this model. The BBC1 functional thus demonstrates
the deficiency that arises in the response matrix for such a primitive func-
tional. In Section 4.4 we follow the lead of the PILS functional development
from the Löwdin-Shull (LS) wavefunction by extending the two-electron LS
wave function ΨLS to a wavefunction ΨELS for N -electron systems. We ob-
serve that in the energy of ΨELS the orbital self-interaction term (the i = j
term in the sum over Jij and Kij integrals) exhibits a specific linear depen-
dence on the PINO occupations. This linear dependence is important in
the derivatives of the functional that go into the construction of Ω and is
therefore built into the functional. We also deduce from the wavefunction
ΨELS how the NO phases should enter into the two-electron integrals in the
electron-electron interaction functional WELS. We then focus on the simplest
ELS case, namely one (dissociating) two-electron bond in an N -electron sys-
tem, ELS(1). In Section 4.5 adiabatic response NO theory with the ELS(1)
functional is applied to calculation of the lowest valence excitations along
the bond dissociation coordinate R in the LiH and Li2 molecules as well as
those in the BH molecule with two outer valence electrons correlated. In
the two-electron case the exact PILS functional can be viewed as arising
from replacement of all K integrals in the electron-electron interaction en-
ergy (which does not change the energy) with L integrals, which only differ
in the phases of the NOs:

Kij =

∫
φ∗i (r1)φ∗j(r2)φi(r2)φj(r1)dr1dr2/r12 (4.5)

Lij =

∫
φ∗i (r1)φj(r2)φ∗i (r2)φj(r1)dr1dr2/r12 (4.6)

It has become clear that response calculations with K instead of L integrals
in W PILS yield completely spurious results [39, 40, 115]. One might spec-
ulate that a change of K into L integrals is always beneficial. Therefore
ELS(1) is compared with a functional in which simply all of the K integrals
of ELS(1) are changed into L integrals, called L-ELS(1). This comparison
demonstrates that ELS(1) produces superior quality curves ωα(R) compared
to L-ELS(1) within adiabatic response NO theory. The simple replacement
of all K integrals by L integrals is not a good strategy, a more intricate
phase information is required, which we derive from the wavefunction ΨELS.
In section 4.6 the conclusions are given.
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4.2 Adiabatic response PINO theory and the

PILS functional

Linear response PINO theory [41, 40, 39, 115] considers the response to the
external time-dependent perturbation vω(t) of the evolution matrix δU(t),
which governs the propagation of PINOs �πi(xt)

δ�πi(xt) =
∑
j

�πj(x)δUji(t)e
−εit. (4.7)

It is related to the response of the 1RDM

δγij(t) = δni(t)δij + (nj − ni)δUij(t). (4.8)

The off-diagonal elements δUij(i 6= j) are simply scaled δγij elements. The di-
agonal δUii are purely imaginary ( δUii = iδU I

ii) because δU is antihermitian.
They give the change of phase of the �πi. The frequency-dependent Fourier
transforms of the real parts of the responses, δγRij , i > j, and δγii = δni (col-
lected in the vector X) and iδU I

ij, i > j and iδUD
i (collected in the vector

Y ) are obtained from the response matrix equations [40, 39](
ω1 −A+

−D ω1

)(
X(ω)
Y (ω)

)
=

(
0

V (ω)

)
. (4.9)

where the adiabatic approximation has been applied so that the submatrices
A+ and D are frequency independent, cf. Ref. [40]. These matrices contain
the derivatives with respect to PINOs and with respect to occupation num-
bers of the electron-electron interaction functional W , see Ref. [41, 40, 39]
(see Appendices for full definition of these matrices). The vector X(ω) is
explicitly

X(ω) =

(
δγR(ω)
δn(ω)

)
, (4.10)

where δγR(ω) is the vector containing the real lower off-diagonal part of the
1RDM response. The vector Y (ω) contains the imaginary part of the off-
diagonal iδU I(ω) and the (purely imaginary) diagonal iδUD(ω) elements of
the evolution matrix response

Y (ω) =

(
iδU I(ω)
iδUD(ω)/2

)
, (4.11)
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(δUD represents the response of the PINO phases). The vector V (ω)

V (ω) =

(
δV R(ω)
δV D(ω)/2

)
(4.12)

contains the real off-diagonal V R(ω) and diagonal V D(ω) parts of the exter-
nal perturbation.

In order to obtain the excitation energies we consider responses in the
absence of an external perturbation. In that case finite responses can still
exist at the ω’s corresponding to excitation energies. Taking V = 0 and
eliminating the vector Y (ω) from the response equations (4.9) leads to

[ω2 −A+D]X(ω) = 0 (4.13)

which can be symmetrized by multiplying with (A+)−1/2 yielding the eigen-
value equation

[ω2 −
√
A+D

√
A+](A+)−1/2X(ω) = 0 (4.14)

which is the eigenvalue equation (4.2) with the coupling matrix Ω

Ω =
√
A+D

√
A+ (4.15)

expressed through the auxiliary matricesA+ andD, and F (ω) = (A+)−1/2X(ω).
The matrix D is further expanded as the 2× 2-block matrix

D =

(
N−1A−N−1 N−1C
CTN−1 W̄

)
(4.16)

through the auxiliary matrices A−, N , C, and W̄ . The general expressions
for the auxiliary matrices through the derivatives of the electron-electron
interaction energy functional W [{�π}, {n}] with respect to the PINOs �πi, their
complex conjugates �π∗i , and their occupations ni are given in Appendix I.

1RDM ground state functionals usually try to obtain the electron repul-
sion energy by approximating the two-body reduced density matrix (2RDM)
elements in terms of the natural orbitals and their occupation numbers.

W = 〈Ψ|
∑
i<j

1

rij
|Ψ〉 =

∑
abcd

Γdcbawabcd =

∑
a,b,c,d

fa,b,c,d({n})
∫
φ∗a(r1)φ∗b(r2)φc(r2)φd(r1)dr1dr2/r12 (4.17)
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where fa,b,c,d({n}) is a function which depends on all occupation numbers of
the system, and φi are the real NOs. Most functionals proposed to date are so
called primitive (JK-only) functionals. These functionals approximate the
total electron electron interaction energy as a sum of Coulomb and exchange
integrals involving the natural orbitals with related occupation number de-
pendent prefactors in front of these integrals,

W JK = 2
∑
i,j

FJ(ni, nj)Jij +
∑
i,j

FK(ni, nj)Kij. (4.18)

where Jij =
∫
|φi(r1)|2|φj(r2)|2dr1dr2/r12. From the results of Löwdin and

Shull [28] for two-electron systems one can derive an exact functional for
these systems. The wavefunction for two-electron systems can be represented
exactly as the sum of determinants in which a natural orbital is doubly
occupied.

ΨLS =
∑
i

ci|φiαφiβ| =
∑
i

√
ni|�πiα�πiβ| (4.19)

where ci = fi
√
ni, fi = ±1 and φi is a real natural orbital. The �πi = e−iθiφi

are the PINOs. The θi are the phases of the PINOs which can be determined
as θi = 0 or π/2 from the factors fi±1 in the wavefunction (conventionally +1
for the leading determinant). The expectation value for the electron-electron
repulsion of this wavefunction can be obtained by using the Slater-Condon
rules, it is given by

WLS =
∑
i,j

c∗i cjLij (4.20)

where Lij differs from the standard exchange integral Kij, see Eq. 4.5 and
4.6. We shall call Lij and Kij ”phase-including” and ”phase-independent”
integrals, respectively, since the phase information is cancelled in the K in-
tegrals due to the combined presence of phases and their complex conjugate.
The ΨLS wavefunction of Eq. (4.19) allows us to formulate the PILS energy
functional

W PILS =
∑
i,j

√
ninje

2iθie−2iθjLij =
∑
i,j

√
ninj〈�πi(r1)�πi(r2)|1/r12|�πi(r1)�πi(r2)〉

(4.21)

Note that this functional is not a JK functional, such as Eq. (4.18). It differs
in the use of L instead of K integrals. One could also write a functional for
the two-electron system in terms of K integrals (making it a pure 1RDM
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functional) by simply replacing the Lij integrals with Kij integrals, obtaining
the density matrix Löwdin Shull functional (DMLS),

WDMLS =
∑
i,j

fifj
√
ninjKij (4.22)

where the signs {fi} are fixed according to the known rule f1 = +1, fi>1 =
−1. By our definition, φi are the real NOs, so the replacement of Lij for Kij

does not change the value of the ground state energy itself. However, the form
of the adiabatic TDPINO coupling matrix Ω appears to be crucially sensitive
to the distribution of the “stars” in the exchange integrals of the ground-
state functional. As was shown in Refs. [40, 39, 115], the DMLS functional
totally fails in adiabatic response theory, while the PILS functional gives
exact results. The distribution of the stars implies a different reconstruction
of the 2RDM. So a 2RDM which gives an accurate ground state energy may
still deviate so much from the exact 2RDM that it gives derivatives of the
electron-electron interaction energy that are basically flawed for the purpose
of response calculations.

In general the Eqs.(4.9)-(4.16) are not exact, since the adiabatic approxi-
mation has been used. For the two-electron case, where the exact functional
W PILS was available, it has been observed that this approximation did not
prohibit obtaining excellent (actually exact) results, even for double excita-
tions [42]. However, the exact functional is not known in general N -electron
systems, so a suitable approximation of W [{�πi}, {ni}] is necessary. There are
several 1RDM functionals which work quite well for the ground state energy
in larger molecules, along the complete dissociation coordinate. A typical ex-
ample is the simple BBC1 functional [38]. However, these functionals fail in
the same way as TDDFT for excitation calculations (no double excitations,
bonding to antibonding orbital excitation tending to zero at long distance).
We will first investigate, in the next section, what causes this failure, using
a simple two-electron two-orbital case (minimal basis set H2) that can be
treated analytically.

4.3 Failure of common NO functionals in adi-

abatic response theory

In this section we highlight the problems that exist with existing functionals
when applied in response theory calculations, even though they may yield
good ground state energies. As example we take the BBC1 functional, a rep-
resentative member of the BBC family of approximate ground-state DMFT
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(NO) functionals [38]. BBC1 has been used, in total energy calculations,
with just J and K integrals and is then a representative of the JK-only
functionals (Eq. 4.18) that have been used almost exclusively until now, cf.
e.g. discussion in Ref. [116]: Müller=BB=CH [36, 37, 117], GU [118], CHF
[117], Csanyi-Goedecker-Arias [119], BBC1, BBC2, BBC3 [38], PNOF0 [120].
It can be proven quite generally [41, 40, 39] that pure 1RDM functionals, in-
cluding the JK functionals, are inadequate since they must lead to a lack of
response in the occupation numbers, which translates into a lack of double
excitation character in the calculations, see Ref. [42] for identification of the
response in the diagonal elements of the 1RDM (i.e. the occupation num-
bers) with double excitation character. Also the adiabatic TDDFT error of
the single excitation from bonding → antibonding orbital going to zero in
the dissociation limit recurs in the common JK functionals. We will ex-
plicitly demonstrate the problems of JK functionals with the two-electron
two-orbital H2-like model system using the BBC1 functional as example, with
reference also to the WDMLS of Eq. (4.22) (perfect for the total energy of a
two-electron system, but as JK functional failing for response properties),
see subsection 4.3.1. In the two-electron system the deficiencies can be reme-
died by changing the K integrals in the failing 1RDM functional WDMLS

into the L integrals of the exact W PILS functional of Eq. (4.21). We will
therefore investigate in the second half of this section if this deficiency of
the JK functionals could be generally remedied by simply replacing all K
integrals by L integrals, again using BBC1 as example. We will find that
this does restore the possibility to describe double excitation character, but
it does not solve the single-excitation problem along the dissociation coordi-
nate. Throughout this section BBC1 or BBC1(K) refers to the BBC1 JK
functional, while BBC1(L) refers to the BBC1 JL functional in which all K
integrals have been replaced by L integrals.

4.3.1 BBC1 as JK functional.

We will first show explicitly the prefactors F for the J and K integrals in
expression Eq. (4.18) for JK functionals for the BBC1(K) and DMLS cases.
These prefactors will be used in the subsequent analysis of the ground state
energy and the response matrix elements. The prefactors F of the BBC1(K)
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functional for a two-electron system are given by

FBBC1
J (ni, nj) = ninj

FBBC1
K (ni, ni) = −ni
FBBC1
K (n1, nj>1) = −√n1nj, (4.23)

FBBC1
K (ni, nj 6=i) =

√
ninj, otherwise.

In the DMLS case we choose the DMLS phase factors according to the known
rules that they usually obey. Specifically, for simple two-electron systems
(atoms, molecules at Re) the phase factor of the first (strongly occupied) NO
is typically f1 = +1, and for all ”virtual” NOs fi>1 = −1, so that for this
choice

FDMLS
J (ni, nj) = 0

FDMLS
K (ni, ni) = +ni

FDMLS
K (n1, nj>1) = −√n1nj, (4.24)

FDMLS
K (ni, nj 6=i) =

√
ninj, otherwise.

There are some notable differences between the BBC1(K) and DMLS func-
tionals. Notably the total prefactor of the orbital self interaction terms
(i = j) is different

2FBBC1
J (ni, ni)Jii + FBBC1

K (ni, ni)Kii = (2n2
i − ni)Jii

2FDMLS
J (ni, ni)Jii + FDMLS

K (ni, ni)Kii = niJii (4.25)

Here we used the fact that the Jii = Kii. Another difference is the fact that
BBC1(K) has a J type of interaction between different orbitals, which is
absent in the DMLS functional

FBBC1
J (ni, nj 6=i)Jij = ninjJij (4.26)

FDMLS
J (ni, nj 6=i)Jij = 0

Total energy. Despite the above mentioned differences both functionals
give approximately the same ground state energy for the H2 molecule along
the dissociation coordinate, and in particular in the two limiting cases that
we will focus on: near the equilibrium geometry and in the dissociation limit.
(DMLS is only for two-electron systems; the BBC functionals perform well
along the dissociation coordinate of general molecules [38].) We will use a
simple two-orbital model (minimal LCAO basis) to illustrate this analyti-
cally. In that case only terms i = g, u corresponding to the σ-bonding σg
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and σ-antibonding σu NOs survive in all summations in W .
In case of the equilibrium geometry the occupation numbers are approxi-
mately given by

ng ≈ 1, nu ≈ 0 (4.27)

This yields the following electron-electron repulsion energy contributions for
the two considered functionals

WDMLS ≈ FDMLS
K (ng, ng)Jgg = ngJgg = Jgg (4.28)

WBBC1(K) ≈ 2FBBC1
J (ng, ng)Jgg + FBBC1

K (ng, ng)Jgg = 2n2
gJgg − ngJgg = Jgg

(4.29)

The two-electron integralsKgg and Jgg are identical, so the expressionWBBC1(K)

reduces to a single term Γgg,ggJgg, which is equal to the electron-electron
energy of WDMLS. In the electron-electron interaction energy W the two-
electron integrals Wabcd are multiplied with the 2RDM matrix elements as
prefactors, so from the exact W PILS (which is equivalent to the DMLS func-
tional in this case, since Jgg = Kgg = Lgg) it is clear that here Γgg,gg = 1
and the BBC1(K) functional in this case provides a good approximation to
the exact 2RDM and the corresponding repulsion energy at the ground state
geometry. (The same of course holds for the BBC1(L) functional).
The situation is different for the dissociating molecule. The occupation num-
bers are in that case approximately given by

ng ≈
1

2
, nu ≈

1

2
(4.30)

This yields the following W ’s

WDMLS = FDMLS
K (ng, ng)Jgg + FDMLS

K (nu, nu)Juu + 2FDMLS
K (ng, nu)Kgu

(4.31)

= ngJgg + nuJuu − 2
√
ngnuKgu

=
1

2
Jgg +

1

2
Juu −Kgu ≈ 0

WBBC1(K) = 2FBBC1
J (ng, ng)Jgg + FBBC1

K (ng, ng)Jgg + 2FBBC1
J (nu, nu)Juu

+ FBBC1
K (nu, nu)Juu + 4FBBC1

J (ng, nu)Jgu + 2FBBC1
K (ng, nu)Kgu

= (2n2
g−ng)Jgg +(2n2

u−nu)Juu+4ngnuJgu−2
√
ngnuKgu = Jgu−Kgu ≈ 0

(4.32)
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In both cases the result is ≈ 0 which is numerically correct if we take the
distance so large that the 1/R behavior of the electron-electron repulsion of
the two electrons, one at each site, can be neglected. We achieve the ≈ 0
result only because all of the involved integrals go to a common integral value
I in the dissociation limit (again neglecting terms of order 1/R). However,
the BBC1(K) and DMLS expressions for the electron-electron interaction en-
ergy are clearly composed of different two-electron integrals, i.e. the 2RDM
matrix elements (the prefactors of the two-electron integrals) are different.
In case of the DMLS functional finite orbital self interaction terms remain
(Γgg,gg = Γuu,uu = 1/2), which are only numerically cancelled by the other
remaining term, while in case of the BBC1(K) functional the orbital self in-
teraction energy terms vanish by themselves (Γgg,gg = Γuu,uu ≈ 0) and the
remaining two terms cancel each other. So the BBC1(K) and DMLS func-
tionals produce in the limit R→∞ widely different 2RDMs that numerically
yield the same ground state energy.

Excitation energies. If we treat the BBC1 functional as just a JK
functional, we can use the calculation in Appendix II of the Ω matrix for
such functionals, in the simple two-orbital two-electron system of H2. The
index kl runs over (ug, gg, uu) and we have (Eq. (4.67))

Ω =

A+
ug,guA

−
ug,gu

4(ng−nu)2 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

 (4.33)

The matrix blocks, by symmetry, into a 1 × 1 upper left block and a 2 × 2
lower right block. The first gives the excitation energy to the 1Σ+

u state cor-
responding to the single excitation 1σg → 1σu. The 2× 2 block contains the
roots for the 1Σ+

g states (the ground state and the first excited state), which
are composed of the (1σg)

2 and (1σu)
2 configurations. In the 1Σ+

g block there
is, as always, a root 0, which corresponds to the ground state, mostly the
(1σg)

2 configuration at equilibrium distance. The second root corresponds
to the doubly excited state (mostly (1σu)

2 at Re). We see from Eq. (4.33)
that for any JK functional this double excitation energy is also zero. This is
a manifestation of the general problem of 1RDM functionals that has been
signalled in Refs [41, 40]: pure 1RDM functionals lead to zero response in
the occupation numbers, which is tantamount to lack of (diagonal) double
excitations. This is observed in the present concrete example by explicit
calculation and can be proven to be a general consequence of the 1RDM
functional W [{φi}, {ni}] being phase invariant. This has been the incentive
for the development of a PINO response theory.
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Turning next to the single excitations (in this case just the excitation to
1Σ+

u (1σg → 1σu) given by the eigenvalue of the 1 × 1 upper left block), we
first note that the DMLS is known to fail: in large basis sets it yields a com-
pletely spurious behavior of the excited state energy surfaces [40, 39, 115].
In a small basis, like in our model two-electron minimal basis H2 system,
this failure does not yet show up. We will nevertheless concentrate on the
BBC1(K) functional and use the DMLS functional just to demonstrate that
the difference in the reconstructed 2RDMs of the BBC1(K) and DMLS func-
tionals, although inconsequential for the total energies, leads to a difference
in the performance for the excitation energies (at long distances). The value

ω2
σ2
g→σgσu = A+

ug,gu

A−ug,gu
4(ng − nu)2

(4.34)

for the 1Σ+
u excitation energy depends on the two matrix elements A+

ug,gu

and A−ug,gu. From the results of appendix II (Eqns (4.72),(4.71),(4.73)) it can
be seen that the A+

ug,gu matrix elements are approximately the same for the
DMLS and BBC1(K) functionals at Re,

A+,BBC1(K)/DMLS
ug,gu (Re) ≈ 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wuggu − wgggg) (4.35)

Also the A−ug,gu elements are approximately the same at Re, see Eqns (4.95),
(4.96), (4.97),

A−:BBC1(K)/DMLS
ug,gu (Re) ≈ 2(huu − hgg) + 4wugug + 2wuggu − 2wgggg. (4.36)

This equality of the BBC1(K) and DMLS response matrix elements at Re

comes as no surprise, since, as we have seen, the BBC1(K) functional repro-
duces both the energy and the 2RDM of the DMLS functional (and the exact
PILS functional) at this geometry. As a consequence the single excitation
σg → σu will be calculated accurately at Re with the BBC1(K) functional.

However, at long distance the good performance of the BBC1(K) func-
tional breaks down for the single excitation. In case of the dissociating
molecule one can replace the one-electron integrals with the common value h
and the common value of I can be used for all two-electron integrals. These
replacements lead to a vanishing element A+

ug,gu(R = ∞) (4.88) of the A+

matrix

A+,BBC1(K)/DMLS
ug,gu (R =∞) ≈ 2(ng − nu)(h− h) (4.37)

+ 4
∑
r=g,u

(FJ(ng, nr)− FJ(nu, nr))(I − I) + 2
∑
r=g,u

(FK(ng, nr)− FK(nu, nr))(I − I)

+ 2(FK(ng, ng) + FK(nu, nu)− 2FK(ng, nu))(I − I) = 0.
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One can see from (4.37), that A+
ug,gu(∞) vanishes because of the cancellation

of the integrals, irrespective of the FJ and FK values, i.e. irrespective of the
JK-functional used. So the DMLS and the BBC1(K) show the same trend
for the A+

ug,gu(∞) response matrix element. In contrast, BBC1(K) totally
fails for element (4.92) of the A− matrix. In this case the insertion of the
common integrals produces the following general expression

A−ug,gu(∞) ≈ 4(FK(ng, ng) + FK(nu, nu)− 2FK(ng, nu))I

+ 8(FJ(ng, ng) + FJ(nu, nu)− 2FJ(ng, nu))I. (4.38)

Then substituting the FDMLS the DMLS A−ug,gu is finite

A−:DMLS
ug,gu (∞) ≈ 4(ng + nu + 2

√
ngnu)I = 4(

√
ng +

√
nu)

2I, (4.39)

while BBC1(K) erroneously produces a vanishing A−ug,gu

A−:BBC1
ug,gu (∞) ≈ 4(−ng − nu + 2

√
ngnu)I + 8(n2

g + n2
u − 2ngnu)I

= −4(
√
ng −

√
nu)

2I + 8(ng − nu)2I ≈ 0. (4.40)

As a result, DMLS produces through (4.33) a finite excitation energy ω(1Σ+
u )

in the dissociation limit, while the BBC1(K) ω(1Σ+
u ) vanishes.

In summary, BBC1(K) fails completely for double excitations, and for the
investigated single excitation at elongated distances.

4.3.2 BBC1 as JL functional.

The derivation of the BB functional [37] does not prescribe the complex phase
of the functions in the integrals and the use of K integrals in the BBCn
functionals has been an arbitrary choice [37, 38]. [This is different with
the Müller functional [36]: Müller used variation of the exchange energy
as starting point, and therefore uses exclusively K integrals.] Since pure
JK functionals yield an incorrect response [39, 40], as we have seen above,
and since the exact two-electron PILS functional only uses L integrals, it
is interesting to adapt the BBC1 functional by converting the K integrals
of the functional into L integrals. We will in this subsection investigate
whether this change would, as in the PILS case, remedy the deficiency of the
BBC1(K) functional. The prefactors F of the BBC1(L) JL functional for a
two-electron system are given by

FBBC1
J (ni, nj) = ninj

FBBC1
L (ni, ni) = −ni
FBBC1
L (n1, nj>1) = −√n1nj, (4.41)

FBBC1
L (ni, nj 6=i) =

√
ninj, otherwise.
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In this case we can compare to the known, exact, PINO functional, PILS. We
choose the PILS orbital phases according to the known rules that they usually
obey. Specifically, for simple two-electron systems (atoms, molecules at Re)
the phase of the first (strongly occupied) NO is typically θ1 = 0, f1 = +1,
and for all ”virtual” NOs θi>1 = π/2, fi>1 = −1, so that for this choice

F PILS
J (ni, nj) = 0

F PILS
L (ni, ni) = +ni

F PILS
L (n1, nj>1) = −√n1nj, (4.42)

F PILS
L (ni, nj 6=i) =

√
ninj, otherwise.

Total energy. The discussion of the total energy for the BBC1(L) and
PILS functionals parallels very closely the one for BBC1(K) and DMLS, cf.
Eqns (4.28), (4.29), (4.31) and (4.32), with Kgu replaced by Lgu. These
integrals have the same value, and the same comments apply: numerically
the same results for the BBC1(L) and PILS energies, but the 2RDM matrices
are very different for these cases.

Excitation energies. We will now assess the performance of BBC1(L)
in adiabatic response PINO theory using the same two-center two-electron
model mentioned above. Due to the symmetry, the PINO coupling matrix
Ω of Eq.(4.15) assumes the following block-diagonal form in this model (see
appendix II, Eq. 4.78)

Ω =

A+
ug,guA

−
ug,gu

4(ng−nu)2 0 0

0 AW −AW
0 −AW AW

 , (4.43)

where

AW =
A+
gg,gg

2
(W̄g,g + W̄u,u − 2W̄g,u). (4.44)

Let us first consider the 1Σ+
g states from the 2 × 2 lower right block. This has

the roots 0 (for the ground state) and 2AW . So the double excitation is now
in principle present, thanks to the use of the phase dependent L integrals
instead of K integrals. It also approximates the correct result quite well, as
can be seen from an evaluation of the relevant matrix elements. The AW ’s are
analytically similar but not identical for the PILS and BBC1(L) functionals.
The differences, however, have no effect. In the first place, the A+

gg,gg element
is equal for both functionals

A+
gg,gg = 16

√
ngnuwugug (4.45)
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In the second place one can deduce from Eqns 4.104 - 4.109 in the appendix
that (W̄g,g + W̄u,u − 2W̄g,u) is the same for BBC1(L) and the exact PILS.
So the BBC1(L) functional will generate a correct excitation energy 2AW for
the double excitation σ2

g → σ2
u, which seems to be OK at both short and long

bond distance.
Turning next to the single excitation, the root

ω2
σ2
g→σgσu = A+

ug,gu

A−ug,gu
4(ng − nu)2

(4.46)

(Eq. 4.34) for the 1Σ+
u excitation energy depends on the two matrix elements

A+
ug,gu and A−ug,gu. We can use the results from the previous section for the

A−ug,gu element, because the composition of this element does not depend on
the choice of the K or L integrals. From the results of appendix II (Eqns
(4.85),(4.86),(4.87)) it can be seen that the A+

ug,gu matrix elements are ap-
proximately the same for the PILS and BBC1(L) (and BBC1(K) (4.35))
functionals at Re,

A+,BBC1(L)/PILS
ug,gu (Re) ≈ 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wuggu − wgggg) (4.47)

The A−ug,gu elements are also approximately the same at Re, as was shown
in the previous section. As a consequence the single excitation σg → σu will
be calculated accurately at Re with the BBC1(L) functional (as was the case
with the BBC1(K) functional).

However, at long distance the good performance of the BBC1(L) func-
tional breaks down for the single excitation, just as it broke down for the
BBC1(K) functional. Insertion of the common integral values leads to a
vanishing element A+

ug,gu(R =∞) (4.88) of the A+ matrix

A+,BBC1(L)/PILS
ug,gu (R =∞) ≈ 2(ng − nu)(h− h) (4.48)

+ 4
∑
r=g,u

(FJ(ng, nr)− FJ(nu, nr))(I − I)− 2
∑
r=g,u

(FL(ng, nr) + FL(nu, nr))(I + I)

+ 2(FL(ng, ng) + FL(nu, nu) + 2FL(ng, nu))(I + I) = 0.

One can see from (4.48), that A+
ug,gu(∞) vanishes because of the cancellation

of the terms, irrespective of the FJ and FL values, i.e. irrespective of the
JL-functional used. So the exact PILS and the approximate BBC1(L) show
the same trend for the A+

ug,gu(∞) response matrix element. The BBC1(L)
totally fails for element (4.92) of theA− matrix, as was shown in the previous
section. As a result, PILS produces through (4.34) a finite excitation energy
ω(1Σ+

u ) (actually the exact one in a large basis) in the dissociation limit, while
the BBC1(L) ω(1Σ+

u ) vanishes. The failure of BBC1(L) at long distance is
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not surprising. The BBC1(L) functional may give numerically the correct
ground state energy in the dissociation limit, but we have seen that it fails
to describe the 2RDM, and therefore the derivatives of W , correctly. The
coupling matrix Ω simply utilizes elements and derivatives of the 2RDM in
a pattern that may not resemble the ground state energy pattern, so there
is no reason for a fortuitous numerical cancellation of errors in the ground
state to also yield a fortuitous cancellation in the coupling matrix elements.

In summary: The BBC1(K) functional, which is a representative mem-
ber of the set of available approximate DMFT ground state functionals, fails
because of being a JK functional (no double excitations ever, a wrong single
excitation at lengthening bond length). We have also seen that simply replac-
ing the K integrals with L integrals, which characterizes in the two-electron
case the correct PILS functional compared to the wrong DMLS functional,
remedies the errors of the BBC1 functional for the double excitation. It also
seems to be OK for the single excitation at Re, but it breaks down for the
single excitation at long distance, in the same way as adiabatic TDDFT does.
Clearly, the desired functional for the N -electron case should not just yield
correct ground state energies, but should also reproduce the 2RDM matrix
sufficiently accurately so that the derivatives of the functional produce accu-
rate response matrices A±,C, W̄ . In the next section we investigate a first
step towards the construction of such a functional.

4.4 Extension of the phase-including Löwdin-

Shull functional: dissociating two-electron

bonds in N-electron systems.

The previous sections have shown that correct response can only be ob-
tained with NO functionals that represent the 2RDM sufficiently accurately
so as to give correct derivatives of the electron-electron interaction energy
W , not just the ground state energy. In this section we therefore take a
different route than with the BBCn functionals, which have been developed
primarily with the purpose of good energetics [38]. We take inspiration from
the exact two-electron Löwdin-Shull (LS) wavefunction in order to obtain
a good functional for response properties along a dissociation coordinate of
N -electron systems where a two-electron bond is broken. The Löwdin-Shull
wavefunction mentioned in section 4.2 can be described as a CI wavefunction
in which only “diagonal” double excitations (11̄) → (aā) are used. For a
two-electron system this is exact, since in the NO basis singles do not occur.
In an N -electron wavefunction the single excitations are not exactly zero in
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an NO basis , but the transformation to NO basis still reduces the single
excitation coefficients by about two orders of magnitude. Also coefficients of
triple excitations are strongly reduced. So we consider for an extension of
the phase-including two-electron PILS functional an extended Löwdin-Shull
(ELS) wavefunction, ΨELS, which only contains diagonal double and higher
excitations in an NO basis

ΨELS = c0Φ0 +
∑
i∈S

∑
a>H

caāīi Φaā
īi +

∑
i,j(6=i)∈S

∑
a,b( 6=a)>H

caābb̄īijj̄ Φaābb̄
īijj̄ + ... (4.49)

where S is the subset of “active” orbitals from which excitations are consid-
ered and Φ0 is the reference determinant. The latter contains all strongly
occupied PINOs �πi(x), up to the highest strongly occupied NO (H/HONO).
The corresponding ELS electron-electron energy can be written as

WELS =
∑
k

FELS
J (nk, nk)Jkk + 2

∑
k,l( 6=k)

FELS
J {k, l}Jkl

+
∑
k,l(6=k)

FELS
L {k, l}Lkl +

∑
k,l( 6=k)

FELS
K {k, l}Kkl. (4.50)

Remarkably, the orbital self-interaction elements FELS
J (nk, nk) have the same

form as those of PILS (note again that the diagonal Lkk integrals of PILS
are identical to Jkk),

FELS
J (nk, nk) = F PILS

L (nk, nk) = nk (4.51)

This can be observed by noting that the orbital self-interaction integrals only
appear when a determinant has interaction with itself < Φi|H|Φi >, and that
the sum of squared CI coefficients of all determinants which contain a given
PINO is equal to the occupation number of that PINO. So all orbital self-
interaction energy terms depend linearly on the corresponding occupation
number. The other F factors with the NO indices in curly brackets have
a more complicated occupation number dependence, that is not known in
general and will be discussed elsewhere. It will be specified below for the
particular case treated in this paper.

Another important feature of Eq. (4.50) is the fact that bothK and L type
integrals are present at the same time in addition to J integrals, so it seems
that general primitive functionals are in fact neither JK nor JL functionals,
but have to be JKL functionals instead. In the general case, except for
the self-interaction terms (4.51), the relation between the functions in (4.50)
and NO occupations is not known. We now specialise to the simplest case
of a wave function (4.49), in which one only excites from a single orbital,
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the HONO, describing an electron pair bond, which we denote the ELS(1)
wavefunction ΨELS(1),

ΨELS(1) =
√
nHΦ0 +

∑
a>H

fa
√
naΦ

aa
HH . (4.52)

where the signs fa = −1 are chosen in accordance with the known signs (at
least of the significant coefficients) for the dissociating electron pair bond.
Comparing (4.52) with (4.19), one can see that ΨELS(1) is the direct extension
of ΨPILS for the case when, besides the “active” HONO, also a number of
“inner” NOs with the occupations ni = 1 constitute the reference Φ0. We
call the corresponding functional WELS(1), and note that it includes both
phase-independent terms (J and K integrals) and phase-including terms (L
integrals). With the usual sign convention of PILS, fa = −1 for a > H,
WELS(1) can be cast in the form

WELS(1) ≈
∑
k

nkJkk+
∑

i,j(6=i)<H

ninj×(2Jij−Kij)+
∑

i<H,o≥H

2nino(2Jio−Kio)

− 2
∑
o>H

√
nHnoLHo +

∑
o,p(6=o)>H

√
nonpLab. (4.53)

Being a special case of (4.49), ΨELS(1) of (4.52) produces the orbital self-
interaction terms in the first sum of (4.53) with the same linear dependence
on the NO occupations. The second and third sums represent, respectively,
the “inner”-“inner” and “inner”-“outer” NO pair interactions with PINO
phase independent terms (“inner” is defined with i < H, “outer” is defined
with o ≥ H). Additional occupations ni of the “inner” PINOs are inserted
in these sums in order to obtain the familiar form of the “Coulomb-minus-
exchange” contributions with the products of the relevant occupations. How-
ever, since these occupations are all fixed at 1, the latter insertion changes
neither WELS(1) itself, nor the response matrices obtained with WELS(1) (no
derivatives are taken since these ni are fixed). In their turn, the phase-
including fourth and fifth sums in (4.53) represent, respectively the interac-
tion of the HONO with weakly occupied NOs and the “virtual”-“virtual” NO
pair interaction. The crucial observation is that Eq. 4.53 contains both K
and L integrals. As argued in the previous section and demonstrated here,
one can neither use a pure JK functional, nor can one simplistically replace
all K integrals by L integrals in order to obtain proper response results. In
the next section the application of ELS(1) within adiabatic response PINO
theory will be presented.
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4.5 Excitation energies calculated with the

ELS(1) and L-ELS(1) functionals

The ELS(1) functional of the previous section is applied to the calculation of
the lowest valence excitations ωα(R) along the bond dissociation coordinate
R of the molecules LiH, Li2, and BH. These molecules can be considered as
the simplest extensions of two-electron systems, and we consider the excited
state surfaces in the bond breaking process for the electron pair bonds in
these systems. In addition to ELS(1), we also consider the L-only L-ELS(1)
functional

WL−ELS(1) ≈
∑
k

nkJkk+
∑

i,j( 6=i)<H

ninj×(2Jij−Lij)+
∑

i<H,o≥H

2nino(2Jio−Lio)

− 2
∑
o>H

√
nHnoLHo +

∑
o,p(6=o)>H

√
nonpLab. (4.54)

where simply all K integrals have been converted to L integrals. We included
this functional in order to show that, following the PILS functional with only
L integrals, one may not conclude that pure JL functionals are required:
pure JL functionals may fail to give correct excitation energies as well. The
ELS(1) functional will be shown to give superior results, so for the N -electron
case, JKL functionals are required. The ELS(1) results are compared with
results obtained with TDDFT response using the BP86 functional, and also
with reference CI calculations.

The reference ωα(R) curves are obtained with the restricted active space
configuration interaction (RAS-CI) method implemented in the DALTON
program package [111]. The BP86 TDDFT curves were also obtained with
the DALTON package. All calculations are performed in the augmented
correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVTZ basis [112]. Within the RAS-CI calcula-
tions on LiH and Li2 the core shells (1σ=Li-1s in LiH and 1σg, 1σu (1sa±1sb)
in Li2) were kept frozen, and almost all MOs were taken in the active space
(about 100 of the 110 MOs). Checks with a full-CI calculation for LiH and
unfreezing the 1σu in Li2 showed that the accuracy of these RAS-CI cal-
culations for the first four excited states, which we are considering here, is
better than 1 mH. In the case of BH the two lowest HF orbitals are frozen
and all other MOs are included, i.e. the RAS-CI is equivalent to a full CI
in the remaining orbital space. In BH we have in addition to the HOMO
(3σ, which at long distances describes the B-H bond) an additional valence
orbital, 2σ, which describes at long distances the B lone pair. It is included
in the 1σ22σ2 inactive (frozen) space. The RAS-CI treatment of BH with
an active space consisting of the 3σ and all higher orbitals corresponds to
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the ELS(1) approximation of only the two outer valence electrons correlated.
Figure 4.1 compares the RAS-CI ωα(R) curves for the three lowest 1Σ+ ex-
citations in BH obtained with the extended 1σ22σ2 inactive space, which we
will use throughout, with the curves obtained with only the 1σ2 (the core
B (1s)2) in the inactive space. The solid curves of the former RAS-CI go
reasonably close to the dashed curves of the more accurate latter RAS-CI
at either longer (R(B-H)>5 Bohr) or shorter (R(B-H)<3 Bohr) interatomic
distances. At intermediate (3< R(B-H)<5 Bohr) distances substantial devi-
ations are observed, especially for the two higher excited states (See Figure
4.1). This happens, because at shorter and longer R(B-H) the excitations
considered stem, mainly, out of the outer valence MO, which has lone-pair
character at shorter and σ-bonding character at longer R(B-H). In contrast,
at intermediate R(B-H) electron transitions from both valence 2σ and 3σ
MOs contribute to the lowest excitations, so that the approach with only
two correlated electrons becomes deficient in this region. This has to be
kept in mind when comparing the ELS(1) calculations with these benchmark
calculations.

Figure 4.1: Excitation energies for the first 3 BH 1Σ+ excitations. Solid
lines RAS-CI with a 1σ22σ2 frozen core, dashed lines RAS-CI with a 1σ2

Hartree-Fock frozen core.

The adiabatic response PINO calculations with ELS(1) are performed in
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two stages. At the first stage, the real NOs φi(x) and their occupations ni
are obtained by minimization of the total energy of the ELS(1) functional
according to the procedures in Refs. [38, 121]. A minimum is found in
an iterative process, each iteration consisting of two steps: the NOs are
optimized (again iteratively) with fixed occupations and then the occupations
are optimized. At the second stage the adiabatic PINO response calculations
are performed according to Refs [99, 40]. The PINO response matricesA+,D
and, eventually, the coupling matrix Ω are obtained with the differentiation
of the ELS(1) functional WELS(1)[{�π}, {n}] with respect to the PINOs �π, �π∗

and occupations ni. With Ω, the excitation energies ωα are obtained from
the eigenvalue equations (4.2). All PINO-ELS(1) calculations are performed
in the same aug-cc-pVTZ basis as the reference RAS-CI.

In the case of LiH and Li2 the PINO coupling matrix Ω is constructed with
the self-consistent ELS(1) NOs and occupations, since they come very close
to the NOs obtained from RAS-CI. In contrast, for BH the self-consistent
ELS(1) NOs and occupations appreciably deviate from the NOs obtained
from the RAS-CI wavefunction. The apparent reason for this deviation is a
worse quality of the approximation (4.53) for this system with the inner va-
lence NO. Because of this, the PINO coupling matrix Ω of BH is constructed
in a non-self-consistent way from the RAS-CI NOs and occupations obtained
with the extended 1σ22σ2 frozen configuration.

It is known that one can truncate the response matrices in order to obtain
a smaller size of the diagonalization problem (TDDFT size of noccnvirt ×
noccnvirt or slightly larger) without sacrificing much accuracy [42, 114]. The
response matrices used in this article were not truncated as heavily as was
done in Refs [42, 114]. We refrained from heavy truncation in order to show
that the differences between the L-ELS(1) and CI reference curves for the LiH
and Li2 molecules stem from the approximations in ELS(1) and not from a
truncation of the response matrices. The response matrices have nevertheless
been truncated to some extent, since using the full set of δγij responses,
including the ones with i and j referring to (very) weakly occupied NOs,
proves to lead to numerical instabilities. Going beyond the R0-R2 schemes
of Refs. [42, 114] (which include 0-2 “virtuals” for the i index while retaining
the full range (i.e. running over all orbitals) for the j index), we included
5-8 “virtuals” for the i index. This proves to be practically converged for the
LiH and Li2 molecules.

LiH. The curves of the first four 1Σ+ excitations of the TDDFT BP86,
ELS(1) and L-ELS(1) calculations for the LiH molecule with various methods
are displayed in figures 4.2-4.4. Fig. 4.2 shows that BP86-TDDFT exhibits
considerable failures. Although TDDFT is often quite reasonable at equi-
librium geometry, we note here that it fails rather miserably at Re ≈ 3.0
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Figure 4.2: LiH: BP86 TDDFT excitation energies for the first 4 LiH 1Σ+

excitations (dashed lines) compared to RASCI with a 1σ2 frozen core (solid
lines).

bohr, except for the lowest excited state, and actually becomes better at
elongation. The poor behavior for the highest 3 considered excitations at
short bond distances is related to the failure of the BP86 functional in this
case to produce good orbital energy differences. A Kohn-Sham potential like
SAOP [56, 57] produces much better orbital energies and TDDFT excitation
energies. But adiabatic TDDFT completely fails to give a good approxima-
tion of the first excitation energy asymptotically due to the fact that the
HOMO-LUMO gap goes to zero. This is a well-documented failure of adi-
abatic TDDFT for bonding → antibonding orbital transitions at stretched
geometries [81, 99, 20]. Fig. 4.3 clearly shows that, in contrast, the ELS(1)
functional is able to reproduce the reference CI curves very well. On the
other hand, the L-ELS(1) results in Fig. 4.4 deviate much more from the
reference curves than ELS(1) (although being better than TDDFT). The L-
ELS(1) error definitely exceeds the desired spectroscopic accuracy of 0.1 eV
at larger bond distances. This demonstrates that one should not use PINO
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Figure 4.3: LiH: ELS(1) excitation energies for the first 4 LiH 1Σ+ excitations
(dashed lines) compared to RASCI with a 1σ2 frozen core (solid lines).

functionals with an incorrect description of the 2RDM of the system.
Li2. The curves of the first three 1Σ+

g and two 1Σ+
u excitations for the Li2

molecule are displayed in Figures 4.5-4.8. The results show the same trends
as were found for the LiH molecule. Adiabatic TDDFT (Fig. 4.5) is not able
to describe the first 1Σ+

u excitation at long distance due to the vanishing
HOMO-LUMO gap in this bonding → antibonding orbital excitation. Also
for the 1Σ+

g excitations (Fig. 4.6) the adiabatic TDDFT-BP86 results show a
large discrepancy with the reference CI results. This is analogous to the bad
TDDFT behavior for the first 1Σ+

g excitation in (dissociating) H2 [99, 42]
caused by the well known absence of diagonal double excitation character
in adiabatic TDDFT (the 1Σ+

g excited states have much double excitation
character at elongated bond lengths). The ELS(1) functional (Figs 4.7 and
4.8) solves these TDDFT problems and reproduces the CI reference curves
very well. For the 1Σ+

u excitations at long distance the poor TDDFT be-
havior is corrected, the RAS-CI results are reproduced essentially exactly,
compare Fig. 4.7 to Fig. 4.5. Also the double excitation problem is solved
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Figure 4.4: LiH: L-ELS(1) excitation energies for the first 4 LiH 1Σ+ ex-
citations (dashed lines) compared to RASCI with a 1σ2 frozen core (solid
lines).

with the ELS(1) functional, as is evident when comparing Fig. 4.8 with the
TDDFT failure of Fig. 4.6. Checking finally the simplistic phase choice for
the exchange integrals in the L-ELS(1) functional (see Figs 4.9 and 4.10), we
see that this leads to worse behavior for the excitation energies than with
ELS(1), although still considerably better than with TDDFT (the striking
TDDFT failures are absent).

BH. The curves of the first three 1Σ+ excitations for the BH molecule
are displayed in Figures 4.11-4.13. The TDDFT results (Fig. 4.11) show the
familiar failure of adiabatic TDDFT to describe the first excitation due to a
vanishing HOMO-LUMO gap at long distance. At short distance, including
Re = 2.329 bohr, the results of TDDFT are also rather poor. The ELS(1)
functional of TDDMFT on the other hand, shows quite good performance
(Fig. 4.12). This is particularly true at larger R(B-H), where all three ex-
citations are in very good agreement with the benchmark RASCI. Only at
shorter distances ELS(1) and RAS-CI curves for the second and third exci-
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Figure 4.5: Li2: BP86 TDDFT excitation energies (dashed lines) for the first
2 Li2

1Σ+
u excitations compared to RASCI with a 1σ2

g1σ
2
u frozen core (solid

lines ).

tations start to exhibit definite deviations. It turns out that in this case the
truncation of the response matrix is the most important cause of the devi-
ation. If no truncation is applied the ELS(1) results approach the RASCI
results to within 1 mH (0.03 eV). However with the truncation level R8 used
in the figures there are still considerably larger discrepancies. This appears
to be a peculiarity of the BH system. Finally we note with respect to the
L-ELS(1) functional that a severe error occurs for the first excitation energy
(Fig. 4.13). The errors in phase behavior of the L-ELS(1) functional, result-
ing in erroneous derivatives of the 2RDM, appear to be detrimental for the
excitation energy.
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Figure 4.6: Li2: BP86 TDDFT excitation energies for the first 3 Li2
1Σ+

g

excitations (dashed lines) compared to RASCI with a 1σ2
g1σ

2
u frozen core

(solid lines ).

4.6 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper it is shown, that current DMFT ground state functionals, which
were designed to produce decent approximations to the electron interaction
energy W , fail to deliver a qualitatively correct structure of the response
matrix Ω. For example, the BBC1 functional fails already for two-electron
systems, for which the correct phase-dependence is known from W PILS. This
failure is caused by a deficient reconstruction of the 2RDM. As we have
analyzed in detail, this does not affect the total energy, but it is important
for the derivatives that enter the response matrix Ω .

Guided by an extension ΨELS of the 2-electron LS wave function, we have
incorporated certain features of the correct functional into WELS[{�π}, {n}].
In particular, we retain the linear dependence on the PINO occupations of
the orbital self-interaction terms in WELS since it is a conspicuous feature of
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Figure 4.7: Li2: ELS(1) excitation energies for the first 2 Li2
1Σ+

u excitations
(dashed lines) compared to RASCI with a 1σ2

g1σ
2
u frozen core (solid lines).

the ELS wavefunction. Furthermore, the phase-dependence of two-electron
integrals (either K or L form) in WELS is chosen in conformity with the
electron-electron interaction terms from the ELS wavefunction.

All these features are present in the ELS(1) functional, which is produced
with the simple extension ΨELS(1) of the LS wave function, for a two-electron
bond in the mean field of N − 2 other electrons. We have demonstrated that
ELS(1) produces high quality ωα(R) curves for the molecules LiH, Li2, and
BH with the two outer valence electrons correlated, so that bond breaking
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Figure 4.8: Li2: ELS(1) excitation energies for the first 3 Li2
1Σ+

g excitations
(dashed lines) compared to RASCI with a 1σ2

g1σ
2
u frozen core (solid lines ).

can be described correctly. The sensitivity to proper phase choice in the
two-electron integrals is demonstrated by the superior performance of ELS(1)
compared to the L-ELS(1) functional.

The established features of the correct functional WELS[{�π}, {n}] could
serve, together with the analysis of the benchmark 2RDMs obtained with
FCI and multi-reference CI (MRCI), as guidelines for further development of
functionals which, within the adiabatic response PINO theory, would produce
high quality ωα(R) curves for more complex molecules.
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Figure 4.9: Li2: L-ELS(1) excitation energies for the first 2 Li2
1Σ+

u exci-
tations (dashed lines) compared to RASCI with a 1σ2

g1σ
2
u frozen core (solid

lines).

4.7 Appendix I: Definitions of the A+ and D

matrices

In this appendix the definitions of the matrices A+ and D are given with
double differentiation with respect to the PINOs �πi, �π

∗
i and their occupa-

tions ni of the ground-state functional W [{�πi}, {ni}] of the electron-electron
interaction energy of an N -electron system, see Ref. [39]. We will comment
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Figure 4.10: Li2: L-ELS(1) excitation energies for the first 3 Li2
1Σ+

g exci-
tations (dashed lines) compared to RASCI with a 1σ2

g1σ
2
u frozen core (solid

lines).

in particular on the form these matrices take in the example of the BBC1
functional discussed in section 4.3.
The first functional derivatives Wkl of W with respect to the PINOs

Wkl =

∫
dr

∂W

∂�πk(r)
�πl(r) (4.55)
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Figure 4.11: BH: BP86 TDDFT excitation energies for the first 3 BH 1Σ+

excitations compared to RASCI with a 1σ22σ2 frozen core (solid lines).

are used to obtain the second derivatives with respect to the PINOs

K�π
kl,ba =

∫
dr
[∂ (W †

kl −Wkl

)
∂�πb(r)

�πa(r)−�π∗b(r)
∂
(
W †
kl −Wkl

)
∂�π∗a(r)

]
(4.56)

and the mixed second derivatives with respect to the PINOs and their occu-
pations

Kn
kl,a =

∂
(
W †
kl −Wkl

)
∂na

. (4.57)

Then, the matrix A+ is defined in terms of one-electron matrix elements and
the derivatives (4.56)

A+
kl,ba = Akl,ba + Akl,ab, (4.58)

Akl,ba = (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl) +K�π
kl,ba, (4.59)

where hka are the matrix elements of the one-electron energy operator. Since
we work with the real and imaginary parts of the responses δγkl of the lower
triangle (k > l) of the γ matrix, and of the diagonal elements, we only
need to retain the matrix elements A+

kl,ba with k > l and a > b, and the
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Figure 4.12: BH: ELS(1) excitation energies (dashed lines) for the first 3 BH
1Σ+ excitations compared to RASCI with a 1σ22σ2 frozen core (solid lines).

matrix elements A+
kl,aa(k > l) and A+

kk,ba(a > b). If m is the number of basis

functions, the elements A+
kl,ba, k > l, a > b are collected in an M ×M matrix

A+
MM , M = m(m − 1)/2. The elements A+

kl,aa are collected in the matrix

A+
Mm, the elements A+

kk,ba are collected in the matrix A+
mM , and the elements

A+
kk,bb are collected in the m×m matrix A+

mm.

The matrix D is defined through the auxiliary matrices A−, N , C, and
W̄ as follows

D =

(
N−1A−N−1 N−1C
CTN−1 W̄

)
. (4.60)

Just as the matrix A+, the auxiliary matrix A− in (4.60) is defined through
the elements of the matrix (4.59)

A−kl,ba = Akl,ba − Akl,ab, (4.61)

where only k > l and a > b indexes are used (so A− is an M ×M matrix).
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Figure 4.13: BH: L-ELS(1) excitation energies (dashed lines)) for the first
3 BH 1Σ+ excitations compared to RASCI with a 1σ22σ2 frozen core (solid
lines).

The diagonal matrix N contains the differences of the PINO occupations

Nkl,ba = (nl − nk)δkaδbl. (4.62)

Note that the second index, ba, is always ordered so that at a fixed a, b runs
from 1..(a−1). ThenN is a M×M matrix with only entries on the diagonal.
In the example of section 4.3 of a two-orbital system with orbitals σg and σu
, M = 1 and m = 2, and A− reduces to just the number A−ug,gu and N to
Nug,gu = (ng − nu).

The matrixC in (4.60) is defined with the mixed second derivatives (4.57)

Ckl,a = hkl(δal − δka) +Kn
kl,a, (4.63)

while the matrix W̄ is the second derivative of W with respect to the PINO
occupations

W̄k,a =
1

2

∂2W

∂nk∂na

∣∣∣∣
γ0

. (4.64)
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4.8 Appendix II: Response matrices for JK

and JL functionals

In this appendix the expressions are given for the response matrices obtained
with the differentiations of Appendix I from functionals W of both JK and
JL type.

JK functionals: A+ matrix. In the JK case of (4.18) the second sum-
mation goes over the Kij integrals and the corresponding matrix A+(JK) is
given by

A+
kl,ba(JK) =

δbl2[(nb−na)hka+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))wkrra+
∑
r

(FK(nb, nr)−FK(na, nr))wkrar]−

δal2[(nb−na)hkb+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))wkrrb+
∑
r

(FK(nb, nr)−FK(na, nr))wkrbr]−

δak2[(nb−na)hbl+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))wbrrl+
∑
r

(FK(nb, nr)−FK(na, nr))wbrlr]+

δbk2[(nb−na)hal+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))warrl+
∑
r

(FK(nb, nr)−FK(na, nr))warlr]

+ 2(FK(nb, nl)− FK(na, nl)− FK(nb, nk) + FK(na, nk))(wklba − wklab).
(4.65)

It can be seen that when b = a the matrix element becomes identically zero.
This means that the A+ matrix reduces in the two-orbital example (with kl
running over ug, gg, uu) to

A+(JK) =

A+
ug,gu 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 . (4.66)

The matrix product
√
A+D

√
A+ that constitutes the Ω matrix reduces to

Ω =

A+
ug,guD11 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

 =

A+
ug,guA

−
ug,gu

4(ng−nu)2 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

 (4.67)
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The A+
ug,gu element has the following form in this model

A+
ug,gu(JK) = 2(ng−nu)(huu−hgg)+4

∑
r=g,u

(FJ(ng, nr)−FJ(nu, nr))(wurru−wgrrg)

+ 2
∑
r=g,u

(FK(ng, nr)− FK(nu, nr))(wurur − wgrgr)

+ 2(FK(ng, ng) + FK(nu, nu)− 2FK(ng, nu))(wuggu − wugug) (4.68)

For the DMLS functional this element becomes

A+:DMLS
ug,gu = 2(ng − nu)(huu − hgg) + 2(ng +

√
ngnu)(wugug − wgggg)

+ 2(−√ngnu− nu)(wuuuu−wgugu) + 2(ng + nu + 2
√
ngnu))(wuggu−wugug)

(4.69)

while the A
+:BBC1(K)
ug,gu element is given by

A+:BBC1(K)
ug,gu = 2(ng − nu)(huu − hgg)

+ 4(n2
g − nung))(wuggu − wgggg)

+ 4(ngnu − n2
u))(wuuuu − wguug)

+ 2(−ng +
√
ngnu)(wugug − wgggg)

+ 2(−√ngnu + nu)(wuuuu − wgugu)
+ 2(−ng − nu + 2

√
ngnu)(wuggu − wugug) (4.70)

At short bond distances (ng ≈ 1) these expressions reduce to

A+:DMLS
ug,gu (Re) ≈ 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wugug − wgggg) + 2(wuggu − wugug)

= 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wuggu − wgggg) (4.71)

A+:BBC1(K)
ug,gu (Re) ≈ 2(huu−hgg)+4(wuggu−wgggg)−2(wugug−wgggg)−2(wuggu−wugug)

= 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wuggu − wgggg) (4.72)

so these elements have the same behavior for short distances

A+:BBC1(K)
ug,gu (Re) ≈ A+:DMLS

ug,gu (Re) ≈ 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wuggu − wgggg) (4.73)

At long bond distances the difference between the different one-electron
and two-electron integrals vanishes. Using the common one-electron inte-
gral value h, and the common two-electron integral value I, one obtains the
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following expression for a general A+
ug,gu element

A+:JK
ug,gu (R =∞) ≈ 2(ng − nu)(h− h)

+ 4
∑
r

(FJ(ng, nr)− FJ(nu, nr))(I − I)

+ 2
∑
r

(FK(ng, nr)− FK(nu, nr))(I − I)

+ 2(FK(ng, ng) + FK(nu, nu)− 2FK(ng, nu))(I − I) = 0 (4.74)

This expression goes to zero because all the integrals cancel each other. So
this element vanishes at long bond distances irrespective of the functional
that is used.

JL functionals: A+ matrix. For JL functionals the A+ matrix is less
simple,

A+:JL =

A+
ug,gu 0 0
0 A+

gg,gg A+
gg,uu

0 A+
uu,gg A+

uu,uu

 (4.75)

Some elements are zero due to the symmetry of the integrals that appear in
these elements, see below Eq. (4.80). The D matrix is given by

D =

 A−ug,gu
4(ng−nu)2 0 0

0 W̄g,g W̄g,u

0 W̄u,g W̄u,u

 (4.76)

where we also used the fact that some elements are zero due to symmetry
(the C matrix is zero by symmetry, see Eq. 4.102). We now obtain

√
A+ =


√
A+
ug,gu 0 0

0

√
A+
gg,gg

2
−
√

A+
gg,gg

2

0 −
√

A+
gg,gg

2

√
A+
gg,gg

2

 (4.77)

and

Ω =
√
A+D

√
A+ =A+

ug,gu
A−ug,gu

4(ng−nu)2 0 0

0 AW −AW
0 −AW AW

 (4.78)
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where

AW =
A+
gg,gg

2
(W̄g,g + W̄u,u − 2W̄g,u) (4.79)

So we will need the A+
gg,gg, A

+
ug,gu and A−ug,gu elements, as well as the elements

of W̄ to obtain the eigenvalues of Ω. The elements of the matrix A+(JL)
for the JL functionals is given by

A+
kl,ba(JL) =

δbl2[(nb−na)hka+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))wkrra−
∑
r

(FL(nb, nr)+FL(na, nr))wkrar]−

δal2[(nb−na)hkb+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))wkrrb+
∑
r

(FL(nb, nr)+FL(na, nr))wkrbr]−

δak2[(nb−na)hbl+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))wbrrl+
∑
r

(FL(nb, nr)+FL(na, nr))wbrlr]+

δbk2[(nb−na)hal+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))warrl−
∑
r

(FL(nb, nr)+FL(na, nr))warlr]+

2(FL(nb, nl) + FL(na, nl) + FL(nb, nk) + FL(na, nk))(wklba + wklab). (4.80)

Note that, because of the FL terms, the matrix elements A+
kl,aa(JL) are not

necessarily zero, as was the case for the A+
kl,aa(JK). However, they become

zero if kl = ug because all the two-electron integrals w in the FL terms of
Eq. (4.80) then become zero by symmetry. We will now analyse the matrix
elements for the PILS and BBC1(L) functionals in our two-orbital model.
The A+

gg,gg element is equal for both functionals

A+
gg,gg = 16

√
ngnuwugug (4.81)

The A+
ug,gu element has the following form in this model

A+
ug,gu(JL) = 2(ng − nu)(huu − hgg)

+ 4
∑
r=g,u

(FJ(ng, nr)− FJ(nu, nr))(wurru − wgrrg)

− 2
∑
r=g,u

(FL(ng, nr) + FL(nu, nr))(wurur + wgrgr)

+ 2(FL(ng, ng) + FL(nu, nu) + 2FL(ng, nu))(wuggu + wugug) (4.82)

For the PILS functional this element becomes

A+:PILS
ug,gu = 2(ng − nu)(huu − hgg)− 2(ng −

√
ngnu)(wugug + wgggg)

− 2(−√ngnu + nu)(wuuuu +wgugu) + 2(ng + nu− 2
√
ngnu))(wuggu +wugug)

(4.83)
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while the A
+:BBC1(L)
ug,gu element is given by

A+:BBC1(L)
ug,gu = 2(ng − nu)(huu − hgg)

+ 4(n2
g − nung))(wuggu − wgggg)

+ 4(ngnu − n2
u))(wuuuu − wguug)

+ 2(ng +
√
ngnu)(wugug + wgggg)

+ 2(
√
ngnu + nu)(wuuuu + wgugu)

− 2(ng + nu + 2
√
ngnu)(wuggu + wugug) (4.84)

At short bond distances (ng ≈ 1) these expressions reduce to

A+:PILS
ug,gu (Re) ≈ 2(huu − hgg)− 2wugug − 2wgggg + 2wuggu + 2wugug

= 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wuggu − wgggg) (4.85)

A+:BBC1(L)
ug,gu (Re) ≈ 2(huu−hgg)+4(wuggu−wgggg)+2(wugug+wgggg)−2(wuggu+wugug)

= 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wuggu − wgggg) (4.86)

so these elements have the same behavior for short distances

A+:BBC1(L)
ug,gu (Re) ≈ A+:PILS

ug,gu (Re) ≈ 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wuggu − wgggg) (4.87)

At long bond distances the difference between the different one-electron
and two-electron integrals vanishes. Using the common one-electron inte-
gral value h, and the common two-electron integral value I, one obtains the
following expression for a general A+

ug,gu element

A+:JL
ug,gu(R =∞) ≈ 2(ng − nu)(h− h)

+ 4
∑
r

(FJ(ng, nr)− FJ(nu, nr))(I − I)

− 2
∑
r

(FL(ng, nr) + FL(nu, nr))(I + I)

+ 2(FL(ng, ng) + FL(nu, nu) + 2FL(ng, nu))(I + I) = 0 (4.88)

This expression goes to zero because the terms in the sum with the FL
functions identically cancel the other FL terms. So this element vanishes at
long bond distances irrespective of the functional that is used. We conclude
that BBC1(L) functional provides a correct representation of theA+ response
matrix.
The mixed ELS(1) functional: A+ matrix. We note that the equations
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(4.80) and (4.65) of this appendix afford the expressions for the element

A
+(ELS(1))
kllk

A
+(ELS(1))
kl,lk = 2(nl − nk)(hkk − hll)

+ 4
∑
r

nr(nl − nk)(wkrrk − wlrrl) + 2
∑
r<N/2

nr(nl − nk)(wkrkr − wlrlr)

−2
∑
r≥N/2

fr
√
nr(fl

√
nl+fk

√
nk)(wkrkr+wlrlr)+2(nl+2flfk

√
nlnk+nk)(wkllk+wklkl).

(4.89)

and for the element A
+(L−ELS(1))
kllk

A
+(L−ELS(1))
kl,lk = 2(nl − nk)(hkk − hll)

+ 4
∑
r

nr(nl − nk)(wkrrk − wlrrl)− 2
∑
r<N/2

nr(nl + nk)(wkrkr + wlrlr)

−2
∑
r≥N/2

fr
√
nr(fl

√
nl+fk

√
nk)(wkrkr+wlrlr)+2(nl+2flfk

√
nlnk+nk)(wkllk+wklkl)

(4.90)

which are needed for the calculations of section 4.5.

A−, C and W̄ matrices. These matrices do not depend on the phase
choice in the functional, so they are the same for JK and JL functionals.

A−kl,ba =

δbl2[(nb−na)hka+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))wkrra+
∑
r

(FL(nb, nr)−FL(na, nr))wkrar]

−δal2[(nb−na)hkb+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))wkrrb+
∑
r

(FL(nb, nr)−FL(na, nr))wkrbr]

−δak2[(nb−na)hbl+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))wbrrl+
∑
r

(FL(nb, nr)−FL(na, nr))wbrlr]

+δbk2[(nb−na)hal+2
∑
r

(FJ(nb, nr)−FJ(na, nr))warrl+
∑
r

(FL(nb, nr)−FL(na, nr))warlr]

+ 2(FL(nb, nl)− FL(na, nl)− FL(nb, nk) + FL(na, nk))(wkbla + wklab)

+ 8(FJ(nb, nl)− FJ(na, nl)− FJ(nb, nk) + FJ(na, nk))wkbal, (4.91)
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For the two-orbital system we are considering, this simplifies to

A−ug,gu = 2(ng − nu)(huu − hgg)

+ 4
∑
r=g,u

(FJ(ng, nr)− FJ(nu, nr))(wurru − wgrrg)

+ 2
∑
r=g,u

(FL(ng, nr)− FL(nu, nr))(wurur − wgrgr)

+ 2(FL(ng, ng) + FL(nu, nu)− 2FL(ng, nu))(wuggu + wugug)

+ 8(FJ(ng, ng) + FJ(nu, nu)− 2FJ(ng, nu))wugug, (4.92)

Specialising now to the BBC1(L) and PILS functionals , the A−ug,gu elements
are given by

A−:PILS
ug,gu = 2(ng − nu)(huu − hgg)

+ 2(ng +
√
ngnu)(wugug − wgggg)

− 2(
√
ngnu + nu)(wuuuu − wgugu)

+ 2(ng + nu + 2
√
ngnu)(wuggu + wugug) (4.93)

and

A−:BBC1(L)
ug,gu = 2(ng − nu)(huu − hgg)

+ 4(n2
g − nung))(wuggu − wgggg)

+ 4(ngnu − n2
u))(wuuuu − wguug)

+ 2(−ng +
√
ngnu)(wugug − wgggg)

+ 2(−√ngnu + nu)(wuuuu − wgugu)
+ 2(−ng +−nu + 2

√
ngnu)(wuggu + wugug)

+ 8(n2
g + n2

u − 2ngnu)wugug (4.94)

At short bond distances these expressions reduce to

A−:PILS
ug,gu (Re) = 2(huu − hgg) + 2(wugug − wgggg) + 2(wuggu + wugug)

= 2(huu − hgg) + 4wugug + 2wuggu − 2wgggg (4.95)

and

A−:BBC1(L)
ug,gu (Re) = 2(huu − hgg)

+ 4(wuggu − wgggg)− 2(wugug − wgggg)− 2(wuggu + wugug) + 8wugug

= 2(huu − hgg) + 4wugug + 2wuggu − 2wgggg (4.96)
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These expressions are identical, so the A−ug,gu element should behave almost
identically at short distances,

A−:BBC1(L)
ug,gu (Re) ≈ A−:PILS

ug,gu (Re). (4.97)

At long distances one obtains the following general expression for this element

A−ug,gu(R =∞) ≈ 4(FL(ng, ng) + FL(nu, nu)− 2FL(ng, nu))I

+ 8(FJ(ng, ng) + FJ(nu, nu)− 2FJ(ng, nu))I (4.98)

so

A−:PILS
ug,gu (R =∞) ≈ 4(ng + nu + 2

√
ngnu)I = 4(

√
ng +

√
nu)

2I (4.99)

and

A−:BBC1(L)
ug,gu (R =∞) ≈ 4(−ng − nu + 2

√
ngnu)I + 8(n2

g + n2
u − 2ngnu)I

= −4(
√
ng −

√
nu)

2I + 8(ng − nu)2I (4.100)

Nkl,ba = 2(nl − nk)δkaδbl, (4.101)

Ckl,a = (δal − δak)(hkl + 2
∑
r

∂FJ(na, nr)

∂na
wkrrl +

∑
r

∂FL(na, nr)

∂na
wkrlr)

+ 2
∂(FJ(na, nl)− FJ(na, nk))

∂na
wkaal +

∂(FL(na, nl)− FL(na, nk))

∂na
wkala,

(4.102)

We need these elements for the case that kl = ug, and then hug and all
two-electron integrals in this expression will be 0 by symmetry, i.e. Cug,g =
Cug,u = 0.

W̄k,a =
1

4
(2
∂2FJ(nk, na)

∂nk∂na
wkaak+

∂2FL(nk, na)

∂nk∂na
wkaka+δka2

∑
r

∂2FJ(nk, nr)

∂n2
k

wkrrk

+ δka
∑
r

∂2FL(nk, nr)

∂n2
k

wkrkr). (4.103)

The W̄ elements for the functionals are obtained from the general Eq.
(4.103) by substituting the FJ and FL functions for PILS and BBC1(L)
respectively

W̄ PILS
g,u = −1

4
(

1

4
√
ngnu

wugug) (4.104)
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W̄BBC1(L)
g,u =

1

4
(2wuggu −

1

4
√
ngnu

wugug) (4.105)

W̄ PILS
g,g =

1

4
(

√
nu

4n
3
2
g

wgugu) (4.106)

W̄BBC1(L)
g,g =

1

4
(2wgggg +

√
nu

4n
3
2
g

wgugu) (4.107)

W̄ PILS
u,u =

1

4
(

√
ng

4n
3
2
u

wgugu) (4.108)

W̄BBC1(L)
u,u =

1

4
(2wuuuu +

√
ng

4n
3
2
u

wgugu) (4.109)

The only difference is that the BBC1(L) W̄ elements have additional Coulomb
integrals wgggg, wuuuu and wuggu. These are, however, unimportant: at long
distance the Coulomb integrals become equal and all cancel in (W̄g,g+W̄u,u−
2W̄g,u); at Re, where nu << ng, the

√
ng

4n
3
2
u

wgugu term that appears in the W̄u,u

elements will dominate the entire expression.
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Chapter 5

The one-electron description of
excited states: natural
excitation orbitals of density
matrix theory and Kohn-Sham
orbitals of density functional
theory as ideal orbitals1

It has recently been emphasized that the (exact) Kohn Sham orbitals and
orbital energies can describe electronic excitations as (mostly) predominantly
single orbital to orbital transitions, whose excitation energies (for non charge
transfer transitions) are described by the difference of the associated orbital
energies. Here we show that natural orbitals (NOs) do not provide a simple
orbital-based description of excitations. However, by a suitable transforma-
tion of the set of weakly occupied NOs to natural excitation orbitals (NEOs)
a description of excitations can again be obtained in the form of predomi-
nantly simple orbital-orbital transitions. The NEOs and KS orbitals prove
to be very close (overlaps >0.99). The special suitability of the KS orbitals
and eigenvalues for excitations is therefore vindicated by the quantum me-
chanical treatment of excitations (which is exact in the chosen example of
the H2 molecule).

The many-electron wave function is an extremely complicated object.
Simple approximate physical interpretations of many phenomena are there-

1The content of this chapter has been submitted for publication: R. van Meer, O. V.
Gritsenko and E. J. Baerends
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fore cast in the language of single electrons occupying one-electron states
(orbitals) which are eigenstates of a one-electron hamiltonian with some suit-
able effective field. A point in case are excitation energies, which are usually
described as (a combination of a few) single orbital excitations, or as double
excitations, etc. Not all orbitals lend themselves readily for this purpose. In
particular the virtual Hartree-Fock orbitals, as employed in time-dependent
Hartree-Fock (TDHF, RPA) are not useful, because they are much too dif-
fuse, and in fact often even unbound, see Ref. [14] and references therein.
It has recently been emphasized that the Kohn-Sham orbitals of DFT are
especially suitable, because the virtual KS orbitals are physically meaningful
bound orbitals, which yield in the linear response approach of TDDFT a de-
scription of many excitations (not all) as simple single orbital transitions (or
a short linear combination of such orbital transitions).[122] Natural orbitals,
however, do not afford a description of excitations as simple orbital excita-
tions, see Ref. [114] and see below. The natural orbitals are a poor basis for
understanding excitations, since many weakly occupied NOs (which we just
call the “virtual” NOs) are needed in the description of an excited state.

In the spirit of recent attempts to define suitable orbitals to describe
transitions, such as the natural transition orbitals [123] and the approxi-
mate (local potential derived) 1RDM related orbitals for the description of
excitations [124, 125], we use in this contribution the similarity in the lin-
ear response derivations of time-dependent density matrix functional theory
(TDDMFT) [103, 104, 40, 42] and of time-dependent density functional the-
ory (TDDFT) [12, 13, 126, 127, 128] to show that in both cases orbitals can
be defined that are naturally adapted to a description of excitations in terms
of orbital transitions. In the case of TDDFT these are the Kohn-Sham or-
bitals. In the TDDMFT case we show that a transformation of the virtual
natural orbitals can be defined that generates orbitals that afford an orbital-
to-orbital description of excitations. We call them natural excitation orbitals
(NEOs). Conversely, since the KS orbitals prove to be extremely close to
the NEOs of this exact excitation formalism, the suitability of Kohn-Sham
orbitals and orbital energies for excitations is vindicated.[122]

The equation of motion of the one-particle reduced density matrix (1RDM)
γ for the case of a time-dependent potential v(r, t) in ĥ(t) reads

i~
∂γpq
∂t

=
∑
m

(hpmγmq − γpmhmq) + (W †
pq −Wpq) (5.1)

where all quantites are time-dependent and the Wpq terms arise from the
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electron-electron interaction,

W (t) = 〈Ψ(t)|
∑
i<j

1

rij
|Ψ(t)〉 =

1

2

∑
qrst

Γqrst(t) 〈ts|qr〉 ,

Wpq(t) =

∫
δW

δχp(x)
χq(x)dx =

∑
rst

Γprst(t) 〈ts|qr〉 (5.2)

One can consider the first order perturbation δγpq(t) of the initial static
density matrix γ(0) by a time-dependent perturbation δv(t) (linear response),

i~
∂

∂t
δγpq(t) =

∑
m

(hpm(0)δγmq(t)− δγpm(t)hmq(0)) (5.3)

+
∑
m

(δvpm(t)γmq(0)− γpm(0)δvmq(t)) + δ(W †
pq(t)−Wpq(t))

The last term is the coupling term (as in coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock
and Kohn-Sham). It takes into account the change in the electron-electron
interaction due to the change in the wavefunction (density and density ma-
trix). Using the stationary NOs as basis, so that the stationary 1RDM is
diagonal, γmq(0) = nqδmq, taking for simplicity the case that the (natural)
orbitals are real, and Fourier transforming, the following matrix equations
emerge in the adiabatic approximation for the eigenvalue problem from which
the excitation energies ωα can be determined, [41, 39, 42]

[
√

A+D
√

A+]Fα = ω2
αFα, (5.4)

where the vector Fα incorporates the real part of the 1RDM response

Fα = (A+)−1/2

(
δγR(ωα)
δn(ωα)

)
(5.5)

Here δγR(ωα) is the real part of the change in the unique (lower off-diagonal)
density matrix elements δγkl, k > l, and δn(ωα) is the change in the diag-
onal elements γkk = nk (NO occupations). The matrix D is the following
compound matrix

D =

(
N−1A−N−1 N−1C

CTN−1 W

)
(5.6)

The matrices in Eqns (5.4) and (5.6) embody the various features of Eq.
(5.3). A+ and A− stem from a generic matrix A,

Akl,mn = (nm − nn)(δlmhkn − δknhml) +Kkl,mn

A±kl,mn = Akl,mn ± Akl,nm (5.7)
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which contains the first term of Eq. (5.3) (the commutator of h and δγ in
NO basis) and the last (coupling) term (note that the δv terms disappear
since excitation energies are obtained from “free oscillations” of the system,
i.e. responses for δv = 0). The elements Kai,jb of the coupling matrix are
defined as

Kkl,mn =

∫
dx
[∂ (W †

kl −Wkl

)
∂χm(x)

χn(x)

− χ∗m(x)
∂
(
W †
kl −Wkl

)
∂χ∗n(x)

]
. (5.8)

The special property of the density matrix treatment is that the NO occupa-
tions are not constant, and accordingly their responses are needed to get full
density matrix response. This leads to the D matrix containing the diagonal
matrix Nkl,mp = δkpδlm(nl − nk) of occupation number differences, and, in
addition to the K matrix with orbital derivatives, the matrices C and W
representing derivatives with respect to occupation numbers,

Ckl,m = hkl(δlm − δkm) +
∂
(
W †
kl −Wkl

)
∂nm

Wk,m =
∂2W [{χ}, {n}]

∂nk∂nm
. (5.9)

A very important advantage of the density matrix formalism is its inclusion of
all elements δγpq, including off-diagonal “virtual” ones δγab and diagonal ones
δγpp = δnp, which afford the description of double excitation character of ex-
cited states.[42] This formalism is not a pure time-dependent density matrix
functional theory (TDDMFT), but it is necessary to extend a functional of
the natural orbitals and occupation numbers (a 1RDM functional) with addi-
tional variables which can be introduced as the phases of the NOs.[41, 39, 42]
We are strictly speaking dealing with (time-dependent) phase-including NO
functional theory (TD-PINOFT).

An important disadvantage of the 1RDM response formalism is that the
A+ and A− matrices appearing in the eigenvalue equations (5.4) for the ex-
citation energies have, in the NO basis, a highly non-diagonal structure. As
a result, excitations cannot be described by simple single (or a few) orbital-
orbital transitions. To demonstrate this, calculations have been performed
for the H2 molecule at equilibrium distance. Note that in case of two-electron
systems there is an exact two-electron 1RDM functional [41] and TDPINOFT
calculations with this functional using the full response matrices yield exact
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∆γ1a(ωα) vectors
a 11Σ+

u 21Σ+
u 31Σ+

u 41Σ+
u

2 -0.594 0.568 0.435 -0.592
7 0.542 -0.370 -0.074 -0.002
15 -0.104 0.048 0.098 0.161
23 -0.442 0.209 -0.133 0.205
32 -0.218 0.058 0.127 0.371
35 0.351 -0.094 0.322 -0.177
41 0.275 -0.001 0.183 -0.243
43 -0.072 0.000 -0.443 -0.324
44 -0.483 -0.044 -0.21 0.867
49 0.181 -0.015 1.090 0.456
50 -0.660 -1.142 0.242 -0.318

Table 5.1: TDPINO transition densities for the lowest 1Σ+
u excitations for

H2 at Re in the NO basis

results. We concentrate on the first 4 1Σ+
u excitations in the Tables; the Sup-

plementary Information (SI) provides further examples for 1Σ+
g excitations

at Re, and for both 1Σ+
u and 1Σ+

g excitations at 5 bohr. Table 5.1 presents
the transition densities ∆γαpq = δγαpq/(2

√
ωα) in the NO basis {χi}.[42] The

numbering of the NOs is according to decreasing occupation, with NOs of
all symmetries (irreducible representations) taken together. The composi-
tions of the ∆γα vectors show that each excitation involves many NOs with
comparable contributions, indicating that many weakly occupied NOs are
required to describe the excitations in the NO basis. Obviously, the shapes
and occupations of the NOs lack any relation with the excited states. On
the other hand, transition densities in the Kohn-Sham MO basis exhibit a
simple orbital-to-orbital excitation structure of these excited states.[114]

Why is this so different in the TDDFT case? The time-dependent equa-
tions for the Kohn-Sham orbitals can be written as [12]

i~
∂φi(rt)

∂t
= ĥs(rt)φi(rt) (5.10)

where ĥs(rt) = ĥ(rt) + vJ [ρ(t)](r) + vxc[ρ(t)](r) and we apply the adiabatic
approximation from the outset, so the electronic potential is

(
δEHxc[ρ(rt)]/δρ(rt)

)
=

vJ [ρ(t)](r)+vxc[ρ(t)](r). From these equations the equation of motion of the
time-dependent Kohn-Sham density matrix γs can be derived [129, 13, 126,
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130]

i~
∂

∂t
γspq =

∑
m

hspmγ
s
mq − γspmhsmq (5.11)

Eq. (5.11) reduces, compared to (5.1), to just a single commutator since
the electron-electron interaction is incorporated in an effective single-particle
model (as in TDHF). We can now derive the response equations of TDDFT
in a manner that parallels the derivation in the TDPINOFT case. Again
consider a time-dependent perturbation to first order, starting from the sta-
tionary Kohn-Sham solution (the density matrix in the basis of stationary
Kohn-Sham orbitals),

i~
∂δγsai(t)

∂t
=
∑
p

(hap(0)δγpi(t)− δγap(t)hpi(0))

+ (ni − na)δvai(t) + δ(W s†
ai (t)−W s

ai(t)) (5.12)

where the Kohn-Sham electron interaction energy W s is EHxc. Considerable
simplifications arise from the fact that occupation numbers are 0 or 1 and
are time-independent. There are no responses in the occupation numbers
(no δγpp elements), and only the response density matrix elements δγsia with
i ∈ occup and a ∈ unocc are nonzero (the density matrix is idempotent). The
initial density matrix is diagonal, γpq(0) = δpqnp, with ni = 1 if i ∈ occup and

na = 0 if a ∈ unoccup. The δ(W s†
ai −W s

ai) term leads to the coupling matrix
Kai,bj which is determined by the matrix elements of the exchange-correlation
kernel fHxc(x,x′) = δvHxc(x)/δρ(x′),

fHxcai,jb =

∫ ∫
φ∗a(x

′)φi(x
′)fHxc(x′,x)φ∗j(x)φb(x)dxdx′.

With the adiabatic approximation the matrix equations analogous to (5.4)
reduce in the TDDFT case to

[
√

As+As−
√

As+]Fs
α = ω2

αF
s
α (5.13)

where Fα = (As+)−1/2δγRs (ωα). Note that the matrices C and W of D in
(5.4) do not appear any more since there is no change in occupation numbers,
the dimension of δγRs and of As+/− is just noccnunocc, and the matrix N−1

becomes the unit matrix. We now have

Asai,jb = δij(hab + vHxcab )− δab(hji + vHxcji ) +Kai,jb (5.14)
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and (note the reversal in the second index pair)

Asai,bj = −Kai,bj, (5.15)

Defining E as the diagonal matrix of the differences between the energies of
the virtual and occupied KS orbitals

Eai,jb = δijδab(εa − εj). (5.16)

we obtain

As+ai,jb = Aai,jb + Aai,bj = δijh
s
ab − δabhsji = Eai,jb

As−ai,jb = Asai,jb − Asai,bj = Eai,jb + 2Kai,jb. (5.17)

where we used that Kai,jb = Kai,bj if the orbitals are real. So Eq. (5.13) can
be written in the well-known form [13]

√
E [E + 2K]

√
E(E−1/2δγRs (ω)) = ω2(E−1/2δγRs (ω)) (5.18)

It is quite remarkable that the As+ matrix takes the diagonal form (5.16) here
in the KS orbital basis (not in the TDHF case!). This causes the calculated
excitation energies to be close to the orbital energy differences, since the
coupling embodied in K has often only a small effect. We note that the
structure of the matrix As+ai,jb = δijh

s
ab − δabh

s
ji is such that the submatrix

that is obtained by choosing a specific i = j (= HOMO say) will be a
diagonal matrix with the orbital energy differences (εa− εH) on the diagonal.
The virtual KS orbitals diagonalize the hsab − δabεH matrix, and the virtual
orbital energies are meaningful energies for the excited electrons because the
xc hole potential in vxc of ĥs has a similar effect in stabilizing the orbital
energy as the “real” hole −|φH |2 left behind by the excited electron has on
its energy.[14, 122]

Guided by this analysis of the TDDFT response equations, we establish
suitable orbitals for excitation calculations in TDPINOFT. We wish to per-
form a basis set transformation on the weakly occupied NO set, and express
the excitations in terms of the new basis. The natural choice for this set would
be one for which A+ would be diagonal. If again the coupling, embodied in
this case in parts of the D matrix, is small, the energy differences on the
diagonal of A+ would then again approximate the excitation energies, and
the excitations would be described as predominantly single orbital-orbital
transitions. The matrix A+ has large dimension, but we can use a submatrix
A+
ai,ib with constant i (e.g. i = H), and a, b ∈ virtual (where virtual refers

to the weakly occupied NOs). This matrix has the dimension of the weakly
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occupied NO set, and we transform this set by diagonalizing this submatrix,
denoted A+

H ,

A+
Hθa = ωaθa (5.19)

Closer analysis of the A+ matrix shows it is physically analogous to As+ in
that it consists of (differences of) matrix elements of a similar one-electron
operator as the KS hamiltonian ĥs (with however a field that properly rep-
resents the hole left behind by the excited electron).[131] We call the eigen-
vectors θa natural excitation orbitals (NEOs) and the eigenvalues ωa NEO
orbital energies (in fact: orbital energy differences, keeping in mind the com-
mon off-set). The nature of these NEOs and their energies is elucidated in
Table 5.2 for the Σ+

u symmetry (see SI for Σ+
g ) of the H2 molecule (with

i ≡ 1σg, the HOMO). In the first place we note that the shapes of the NEOs
are exceedingly close to those of the virtual KS orbitals, the overlaps 〈θa|φa〉
are larger than 0.99 in both the Σ+

u and Σ+
g cases. The NEO orbital energies

ωα(NEO) prove to be exceedingly close to the full configuration interaction
(FCI) excitation energies (which are the same as those resulting from the re-
sponse calculations according to Eq. 5.4). The ωα(NEO) are in fact very close
to the “exact” Kohn-Sham orbital energy differences, εa− εi in these Tables.
The latter are obtained as a part of the rather accurate KS solution for H2

constructed from the reference electron density ρ(r) of the FCI method with
the reverse engineering scheme of van Leeuwen and Baerends (LB) [59, 75].
We also compare to TDDFT-BP86 excitation energies and TDDFT-BP86
orbital energy differences. One can see, that standard TDDFT-BP86 sys-
tematically underestimates (by ca. 0.06 Hartree) the considered excitation
energies. This is related to the fact that these are excitations to high-lying,
fairly diffuse orbitals, for which the good agreement of GGA Kohn-Sham
occupied-unoccupied orbital energy differences with excitation energies (and
with exact KS orbital energy differences), that holds for low-lying unoccupied
valence orbitals, breaks down (see Ref. [122]). The NEO energies yield a high
quality estimate of the excitation energies, reproducing all 1Σ+

u reference en-
ergies with an average accuracy approaching the chemical accuracy of 0.1 eV
(≈ 3.5 milliHartree) (abit worse (0.3 eV) for the 1Σ+

g excitations). Again, the
NEO energies are almost equivalent to the orbital energy differences provided
by the exact KS scheme.

The overlap integrals of the NEOs and the exact KS virtual orbitals being
close to 1.0 suggests that the excitations should not only in the Kohn-Sham
case [14, 122] but also in the NEO case be described by predominantly single
orbital-orbital transitions. This is demonstrated in Table 5.3, which presents
the transition densities (same transitions as in Tables 5.1) in the NEO basis
instead of the NO basis. Contrary to what we saw in the case of the NOs in
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a1Σ+
u excitations

a 1 2 3 4
〈θ1
au|φau〉 0.994 0.992 0.997 0.998

ωa1Σ+
u

(FCI) 0.468 0.578 0.784 0.882
ωau(NEO) 0.464 0.576 0.780 0.871

∆ε1g,au(KS) 0.443 0.580 0.780 0.872
∆ε1g,au (BP86) 0.394 0.536 0.756 0.849

ωa1Σ+
u

(TDDFT-BP86) 0.403 0.510 0.719 0.836

Table 5.2: a1Σ+
u excitations in H2 at Re. Top line: Overlap integrals be-

tween the NEOs and the corresponding virtual KS orbitals. Second line:
FCI excitation energies (in Hartree) of the related 1Σ+

u excitations. Third
line, ωau(NEO): “orbital energies” of the NEOs (eigenvalues of the diagonal-
ization of A+

a1,1b(Σ
+
u ) matrix). Fourth line, exact KS orbital energy differences

∆ε1g,au = εs(aσu)− εs(1σg). Fifth line, ∆ε1g,au (BP86): same orbital energy
differences for BP86. Last line, BP86-TDDFT excitation energies for Σ+

u

symmetry.

Table 5.1, these excitations can be assigned to predominantly single orbital-
to-orbital transitions χ1 → θa with the proper choice of orbital basis. Double
excitation character can also be expressed in this basis, see SI.

Summarizing, we have identified an orbital basis that is naturally adapted
to description of excitations as orbital transitions. The Kohn-Sham orbitals
are already the natural excitation orbitals of TDDFT, both by analysis of the
TDDFT response equations and by physical arguments.[14, 122] In contrast,
the virtual NOs are not a good basis for describing excitations. A set that
does provide the desired simple orbital transition structure can be generated
by diagonalizing a submatrix of the TDPINOFT response matrix. For the
prototype H2 molecule this set is shown to be virtually equivalent to the
“exact” virtual KS orbitals. Furthermore the eigenvalues resulting from the
diagonalization are close to KS orbital energy differences and to the exact
excitation energies.

Conversely, the present results also vindicate the special suitability of
Kohn-Sham orbitals for the description of excitations. Given the fact that
for the H2 molecule the density matrix functional is exact, and the LR-
TDPINOFT calculation gives the exact excitation energy, the NEOs are
rooted in the exact quantum mechanical description of excitations. The
near equivalence of the KS orbitals with the NEOs then demonstrates that
the suitability of the (virtual) KS orbitals for the description of excitations
is not a contingent property but is founded in quantum mechanics.
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∆γ1a(ωα) vectors
a 11Σ+

u 21Σ+
u 31Σ+

u 41Σ+
u

2 -1.289 0.233 0.084 -0.091
6 -0.333 -1.307 -0.097 0.091
11 -0.132 0.194 -1.308 0.292
12 0.098 -0.127 -0.358 -1.302
23 -0.057 0.063 0.060 -0.100
26 -0.044 0.047 0.046 -0.064
30 -0.012 0.013 0.012 -0.017
32 0.017 -0.018 -0.016 0.022
44 0.000 0.000 -0.001 0.002
48 -0.003 0.003 0.003 -0.004
50 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table 5.3: TDPINO transition densities for the lowest 1Σ+
u excitations for

H2 at Re in the NEO basis of Eq.(5.19)

See supplemental material in Appendix F for 1Σ+
g symmetry at Re and

both 1Σ+
u and 1Σ+

g at R = 5 Bohr.
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Appendix A

H2 Integrals and orbitals at
large bond distances

In this appendix we will show all two-electron integrals that are required
to describe the bonding and antibonding Hartree Fock orbital energies for
the H2 molecule at large internuclear distances. The extra diffuseness of the
atomic orbitals used in these orbitals compared to their atomic Hydrogen
solutions is modeled by using a minimal MO-LCAO expansion in which the
exponent of the 1s orbital could differ from its hyrogen value of 1. At large
bond distances the bonding and antibonding MOs are given by

1σg(r) =
1√
2

(1s∗A(r) + 1s∗B(r)) =
1√
2

(A(r) +B(r)) (A.1)

1σu(r) =
1√
2

(1s∗A(r)− 1s∗B(r)) =
1√
2

(A(r)−B(r)) (A.2)

where the star * indicates that these atomic orbitals are 1s hydrogen like,
but could have a different exponent compared to the exact Hydrogen AOs.
The Jgggg integral is given by

Jgggg = Kgggg

=
1

4

∫
{A(r1) +B(r1)}{A(r2) +B(r2)}{A(r2) +B(r2)}{A(r1) +B(r1)}

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

=
1

4

∫
{A(r1)2 +B(r1)2 + 2A(r1)B(r1)}{A(r2)2 +B(r2)2 + 2A(r2)B(r2)}

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

≈ 1

4

∫
{A(r1)2A(r2)2 +B(r1)2B(r2)2 + A(r1)2B(r2)2 +B(r1)2A(r2)2}

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

(A.3)
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this can be written as

Jgggg = Kgggg ≈
1

2
I +

1

2

1

R
(A.4)

where I is an one center integral
∫
A(r1)2A(r2)2/|r1 − r2|dr1dr2 and 1

R
an

approximation of the two center integral
∫
A(r1)2B(r2)2/|r1 − r2|dr1dr2,

and R the bond distance. The other two-electron integrals are given by

Jguug

=
1

4

∫
{A(r1) +B(r1)}{A(r2)−B(r2)}{A(r2)−B(r2)}{A(r1) +B(r1)}

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

=
1

4

∫
{A(r1)2 +B(r1)2 + 2A(r1)B(r1)}{A(r2)2 +B(r2)2 − 2A(r2)B(r2)}

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

≈ 1

4

∫
{A(r1)2A(r2)2 +B(r1)2B(r2)2 + A(r1)2B(r2)2 +B(r1)2A(r2)2}

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

(A.5)

Jguug ≈
1

2
I +

1

2

1

R
(A.6)

Kugug

=
1

4

∫
{A(r1)−B(r1)}{A(r2) +B(r2)}{A(r2)−B(r2)}{A(r1) +B(r1)}

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

=
1

4

∫
{A(r1)2 −B(r1)2}{A(r2)2 −B(r2)2}

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

=
1

4

∫
{A(r1)2A(r2)2 +B(r1)2B(r2)2 − A(r1)2B(r2)2 −B(r1)2A(r2)2}

|r1 − r2|
dr1dr2

(A.7)

Kugug ≈
1

2
I − 1

2

1

R
(A.8)

So the orbital energies are given by

ε1σg = h1σg1σg + 2Jgggg −Kgggg = h1σg1σg +
1

2
I +

1

2

1

R
(A.9)

ε1σu = h1σu1σu + 2Jguug −Kugug = h1σu1σu +
1

2
I +

3

2

1

R
(A.10)

It is interesting to note that both orbitals feel almost the same field. As
was argued in Chapters 1 and 2, occupied HF orbitals should feel the field
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of the other N-1 electrons, and virtual HF orbitals should feel the field of
all N occupied electrons. However, due to the fact that the 1σg and 1σu
orbitals are the same locally at each atom, the virtual 1σu orbital also only
feels the field of 1 other electron. The “atomic orbitals” that are used in
the Hartree Fock MOs at long bond distances are not equal to the normal
hydrogen atomic orbitals due to the fact that the repulsive field of half an
electron is always present at each nucleus. One can use a simple single atom
model for the orbital energies and shapes if one neglects all 1/R behavior in
the H2 integrals, it does not matter whether one describes an electron which
is delocalized over two distant nuclei and feels the field of half an electron
and the full nuclear charge at each atom or a single electron which feels
half an electron and the full nuclear charge of one atom. We will attempt
to describe the perturbed atomic orbitals in two ways. We will first use an
effective nuclear charge model to estimate the effective charge that is required
to yield the orbital energy which we acquired from HF calculations at 100
bohr. Angular components of the wavefunction will not be considered in
this write up because we are looking at 1s like orbitals. All formulas and
numerical results use atomic units. The radial wave function of a 1s like
orbital in a −Zeff

r
coulombic field is given by

ψ(r) = 2Z
3/2
eff exp−Zeffr (A.11)

The energy of this orbital is

ε = −1

2
Z2

eff (A.12)

The orbital energy of the 1σg orbital at 100 bohr is -0.2343 Hartree (GAMESS-
US aug cc-pVTZ). However, this energy still contains some 1/R behavior.
Using expression A.9 we find that the non-1/R orbital energy is -0.2343 -
0.5*1/100 = -0.2393 Hartree. The total electronic energy of the system is
-0.7201 (-0.7251 1/R corrected). The energy of the total H2 system is given
by twice the effective orbital energy(all effective interactions are placed inside
the effective charge)

E = −Z2
eff (A.13)

This yields effective charge of Zeff = 0.8515.

We will now attempt to recreate the results of the HF calculation by us-
ing the Coulomb field of half an electron in the diffuse 1s orbital instead of
an effective nuclear charge. One can still use the radial wavefunctions that
were used for the effective nuclear charge case as an ansatz, however one
should change the effective charge into k because the electron will feel the
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full nuclear field −Z
r

ψ(r) = 2k3/2 exp−kr (A.14)

The sum of the kinetic energy and nuclear attraction expectation values is
not given by eq A.12 anymore, so we will have to calculate these individually.
The nuclear attraction expectation value is given by

〈V 〉 = 〈ψ|V |ψ〉 = 〈ψ|−Z
r
|ψ〉 = −4k3Z

∫ ∞
0

dr(r exp−2kr) = −kZ (A.15)

and the kinetic energy expectation value is given by

〈T 〉 = 〈ψ|T |ψ〉 = 〈ψ|−1

2
(
∂2

∂r2
+

2

r

∂

∂r
)|ψ〉

= −2k3

∫ ∞
0

dr(k2r2 − 2kr) exp−2kr =
1

2
k2 (A.16)

Note that the sum of nuclear potential and kinetic energy terms is equal to
eq A.12 if k = Z = Zeff. The coulomb integral that is used to model the
interaction of the additional electron has been calculated in Chapter 7.8 of
Ref [132], and is given by

〈J〉 =
5

8
k (A.17)

The total 1s like orbital energy that is described by the HF model in H2 is
given by

ε = 〈T 〉+ 〈V 〉+
1

2
〈J〉 =

1

2
k2 − k +

5

16
k =

1

2
k2 − 11

16
k (A.18)

Only half of the coulombic integral was added to the other expectation values
because the orbital only feels half an electron in the same orbital. The total
HF energy of the H2 system is given by

E = 2 〈T 〉+ 2 〈V 〉+
1

2
〈J〉 = k2 − 2k +

5

16
k = k2 − 27

16
k (A.19)

We now use the fact that k is a variational parameter, and we minimize the
total energy

dE

dk
= 2k − 27

16
= 0 (A.20)

So k = 27/32 = 0.84375, which is very close to the value we got for the
effective nuclear charge model. The energy for this value of k is

E = (
27

32
)2 − 2(

27

32
)2 = −(

27

32
)2 = −729/1024 ≈ −0.7119 (A.21)
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and the orbital energy is

ε =
1

2
(
27

32
)2 − 11

16
∗ 27

32
= −17

64
∗ 27

32
= −459/2048 ≈ −0.2241 (A.22)

which is very close to the GAMESS-US HF orbital energy. We will now show
plots (Figure A.1) for the radial distribution function P (r) of the normal
Hydrogen AO (k=1) and the diffuse HF version

P (r) = r2ψ∗(r)ψ(r) = 4k3r2 exp−2kr (A.23)

The difference is not extreme, but will still have a quite appreciable effect on
the total energy if one restricts the amount of orbitals in the configuration
space to just the 1σg and 1σu orbitals. In case of the ground state the
restricted wavefunction is given by

Ψ = c1

∣∣1σ2
g

∣∣+ c2

∣∣1σ2
u

∣∣ (A.24)

One can find the energies of various configuration and orbital choices in Table
A.1. It is quite evident that the diffuseness of the HF MOs compared to the
NOs damages the energy.

Figure A.1: Radial distribution for hydrogen like AOs, blue: k = 1 (normal
hydrogen), red: k = 0.84375
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Method Energy
Full CI -0.999668

CI 2 NOs -0.999668
CI 2 HF MOs -0.971610

HF -0.720072

Table A.1: Total electronic energy for the H2 molecule at 100 Bohr for various
configuration choices, aug-cc-pVTZ basis.
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Appendix B

Löwdin Shull hole wavefunction
for N (even) electron systems

In this appendix we will show a special N (even) electron approximate singlet
wavefunction which has an “exact” 1RDM functional. We will use p for the
number of pairs of electrons.

p =
N

2
(B.1)

In order to get this “exact” functional, the number of orbitals has to be
limited to p + 1, so there is only one “virtual” orbital present in the active
space. The CI (CSF) expansion for this special singlet wavefunction is given
by

Ψ = C0

∣∣∣∣∣∏
m≤p

ψ2
m

∣∣∣∣∣+∑
i

Ca
i

∣∣∣∣∣ψiψa ∏
m≤p,m 6=i

ψ2
m

∣∣∣∣∣+∑
i,j

Caa
ij

∣∣∣∣∣ψiψjψ2
a

∏
m≤p,m 6=i,m 6=j

ψ2
m

∣∣∣∣∣
(B.2)

Here i and j indicate orbitals occupied in the reference state (CI coefficient
C0), and a is used for the virtual orbital. Interestingly, one can set up another
wavefunction in which we look at the holes of the CSFs, i.e which orbitals
are not occupied in each determinant. This wavefunction is given by

Ψhole = Caa
∣∣ψ2

a

∣∣+
∑
i

Cia |ψiψa|+
∑
i,j

Cij |ψiψj| (B.3)

Note that the CI coefficients are equivalent to the CI coefficients used for the
real N electron system. The expression can be simpified to

Ψhole =
∑
k,l

Ckl |ψkψl| (B.4)
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This wavefunction is a singlet two electron wavefunction, so the 1RDM ele-
ments are given by

γholekl =
∑
m

CkmClm (B.5)

Which allows us to write the total 1RDM as a symmetric matrix

γhole = CCT (B.6)

This matrix can be diagonalized by an orthogonal transformation, yielding
the hole occupation numbers.

OTγholeO = nhole (B.7)

The same transformation can be applied to the matrix C itself, which yields
a Löwdin Shull wavefunction that only contains determinants in which a
natural orbital φ is doubly occupied

Ψhole =
∑
k

Ck
∣∣φ2
k

∣∣ (B.8)

The coefficients are given by

Ck = fk
√
ñk = fk

√
1− nk (B.9)

Where fk are the hole phase factors (±1), ñk is the hole occupation number,
which can be written in terms of the occupation numbers of antihole (the
real system). The CI coefficients for both systems are the same, so one can
write the wavefunction for the real system as

Ψ =
∑
k

fk
√

1− nk

∣∣∣∣∣∏
l 6=k

φ2
l

∣∣∣∣∣ (B.10)

The electronic energy of this wavefunction is given by

E =
∑
k

nk(2hkk+Jkk)+
∑
k 6=l

(nk+nl−1)(2Jkl−Kkl)+
∑
k 6=l

fkfl
√

(1− nk)(1− nl)Lkl

(B.11)

The orbital self repulsion (Jkk) prefactors are simply generated by the fact
that all determinants only contain doubly occupied orbitals. The Lkl prefac-
tors are generated by the multiplication of the prefactors of the corresponding
determinants with holes in the specified indices. The prefactors for the com-
bined J/K terms can be generated by simply adding up the squares of all CI
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coeffs of determinants in which there is no hole in one of the participating
orbitals. This yields∑

m,m 6=k,m6=l

(1− nm) = p− 1−
∑

m,m 6=k,m6=l

nm (B.12)

which can be transformed by using the sum rule

p =
∑
m

nm (B.13)

This wavefunction does not give a good description for most systems. How-
ever, it can be used to check if the combined presence of L/K phase choices
in the TDPINO response matrices have been properly implemented in the
code.
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Appendix C

Diagonal CID ratio ansatz

In this appendix an ansatz is used for a specific seniority 0 wavefunction in
order to get a closed form for the occupation number dependent integral pref-
actors which are used in primitive DMFT functionals. The wavefunction only
includes all diagonal double excitations Ψaa

ii (φ2
i → φ2

a; i ≤ N/2, a > N/2)

from the reference determinant Ψ0 =
∣∣∣φ2

1...φ
2
N/2

∣∣∣ composed of all strongly

occupied NOs

ΨCID = c0Ψ0 +
∑

i≤N/2,a>N/2

caaii Ψaa
ii . (C.1)

We will impose certain constraints on the CI coefficients in order to get a
DMFT functional. The following derivation uses Gaussian elimination in
order to solve the expressions for the squared CI coefficients. The size of the
matrix used in this elimination proces is not fixed. However, visualisation of
a matrix of indefinite size is not very appealing from a readers (and writers)
point of view. So we will use a specific example wavefunction to show all
the symmetries in the elimination proces. Our example wavefunction uses 3
strongly occupied orbitals and 2 weakly occupied orbitals.

Ψ = c0

∣∣φ2
1φ

2
2φ

2
3

∣∣+ c44
11

∣∣φ2
4φ

2
2φ

2
3

∣∣+ c44
22

∣∣φ2
1φ

2
4φ

2
3

∣∣+ c44
33

∣∣φ2
1φ

2
2φ

2
4

∣∣
+ c55

11

∣∣φ2
5φ

2
2φ

2
3

∣∣+ c55
22

∣∣φ2
1φ

2
5φ

2
3

∣∣+ c55
33

∣∣φ2
1φ

2
2φ

2
5

∣∣ (C.2)

Note that we use the following occupation number summation convention
throughout this derivation ∑

r

nr =
N

2
(C.3)
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The example wavefunction mentioned above has the following relations for
the occupation numbers

(c0)2 + (c44
22)2 + (c44

33)2 + (c55
22)2 + (c55

33)2 = n1 (C.4)

(c0)2 + (c44
11)2 + (c44

33)2 + (c55
11)2 + (c55

33)2 = n2 (C.5)

(c0)2 + (c44
11)2 + (c44

22)2 + (c55
11)2 + (c55

22)2 = n3 (C.6)

(c44
11)2 + (c44

22)2 + (c44
33)2 = n4 (C.7)

(c55
11)2 + (c55

22)2 + (c55
33)2 = n5 (C.8)

These relations can be rewritten in matrix notation
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 n1

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 n2

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 n3

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 n4

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 n5

 (C.9)

One can solve (c0)2 by adding all the rows i ≤ N/2, i 6= 1 to the first row
3 2 2 2 2 2 2

∑
i≤N/2 ni

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 n2

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 n3

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 n4

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 n5

 (C.10)

and then subtracting all the rows a > N/2 from the first row twice
3 0 0 0 0 0 0

∑
i≤N/2 ni − 2

∑
a>N/2 na

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 n2

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 n3

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 n4

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 n5

 (C.11)

In the general case one adds N/2 -1 rows to the upper row, this yields a row
with a value of N/2 for the first entry and N/2 -1 for the other entries. One
can subsequently subtract the weakly occupied rows N/2 -1 times from this
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row and divide the row by N/2 to get an expression for (c0)2

(c0)2 =

∑
i≤N/2 ni − (N

2
− 1)

∑
a>N/2 na

N
2

(C.12)

=

∑
i≤N/2 ni +

∑
a>N/2 na −

∑
a>N/2 na − (N

2
− 1)

∑
a>N/2 na

N
2

=

∑
r nr − (N

2
)
∑

a>N/2 na
N
2

= 1−
∑
a>N/2

na

Forward substitution gives
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1−

∑
a>N/2 na

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 n2 +
∑

a>N/2 na − 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 n3 +
∑

a>N/2 na − 1

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 n4

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 n5

 (C.13)

We now still have 5 equations for 7 unknown variables, so we can only get
a unique solution if we augment these equations with additional equations.
We choose the following ratio constraints

a1(c44
11)2 = a2(c44

22)2 (C.14)

a1(c44
11)2 = a3(c44

33)2 (C.15)

a1(c55
11)2 = a2(c55

22)2 (C.16)

a1(c55
11)2 = a3(c55

33)2 (C.17)

where ai > 0. Note that we use the same constraints for all weakly occupied
orbital sets. The matrix representation of all the equations is given by

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1−
∑

a>N/2 na
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 n2 +

∑
a>N/2 na − 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 n3 +
∑

a>N/2 na − 1

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 n4

0 1 −a2

a1
0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 −a3

a1
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 n5

0 0 0 0 1 −a2

a1
0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 −a3

a1
0


(C.18)
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Note that all the (caaii )2 for a specific a form a block that is used for all a’s.
We will now solve such a block1 1 1 na

1 −a2

a1
0 0

1 0 −a3

a1
0

 (C.19)

We start by subtracting the bottom row from all rows above this row0 1 1 + a3

a1
na

0 −a2

a1

a3

a1
0

1 0 −a3

a1
0

 (C.20)

Subsequently we multiply the 2nd row by −a1

a2
and we subtract this row from

the top row 0 0 1 + a3

a1
+ a3

a2
na

0 1 −a3

a2
0

1 0 −a3

a1
0

 (C.21)

Forward substitution gives the expressions for the squared CI coefficients0 0 1 a1a2

a1a2+a1a3+a2a3
na

0 1 0 a1a3

a1a2+a1a3+a2a3
na

1 0 0 a2a3

a1a2+a1a3+a2a3
na

 (C.22)

In the general case there can be more than 3 strongly occupied orbitals,
which implies that additional constraints are required. So the size of this
submatrix will increase. It can still be solved in the same way it is solved
for the specific case. One subtracts the last row from all the rows above.
Subsequently all rows except for the top and bottom row are multiplied −a1

ai
where i is the row number. All these rows are subtracted from the top row.
The solution in the top row can then be forward substituted into the other
rows. The general expression for CI coefficients in these blocks is given by

(caaii )2 =
Πj 6=iaj∑

k≤N/2 Πj 6=kaj
na (C.23)
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where all products are over the occupied indices. We have now solved all
squares of the CI coefficients.

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1−
∑

a>N/2 na
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 n2 +

∑
a>N/2 na − 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 n3 +
∑

a>N/2 na − 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 a2a3

a1a2+a1a3+a2a3
n4

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 a1a3

a1a2+a1a3+a2a3
n4

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 a1a2

a1a2+a1a3+a2a3
n4

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 a2a3

a1a2+a1a3+a2a3
n5

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 a1a3

a1a2+a1a3+a2a3
n5

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a1a2

a1a2+a1a3+a2a3
n5


(C.24)

However, we still have 2 (N/2 -1 for the general case) extra equations. These
extra equations should be eliminatable (all entries should be 0) if a unique
and consistent solution exists. Backwards substition into the 2nd row yields
the following equality

n2 +
∑
a>N/2

na − 1− a2a3 + a1a2

a1a2 + a1a3 + a2a3

∑
a>N/2

na = 0 (C.25)

One can rewrite this using

− a2a3 + a1a2

a1a2 + a1a3 + a2a3

=
a1a3

a1a2 + a1a3 + a2a3

− 1 (C.26)

This gives

n2 − 1 +
a1a3

a1a2 + a1a3 + a2a3

∑
a>N/2

na = 0 (C.27)

Rewriting yields

a1a3

a1a2 + a1a3 + a2a3

=
1− n2∑

i≤N/2 1− ni
(C.28)

Here we have used the total hole-particle equality∑
i≤N/2

(1− ni) =
∑
a>N/2

na. (C.29)

A similar treatment for the 3th row gives

a1a2

a1a2 + a1a3 + a2a3

=
1− n3∑

i≤N/2 1− ni
(C.30)
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In the general case the N/2 -1 extra equations yield

Πj 6=iaj∑
k Πj 6=kaj

=
1− ni∑

i≤N/2 1− ni
(C.31)

for i 6= 1. The expression for i = 1 can be found by using the identity∑
i Πj 6=iaj∑
k Πj 6=kaj

= 1 (C.32)

So the squares of the CI coefficients are given by

(c0)2 = 1−
∑
a>N/2

na (C.33)

and

(caaii )2 =
1− ni∑

i≤N/2 1− ni
na (C.34)

By assuming that the first CI coefficient has a positive sign and the other CI
coefficients have a negative sign one arrives at

c0 =

√
1−

∑
a>N/2

na (C.35)

and

caaii = −
√

(1− ni)na√∑
i≤N/2(1− ni)

. (C.36)

One can check that ΨCID of Eqs.(C.1)-(C.36) does produce the correct PINO
occupations. Indeed, summing up all squares of the CI coefficients caaii of
(C.36), which include a particular superscript a, one correctly obtains the
occupation na ∑

i≤N/2

(caaii )2 = na. (C.37)

On the other hand, summing up all squares of caaii of (C.36), which include a
particular subscript i, one correctly obtains the hole (1− ni)∑

a>N/2

(caaii )2 = 1− ni. (C.38)

Note, that ΨCID of Eqs.(C.1)-(C.36) correctly reduces to ΨLS for two-electron
systems. Also, when all electron depletion is concentrated on the HOMO
φN/2, ΨCID correctly reduces to the wave function ΨELS(1) of Chapter 5.
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The expectation value of the Hamiltonian Ĥ for ΨCID of Eqs.(C.1)-(C.36)
produces the NO energy functional ECID[{φ}, {n}]

ECID[{φ}, {n}] = 〈ΨCID|Ĥ|ΨCID〉. (C.39)

Inserting (C.1) in (C.39), one obtains the expression

ECID[{φ}, {n}] = c2
0〈Ψ0|Ĥ|Ψ0〉+

∑
i≤N/2,a>N/2

(caaii )2〈Ψaa
ii |Ĥ|Ψaa

ii 〉

+[
∑

i≤N/2,a>N/2

c0c
aa
ii 〈Ψaa

ii |Ĥ|Ψ0〉+c.c.]+[
∑

i≤N/2,a,b>N/2,a6=b

caaii c
bb
ii 〈Ψaa

ii |Ĥ|Ψbb
ii 〉+c.c.]

+
∑

i,j≤N/2,a>N/2

caaii c
aa
jj 〈Ψaa

ii |Ĥ|Ψaa
jj 〉, (C.40)

in which the first diagonal term is obtained with the reference determinant
Ψ0, the second terms includes the diagonal terms for the double excitations
Ψaa
ii , while the third, fourth, and fifth terms terms includes the cross-products

of various determinants.
Inserting (C.35) and (C.36) in (C.40) and using the Slater-Condon rules

for the individual expectation values in (C.40), one obtains the NO functional
ECID[{φ}, {n}] of the following form

ECID[{φ}, {n}] =
∑
i≤N/2

2nihii +
∑
a>N/2

2nahaa +
∑
i≤N/2

ni(2Jii −Kii)

+
∑
a>N/2

na(2Jaa −Kaa) +
∑

i 6=j≤N/2

(ni + nj − 1)(2Jij −Kij)

+ 2
∑

i≤N/2,a>N/2

na(2Jai −Kai)− 2
∑

i≤N/2,a>N/2

(1− ni)na(2Jai −Kai)∑
k≤N/2(1− nk)

−
∑

i≤N/2,a>N/2

√
(

1∑
k≤N/2(1− nk)

− 1)(1− ni)na(Lai + Lia)

+
∑

a,b>N/2,a6=b

√
nanb(Lab + Lba) +

∑
i,j≤N/2,i 6=j

√
(1− ni)(1− nj)Lij. (C.41)

Note that when all electron depletion is concentrated on the HOMO φN/2,
ECID[{φ}, {n}] of Eq.(C.41) correctly reduces to the energy expression of
ELS(1). Being produced only with double excitations, ECID[{φ}, {n}] of
(C.41) is not expected to yield a particularly accurate total energy. However,
it can be used as a basis for the development of future NO functionals, as
has been done in ref [34].
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Appendix D

Comparison of orbital shapes

In this appendix we apply an approximate effective one electron operator to
exact KS MOs, HF MOs and NOs obtained from an exact wavefunction in
order to elucidate and compare the behavior and physical characteristics of
these orbitals. Throughout this thesis we have seen that (approximately)
exact KS potentials generate virtual orbitals that can be used to describe
(most) excitations within a local molecular fragment as one to one orbital
transitions. The HF potential generates virtual orbitals which offer the one
to one orbital transition picture in case one transfers an electron from one
fragment to another. However, these orbitals offer very poor descriptions
for excitations within local molecular fragments due to the fact that these
orbitals feel the full potential of all electrons in the ground state orbitals.

In Chapter 5 we have seen that the NOs obtained from the exact ground
state wavefunction are an even worse basis for describing local excitations.
We were able to bypass this problem by introducing NEOs, which are almost
equal in shape to the exact KS orbitals in case of the H2 molecule. However,
this does not tell us why the ground state NOs are such a poor basis for
the description of excitations. Unlike the KS and HF one electron potentials
there is no point in dissecting the two-electron contribution to the effective
one electron NO potential. All fractionally occupied NOs have the same
orbital energy, making it impossible to assign any physically understandable
characteristics to the potentials. Instead, we will apply an approximate local
potential to all orbitals. We choose to use the H2 molecule at equilibrium
distance, since one can easily generate a simple approximate KS like potential
for this system by adding a Coulomb integral between the orbital and the
(highly) occupied orbital to the pure one electron part. This generates the
following effective orbital energies

εeff
a = haa + J1a (D.1)
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The results of this procedure and the decomposition of the pure one electron
terms for the exact KS MOs, HF MOs and NOs are shown in Tables D.1-D.3.
Note that only the σg and σu (bold) orbitals are shown for brevity’s sake.
The components for the (highly) occupied orbital for all orbital types are
(almost) equal, which indicates that these orbitals are equal, as expected.
In case of the KS orbitals the approximate effective orbital energies are very
close to the exact KS orbital energies, indicating that our crude approximate
KS potential is quite good for this system. All of the energy components of
the first two virtual HF orbitals are very small, which indicates that these
orbitals are quite diffuse. As was discussed in ref [14] and shown in Figure
1.3 HF orbitals with orbital energies above 0 are unbound states whose shape
is simply as diffuse as the basis set allows and reach the limit of 0 Hartree
from above. We only have a few diffuse functions in our basis set, so the
collapse effect is only present in the first few virtual orbitals. Judging by
the energy components the first 3 shown virtual KS orbitals have partially
diffuse character (not as much as the first few virtual HF orbitals), which is
suitable for the associated Rydberg-like excitations. Only the first 3 shown
virtual KS MOs have bound energies. In principle one should have an infinite
amount of the bound KS orbitals due to the fact that the exact KS potential
resembles the Coulombic −1

r
Hydrogen-like potential in the outer region.

However, our basis set is fairly limited. As a result the difference between
the HF and KS orbitals starts to fade from orbital 7 and onwards. The shape
and energy of the orbitals beyond this point are dominated by the kinetic
energy component of the energy due to a lack of diffuse functions.

An entirely different picture is seen in case of the NOs. It is quite evident
that the occupation number ordering of the NOs is equivalent to the ordering
of the (phase dependent) exchange integrals L1a between the highly occupied
orbital and the respective weakly occupied orbitals. This can be explained by
the fact that the correlating weakly occupied orbitals lower the total energy
of the system through the −√n1naL1a terms generated by the interaction
of the determinants containing the weakly occupied NOs and the determi-
nant that contains the highly occupied NO 〈Φaa

11 |Ĥel|Φ0〉. The value of the
integrals depends on the overlap between the highly occupied orbital and
the respective weakly occupied orbital. So weakly occupied orbitals with an
appreciable occupation are located in the same region as the highly occupied
NO, while all diffuse components are relegated to the NOs that are (almost)
completely unoccupied. The first few exact virtual KS orbitals, which offer a
nice single orbital to orbital transition picture, have both these valence and
diffuse components at the same time. This explains the one to many orbital
transition picture that is offered by the ground state NO basis.
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MO εKS εeff hT hV htotal J1a L1a

1 -0.604 -0.592 0.567 -1.821 -1.254 0.661 0.661
2 -0.161 -0.158 0.332 -0.865 -0.533 0.375 0.060
3 -0.110 -0.129 0.142 -0.497 -0.355 0.227 0.020
6 -0.024 -0.046 0.206 -0.454 -0.248 0.202 0.020
7 0.056 0.041 0.331 -0.532 -0.202 0.243 0.019
10 0.091 0.077 0.382 -0.573 -0.190 0.267 0.014
11 0.176 0.163 0.500 -0.598 -0.097 0.260 0.024
12 0.267 0.255 0.600 -0.619 -0.018 0.274 0.020
15 0.503 0.503 0.929 -0.770 0.159 0.344 0.030
20 0.636 0.630 1.142 -0.896 0.246 0.384 0.034
23 0.716 0.724 1.187 -0.809 0.378 0.346 0.026
26 0.901 0.921 1.359 -0.781 0.579 0.342 0.021
27 1.380 1.389 1.994 -1.067 0.927 0.462 0.040
30 1.893 1.909 2.430 -0.948 1.482 0.427 0.018
31 2.391 2.399 3.546 -1.675 1.871 0.528 0.047
32 2.559 2.559 3.904 -1.894 2.010 0.549 0.055
37 3.673 3.694 4.778 -1.713 3.065 0.630 0.053
44 4.566 4.583 5.516 -1.519 3.996 0.586 0.030
45 4.948 4.966 5.836 -1.439 4.397 0.569 0.027
48 5.159 5.154 6.487 -1.967 4.520 0.634 0.040
49 5.386 5.391 6.984 -2.291 4.694 0.697 0.044
50 9.289 9.319 11.172 -2.507 8.665 0.654 0.029

Table D.1: Characteristics of the σg and σu (bold) “exact” KS MOs (all
energies are in Hartree) obtained for the H2 molecule at the equilibrium
geometry. These MOs were generated by the procedure outlined in [133].
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MO εHF εeff hT hV htotal J1a L1a

1 -0.594 -0.594 0.562 -1.814 -1.253 0.658 0.658
2 0.049 -0.114 0.066 -0.349 -0.283 0.169 0.006
3 0.052 -0.104 0.061 -0.325 -0.264 0.160 0.004
4 0.188 -0.070 0.279 -0.640 -0.361 0.292 0.034
7 0.270 0.040 0.334 -0.543 -0.210 0.249 0.020
10 0.327 0.078 0.372 -0.556 -0.183 0.262 0.014
11 0.396 0.168 0.449 -0.526 -0.077 0.245 0.016
12 0.535 0.236 0.724 -0.837 -0.113 0.348 0.049
15 0.819 0.501 0.937 -0.785 0.152 0.350 0.032
20 0.986 0.628 1.147 -0.914 0.233 0.395 0.037
21 1.042 0.721 1.174 -0.801 0.374 0.347 0.025
26 1.256 0.888 1.526 -1.050 0.476 0.412 0.045
27 1.815 1.383 2.006 -1.098 0.908 0.475 0.043
30 2.318 1.901 2.464 -1.000 1.463 0.437 0.020
31 2.878 2.397 3.551 -1.683 1.868 0.529 0.048
32 3.055 2.569 3.884 -1.852 2.033 0.536 0.050
37 4.270 3.683 4.810 -1.771 3.040 0.644 0.057
44 5.136 4.580 5.519 -1.524 3.995 0.586 0.030
45 5.510 4.954 5.909 -1.541 4.368 0.586 0.030
46 5.750 5.170 6.410 -1.856 4.554 0.616 0.036
49 6.044 5.401 6.937 -2.220 4.717 0.684 0.041
50 9.943 9.313 11.203 -2.549 8.654 0.659 0.030

Table D.2: Characteristics of the σg and σu (bold) HF MOs (all energies are
in Hartree) obtained for the H2 molecule at the equilibrium geometry.
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NO occ εeff hT hV htotal J1a L1a

1 0.9820454 -0.592 0.569 -1.824 -1.254 0.662 0.662
2 0.0099722 0.133 1.435 -1.950 -0.515 0.648 0.168
3 0.0030215 0.439 1.530 -1.672 -0.143 0.582 0.130
6 0.0000993 1.674 2.862 -1.829 1.033 0.641 0.071
7 0.0000955 1.780 3.414 -2.263 1.152 0.629 0.072
10 0.0000447 2.231 3.267 -1.628 1.639 0.592 0.053
15 0.0000080 3.266 4.225 -1.575 2.649 0.617 0.037
16 0.0000079 3.376 4.703 -1.927 2.776 0.600 0.037
23 0.0000052 3.909 5.238 -1.919 3.319 0.591 0.033
26 0.0000015 2.710 3.273 -1.003 2.270 0.440 0.013
31 0.0000010 3.832 4.595 -1.266 3.329 0.503 0.016
32 0.0000008 3.421 4.097 -1.149 2.948 0.473 0.013
35 0.0000004 4.433 5.211 -1.248 3.963 0.469 0.011
38 0.0000002 2.334 2.771 -0.812 1.959 0.375 0.006
41 0.0000000 5.720 6.492 -1.177 5.315 0.405 0.005
42 0.0000000 1.899 2.237 -0.606 1.631 0.268 0.002
43 0.0000000 1.660 1.973 -0.609 1.364 0.296 0.002
44 0.0000000 0.720 0.957 -0.448 0.508 0.212 0.000
45 0.0000000 0.428 0.646 -0.431 0.216 0.212 0.000
48 0.0000000 0.038 0.177 -0.276 -0.099 0.137 0.000
49 0.0000000 0.360 0.545 -0.369 0.176 0.184 0.000
50 0.0000000 -0.019 0.106 -0.251 -0.145 0.125 0.000

Table D.3: Characteristics of the σg and σu (bold) NOs (all energies are in
Hartree) obtained for the H2 molecule at the equilibrium geometry
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Appendix E

Supporting information for
physical meaning of virtual
Kohn-Sham orbitals and orbital
energies: an ideal basis for the
description of molecular
excitations

All results for the set of 11 benchmark molecules are given in the tables
below. Each table specifies for a given molecule the excitation energies to
the mentioned states, with the BP86 functional, the M06-2X functional, and
the SAOP functional. As basis sets the gaussian bases Gaussian(3D) and
Gaussian(2D) have been used. The STO basis is the QZ3P-2D set. See main
text for explanation.

1B3u 1B1u 1B1g 1B2g 2Ag 2B3u 3B3u 4B3u 3B1g 2B1u 5B3u

Functional Basis Ryd π → π∗ Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd
Experiment Experiment 7.11 7.65 7.80 7.90 8.28 8.62 8.90 9.08 9.20 9.33 9.51
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 6.48 7.11 6.86 6.82 6.97 6.95 7.14 7.38 7.52 7.36 7.78
BP86 QZ3P-2D 6.41 7.32 6.72 6.68 6.82 6.92 7.42 7.55 7.73 7.92 8.02
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 6.83 7.51 7.34 7.41 7.81 8.20 8.52 8.75 8.66 8.69 10.08
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 6.79 7.17 7.32 7.41 7.71 8.15 8.41 8.43 8.54 8.71 8.95
SAOP QZ3P-2D 7.29 7.62 7.68 7.92 8.89 9.03 9.47 10.42 10.26 9.91 11.01

Table E.1: Ethylene excitation energies (eV).
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B1 A1

Functional Basis Ryd Ryd
Experiment Experiment 6.17 6.70
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 5.49 5.98
BP86 QZ3P-2D 5.43 5.78
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 6.04 6.55
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 6.01 6.38
SAOP QZ3P-2D 6.10 6.72

Table E.2: Isobutene excitation energies (eV).

1Bu 1Bg 2Au 2Bu 2Bg 3Ag 3Bu

Functional Basis π → π∗ Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd
Experiment Experiment 5.91 6.22 6.66 7.07 7.36 7.62 8.00
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 5.43 5.58 5.81 6.08 6.05 6.25 6.39
BP86 QZ3P-2D 5.44 5.48 5.70 5.86 5.99 6.32 7.22
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 5.79 5.88 6.28 6.72 6.88 7.21 7.78
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 5.54 5.86 6.26 6.63 6.89 7.17 7.95
SAOP QZ3P-2D 5.52 6.42 6.60 7.81 7.56 7.70 9.14

Table E.3: Trans-1,3-butadiene excitation energies (eV).

1A2 1B2 2B2 2A1 2A2 3B2 1B1 3A2 4B2 4A1 5B2

Functional Basis n → π∗ Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd π → π∗ Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd
Experiment Experiment 4.00 7.08 7.97 8.14 8.37 8.88 9.00 9.22 9.26 9.58 9.63
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 3.81 5.88 6.45 6.39 6.50 6.46 8.84 6.93 6.80 6.81 6.86
BP86 QZ3P-2D 3.87 5.87 6.37 6.34 6.49 6.43 8.85 7.59 7.01 7.43 7.29
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 3.61 7.05 7.78 7.89 8.05 8.84 8.74 9.33 9.16 9.28 9.26
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 3.51 7.04 7.75 7.87 8.07 8.73 8.45 9.09 8.87 9.06 8.97
SAOP QZ3P-2D 4.20 7.18 8.22 8.34 8.98 9.49 8.94 9.77 10.11 10.31 10.65

Table E.4: Formaldehyde excitation energies (eV).

A” 2A’ 3A’ 4A’ 6A’ 7A’
Functional Basis n → π∗ Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd
Experiment Experiment 4.28 6.82 7.46 7.75 8.43 8.69
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 4.13 5.59 5.97 6.13 6.24 6.29
BP86 QZ3P-2D 4.18 5.50 5.84 5.96 6.40 6.47
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 3.96 6.86 7.46 7.64 8.33 8.48
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 3.85 6.85 7.44 7.62 8.30 8.45
SAOP QZ3P-2D 4.49 6.72 7.36 8.02 8.50 8.69

Table E.5: Acetaldehyde excitation energies (eV).
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1A2 1B2 2A2 2A1 2B2 3A1 3B2 1B1

Functional Basis n → π∗ Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd Ryd
Experiment Experiment 4.43 6.36 7.36 7.41 7.49 7.8 8.09 8.17
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 4.22 5.15 5.79 5.74 5.82 5.95 5.85 5.93
BP86 QZ3P-2D 4.27 5.10 5.59 5.58 5.64 6.06 5.75 6.01
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 4.13 6.52 7.32 7.4 7.41 8.04 7.82 8.12
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 4.03 6.54 7.33 7.38 7.40 8.03 7.80 8.12
SAOP QZ3P-2D 4.59 6.09 7.52 7.21 7.64 8.20 7.74 8.17

Table E.6: Acetone excitation energies (eV).

B1 B2 A2 A1

Functional Basis n → π∗ π → π∗ n → π∗ π → π∗

Experiment Experiment 4.59 4.99 5.43 6.38
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 4.37 5.31 4.46 6.14
BP86 QZ3P-2D 4.37 5.33 4.48 6.19
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 4.87 5.63 5.49 6.55
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 4.67 5.45 5.37 6.07
SAOP QZ3P-2D 4.53 5.31 4.71 6.18

Table E.7: Pyridine excitation energies (eV).

B3u B2u B2g B1g B1u

Functional Basis n → π∗ π → π∗ n → π∗ n → π∗ π → π∗

Experiment Experiment 3.83 4.81 5.46 6.10 6.51
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 3.57 5.22 5.13 5.59 6.36
BP86 QZ3P-2D 3.58 5.23 5.13 5.61 6.39
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 3.98 5.49 5.68 7.13 6.72
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 3.78 5.29 5.45 7.08 6.24
SAOP QZ3P-2D 3.68 5.16 5.33 5.95 6.41

Table E.8: Pyrazine excitation energies (eV).

B1 A2 B2 A2 B1 A1

Functional Basis n → π∗ n → π∗ π → π∗ n → π∗ n → π∗ π → π∗

Experiment Experiment 3.85 4.62 5.12 5.52 5.90 6.70
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 3.79 4.02 5.56 5.11 5.34 6.41
BP86 QZ3P-2D 3.80 4.04 5.58 5.11 5.35 6.44
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 4.41 4.88 5.91 5.91 6.33 6.83
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 4.26 4.75 5.72 5.73 6.21 6.37
SAOP QZ3P-2D 3.97 4.27 5.57 5.27 5.57 6.44

Table E.9: Pyrimidine excitation energies (eV).
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B1 A1 A2 B1 B2

Functional Basis n → π∗ π → π∗ n → π∗ n → π∗ π → π∗

Experiment Experiment 3.60 5.00 5.30 6.00 6.50
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 3.13 5.44 5.03 5.45 6.25
BP86 QZ3P-2D 3.16 5.45 5.06 5.47 6.31
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 3.66 5.78 4.49 6.46 6.71
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 3.48 5.59 5.49 6.34 6.19
SAOP QZ3P-2D 3.38 5.43 5.16 5.65 6.27

Table E.10: Pyridazine excitation energies (eV).

B3u Au Au B3u

Functional Basis n → π∗ n → π∗ n → π∗ n → π∗

Experiment Experiment 2.25 3.40 5.00 6.34
BP86 Gaussian(3D) 1.85 2.84 4.63 5.65
BP86 QZ3P-2D 1.90 2.88 4.67 5.68
M06-2X Gaussian(2D) 2.27 3.81 5.28 6.65
M06-2X QZ3P-2D 2.13 3.71 5.08 6.56
SAOP QZ3P-2D 2.05 3.21 4.68 5.87

Table E.11: S-Tetrazine excitation energies (eV).
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Appendix F

The one-electron description of
excited states: natural
excitation orbitals of density
matrix theory and Kohn-Sham
orbitals of density functional
theory as ideal orbitals
(Supporting Information)

We list below in Tables F.1-F.3 the same information as in the Tables of the
main chapter, but now for the lowest Σ+

g excited states.
Next, in Tables F.4-F.9 the same information is given for both Σ+

u and Σ+
g

excited states, but now at the elongated bond length of 5 Bohr. The basis set
here and in the main article is the aug-cc-pVTZ basis (50 cartesian functions).

The Tables at Re show that for Σ+
g excitations the same observations hold

as for the Σ+
u excitations in the main text: The transition densities in NO

basis (Table F.1) exhibit a multideterminantal nature of the excited states,
and do not permit a clear interpretation of these excitations. We have added
the diagonal double excitation terms (∆γpp(ωα) with p = 1, 2, 3), which show
that there is little double excitation character in the NO basis for the lowest
four Σ+

u excitations.
Table F.2 shows the strong similarity of NEO orbitals to Kohn-Sham

orbitals (overlaps > 0.99) and the very good correspondence of the orbital
energies (differencies with respect to εHOMO) ωag of the NEOs with the calcu-
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∆γ1a(ωα) vectors
a 21Σ+

g 31Σ+
g 41Σ+

g 51Σ+
g

3 -0.535 0.445 -0.576 0.206
6 0.129 0.195 0.348 0.317
10 -0.483 0.378 -0.271 0.082
16 -0.137 -0.272 -0.373 -0.242
26 -0.465 0.380 0.028 -0.005
31 0.296 0.057 0.206 0.069
38 -0.114 -0.419 -0.437 -0.132
42 0.446 -0.032 0.047 0.199
45 -0.168 0.731 0.700 -0.431
48 -0.870 -0.742 0.674 0.136
1 1 -0.005 0.011 0.001 0.102
2 2 -0.004 -0.007 -0.012 -0.116
3 3 0.008 -0.006 0.008 0.005

Table F.1: TDPINO transition densities for the lowest 1Σ+
g excitations for

H2 at Re in the NO basis

lated excitation energies, and the same for the KS orbital energy gaps. This
suggests that these are single excitations to the corresponding (KS, NEO)
orbitals. The BP86 orbital energy gaps are clearly a bit less accurate, but
still quite reasonable.

Table F.3 shows that in the NEO basis the excited states 2Σ+
g - 5Σ+

g

at Re indeed have nearly purely single excitation character. [The transition
density for a pure single excitation, to a normalized singlet wavefunction for
the open-shell configuration (φi)

1(φa)
1 from a pure single determinant ground

state has the value
√

2.] Only 5Σ+
g is composed of more orbital excitations.

At 5 Bohr (Tables F.4-F.9) similar observations can be made, but there
are some important differences. The NOs again yield a strong mixture of
many types of excitations and are obviously not suitable for interpretation
(Tables F.4 and F.7). Looking at the NEO properties at this long distance
(Tables F.5 and F.8), it is clear they continue to practically coincide with
the KS orbitals (overlaps > 0.97). The orbital energies, however, play a
different role now. It is known that at long distance the Kohn-Sham orbital
energy of the 1σu orbital approaches that of 1σg (the Kohn-Sham gap goes
to zero). However, the excitation energy to the 11Σ+

u state does not go
to zero (to 0.290 H for 11Σ+

u ). This is a case of significant discrepancy
between Kohn-Sham orbital energy difference and excitation energy, which
is when adiabatic TDDFT breaks down, cf. the TDDFT(BP86) excitation
energy of 0.143 H. We see the same behavior for the orbital energy of the
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a1Σ+
g excitations

a 2 3 4 5〈
θ1
ag

∣∣φag〉 0.998 0.995 0.997 0.998
ωa1Σ+

g
(FCI) 0.483 0.653 0.688 1.039

ωag(NEO) 0.496 0.663 0.699 1.118
∆ε1g,ag(KS) 0.494 0.660 0.696 1.107

∆ε1g,ag (BP86) 0.403 0.587 0.640 1.068
ωa1Σ+

g
(TDDFT-BP86) 0.409 0.595 0.640 1.067

Table F.2: a1Σ+
g excitations in H2 at Re. Top line: Overlap integrals between

the NEOs and the corresponding virtual KS orbitals. Second line: FCI
excitation energies (in Hartree). Third line, ωag(NEO): “orbital energies” of
the NEOs (eigenvalues of the diagonalization of A+

a1,1b(Σ
+
g ) matrix). Fourth

line, exact KS orbital energy differences ∆ε1g,ag = εs(aσg) − εs(1σg). Fifth
line, ∆ε1g,ag (BP86): same orbital energy differences for BP86. Last line,
BP86-TDDFT excitation energies for Σ+

g symmetry.

1σu NEO, which also goes to zero. The TDPINOFT equations still yield the
correct excitation energy owing to correct treatment of the coupling terms
with our exact functional. The composition of the a1Σ+

u states (Table F.6) is
no longer simply single excitation like. As analyzed before [42] off-diagonal
double excitations (2 = 1σu → 3, 7, 11, . . . ) become important now. This is
perfectly understandable because of the admixing of the (1σu)

2 configuration
into the ground state at this long bond length, which makes excitations out
of the (1σu)

2 shell important. Adiabatic TDDFT completely lacks this type
of excitation and becomes very poor (Table F.5).

The situation in Σ+
g symmetry is different, since at long distance the di-

agonal double excitation (1σg)
2 → (1σu)

2 becomes dominant in the lowest
excited state, 21Σ+

g . This is corroborated by the transition density in Table
F.9. The (1,1) and (2,2) matrix elements of ∆γpq dominate for the 21Σ+

g

state, as they should.[42] The characteristics of the Σ+
g NEOs in Table F.8

have to be considered with some care, since they do not correspond nec-
essarily with the excitations, the latter not being single orbital excitations
to those NEOs. The Σ+

g states can be of double excitation type, involving
excitations to completely different orbitals (e.g. σu ones). A point in case
is 21Σ+

g : the 2σg NEO is irrelevant for this excitation beause the excitation
is not a single 1σg → 2σg transition, but it has, as mentioned, much double
excitation character (1σg)

2 → (1σu)
2 (Table F.9). The orbital energy of the

2σg NEO (and of the KS orbital) do not have to have any relation with this
excitation energy. The exact KS ∆ε(2σg) = 0.385 H is indeed considerably
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∆γ1a(ωα) vectors
a 21Σ+

g 31Σ+
g 41Σ+

g 51Σ+
g

3 1.356 -0.041 0.045 -0.013
7 -0.099 -1.273 0.458 0.040
10 0.057 -0.485 -1.274 0.101
15 -0.046 0.042 -0.082 -0.632
20 -0.035 0.043 -0.046 0.245
27 0.021 -0.020 0.028 0.053
31 -0.013 0.011 -0.017 0.017
37 0.008 -0.008 0.010 0.005
45 -0.002 0.002 -0.003 0.003
49 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.003
1 1 -0.005 0.011 0.001 0.102
2 2 0.001 -0.008 -0.006 -0.092
3 3 0.007 -0.001 0.001 0.003

Table F.3: TDPINO transition densities for the lowest 1Σ+
g excitations for

H2 at Re in the NEO basis

higher than the excitation energy of 0.295 H. The fact that the BP86 ap-
proximation leads to an orbital energy gap ∆εBP86(2σg) = 0.284 H which
is close to the exact excitation energy, is accidental: the excitation in the
TDDFT calculation is erroneously being described as the single 1σg → 2σg,
which happens to have approximately an orbital energy gap close to the ac-
tual (1σg)

2 → (1σu)
2 excitation energy. The fact that at this distance, and

with the employed basis set, the TDDFT(BP86) excitation energy to 21Σ+
g

(and to 31Σ+
g and 41Σ+

g as well) are quite close to the exact ones is fortuitous.
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∆γpq(ωα) vectors
p q 11Σ+

u 21Σ+
u 31Σ+

u 41Σ+
u

2 1 -0.226 0.034 0.035 0.089
3 2 -0.156 -0.262 0.396 -0.394
6 2 -0.253 0.145 0.052 -0.193
7 2 -0.018 0.195 -0.197 0.230
8 1 0.156 0.195 0.017 -0.110
17 1 -0.006 -0.103 -0.139 0.049
18 1 0.295 0.627 0.197 0.371
19 2 0.057 -0.140 0.128 0.064
24 1 0.032 0.088 0.091 -0.161
25 2 -0.094 0.121 -0.058 -0.041
26 2 -0.024 0.093 -0.096 -0.009
27 1 -0.045 -0.084 -0.043 0.092
32 1 -0.008 -0.103 -0.137 0.023
39 2 0.044 -0.084 0.074 0.076
44 1 0.022 0.096 0.114 -0.123
45 2 -0.085 0.146 -0.106 -0.076
46 1 0.035 0.093 0.082 -0.127
47 2 0.037 -0.038 0.005 0.008
48 1 -0.030 -0.117 -0.140 0.159
49 1 0.078 0.478 0.645 -0.141
50 2 -0.116 0.318 -0.405 -0.492

Table F.4: TDPINO transition densities for the lowest 1Σ+
u excitations for

H2 at 5 Bohr in the NO basis
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a1Σ+
u excitations

a 1 2 3 4
〈θ1
au|φau〉 0.999 0.971 0.966 0.992

ωa1Σ+
u

(FCI) 0.290 0.380 0.467 0.505
ωau(NEO) 0.014 0.264 0.393 0.436

∆ε1g,au(KS) 0.028 0.395 0.556 0.641
∆ε1g,au (BP86) 0.038 0.294 0.485 0.578

ωa1Σ+
u

(TDDFT-BP86) 0.143 0.299 0.482 0.557

Table F.5: a1Σ+
u excitations in H2 at 5 Bohr. Top line: Overlap integrals be-

tween the NEOs and the corresponding virtual KS orbitals. Second line: FCI
excitation energies (in Hartree) of the related 1Σ+

u excitations. Third line,
ωau(NEO): “orbital energies” of the NEOs (eigenvalues of the diagonaliza-
tion of A+

a1,1b(Σ
+
u ) matrix). Fourth line, exact KS orbital energy differences

∆ε1g,au = εs(aσu)− εs(1σg). Fifth line, ∆ε1g,au (BP86): same orbital energy
differences for BP86. Last line, BP86-TDDFT excitation energies for Σ+

u

symmetry.
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∆γpq(ωα) vectors
p q 11Σ+

u 21Σ+
u 31Σ+

u 41Σ+
u

2 1 0.241 -0.006 -0.025 -0.086
3 2 0.140 -0.524 0.584 0.275
4 1 -0.278 -0.840 -0.665 -0.037
7 2 -0.276 -0.077 0.250 -0.625
10 1 -0.174 -0.142 0.311 -0.402
11 2 -0.145 0.134 0.046 0.185
12 1 0.068 0.045 -0.033 -0.304
15 2 0.070 -0.021 -0.033 -0.034
24 1 0.058 0.029 -0.055 0.054
25 2 0.050 -0.039 -0.005 -0.040
28 1 0.028 0.013 0.006 -0.073
29 2 0.016 0.008 -0.017 0.034
30 1 -0.003 -0.003 -0.007 0.017
31 1 0.012 0.005 -0.005 -0.007
32 2 0.012 -0.007 -0.002 -0.005
39 2 0.001 0.001 -0.001 0.001
42 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.002
47 2 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.002
48 1 0.002 0.001 -0.002 0.003
49 2 -0.002 -0.001 0.000 -0.001
50 1 -0.002 -0.001 0.001 0.001

Table F.6: TDPINO transition densities for the lowest 1Σ+
u excitations for

H2 at 5 Bohr in the NEO basis
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APPENDIX F. SI: NATURAL EXCITATION ORBITALS

∆γpq(ωα) vectors
p q 21Σ+

g 31Σ+
g 41Σ+

g 51Σ+
g

3 1 0.119 0.467 0.101 0.676
6 1 0.392 -0.089 0.118 0.335
7 1 0.068 -0.316 -0.001 -0.420
8 2 -0.085 -0.142 0.084 0.103
17 2 0.000 0.040 -0.103 -0.069
18 2 -0.131 -0.353 0.435 -0.078
19 1 -0.123 0.226 0.083 -0.019
24 2 -0.014 -0.049 0.060 0.114
25 1 0.166 -0.154 0.017 0.040
26 1 0.060 -0.159 -0.060 -0.044
27 2 0.022 0.053 -0.047 -0.068
32 2 -0.001 0.039 -0.105 -0.048
39 1 -0.089 0.136 0.064 -0.063
44 2 -0.007 -0.045 0.079 0.094
45 1 0.163 -0.217 -0.046 0.054
46 2 -0.015 -0.051 0.063 0.089
47 1 -0.063 0.039 -0.033 -0.018
48 2 0.010 0.056 -0.095 -0.115
49 2 -0.019 -0.192 0.483 0.211
50 1 0.267 -0.619 -0.568 0.410
1 1 -0.796 -0.152 -0.225 0.273
2 2 0.802 0.152 0.225 -0.274

Table F.7: TDPINO transition densities for the lowest 1Σ+
g excitations for

H2 at 5 Bohr in the NO basis
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APPENDIX F. SI: NATURAL EXCITATION ORBITALS

a1Σ+
g excitations

a 2 3 4 5〈
θ1
ag

∣∣φag〉 0.972 0.990 0.966 0.993
ωa1Σ+

g
(FCI) 0.295 0.378 0.479 0.483

ωag(NEO) 0.253 0.311 0.406 0.613
∆ε1g,ag(KS) 0.385 0.437 0.586 0.916

∆ε1g,ag (BP86) 0.284 0.376 0.505 0.854
ωa1Σ+

g
(TDDFT-BP86) 0.291 0.380 0.514 0.832

Table F.8: a1Σ+
g excitations in H2 at 5 Bohr. Top line: Overlap integrals

between the NEOs and the corresponding virtual KS orbitals. Second line:
FCI excitation energies (in Hartree). Third line, ωag(NEO): “orbital ener-
gies” of the NEOs (eigenvalues of the diagonalization of A+

a1,1b(Σ
+
g ) matrix).

Fourth line, exact KS orbital energy differences ∆ε1g,ag = εs(aσg) − εs(1σg).
Fifth line, ∆ε1g,ag (BP86): same orbital energy differences for BP86. Last
line, BP86-TDDFT excitation energies for Σ+

g symmetry.
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APPENDIX F. SI: NATURAL EXCITATION ORBITALS

∆γpq(ωα) vectors
p q 21Σ+

g 31Σ+
g 41Σ+

g 51Σ+
g

3 1 0.364 -0.913 -0.505 0.063
4 2 -0.071 -0.407 0.701 0.167
7 1 -0.356 -0.198 0.045 -0.944
10 2 -0.054 -0.128 -0.001 -0.230
11 1 -0.238 0.059 -0.317 0.154
12 2 0.005 0.050 0.024 -0.160
15 1 0.082 -0.021 0.061 -0.067
24 2 0.017 0.031 0.000 0.045
25 1 0.075 -0.017 0.054 -0.033
28 2 -0.002 0.013 -0.003 -0.047
29 1 0.015 0.006 -0.003 0.035
30 2 0.003 -0.002 0.004 0.013
31 2 0.001 0.006 0.000 -0.003
32 1 0.016 -0.003 0.009 -0.004
39 1 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
42 2 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.001
47 1 0.000 0.001 -0.001 0.002
48 2 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.002
49 1 0.003 0.000 0.001 -0.001
50 2 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.000
1 1 -0.796 -0.152 -0.225 0.273
2 2 0.807 0.168 0.207 -0.278

Table F.9: TDPINO transition densities for the lowest 1Σ+
g excitations for

H2 at 5 Bohr in the NEO basis
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Summary

An important part of the field of theoretical chemistry is the determina-
tion of potential energy curves. These curves can be obtained by solving
the electronic Schrödinger equation for several sets of nuclear coordinates.
In case of small molecules one can obtain very accurate approximations to
the exact wavefunctions and their associated energies for both the ground
state and excited states. However, one cannot obtain accurate quantities for
larger molecules due to the fact that the computational effort scales unfa-
vorably when the system size is increased. One can avoid calculating the
wavefunction by using the fact that there is a one to one mapping between
the ground state energy and the electronic density of the system. An exact
expression for this mapping is unknown, so one has to use approximations.
These approximate density functionals are known to generate accurate and
computationally inexpensive results for many systems. One can also often
obtain accurate results for excited states by using the time dependent ver-
sion of density functional theory. In Chapter 2 it is accentuated that these
methods do not only yield good results, but that the Kohn-Sham orbitals
that are generated by accurate approximate functionals give an easily under-
standable physical picture of ionizations and excitations within molecules.
One can, however, not use these methods for all states and systems due to
some of the approximations that are made in both the ground and excited
state methods. For instance, it is not possible to describe chemical bond
breaking with these methods. One can also not describe excited states in
which multiple “electrons” are excited at the same time. A large amount of
approximations have been researched in order to fix these issues. However,
up until this point no practical and universal solution has come up. Instead
of trying new approximations within density functional theory one can in-
stead move to a more expanded theory which has more options. The density
matrix functional theory goes beyond density functional theory and uses the
density matrix instead of just the density of the electronic system. The exact
mapping between the density matrix and the ground state energy is known
for systems that contain 2 electrons. One has also been able to generate ap-
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SUMMARY

proximate functionals that are able to accurately describe the bond breaking
process for many-electron systems like CH4, H2O and HF. It is also possible
to generate excited state curves by using the time dependent version. How-
ever, it has been shown that the time dependent density matrix functional
theory is not able to generate accurate results. In order to still obtain accu-
rate curves an extension was added to the density matrix functional theory.
It has been shown that the resulting time dependent phase including natural
orbital theory is able to get exact excitation energies for systems that contain
2 electrons. The excitation energy is not the only quantity of importance in
case one is looking at the excitation processes in a molecule, it is also impor-
tant to know if a molecule is going to absorb incoming photons. The relative
absorption ability of each of the excitations can be related to the oscillator
strength of the excitation. In Chapter 3 the PINO oscillator strength for-
mala is derived, and applied to the H2 and HeH+ molecules. Up until this
point the PINO theory has only been applied to systems that contain 2 elec-
trons. It is important to see whether this theory can also be used to generate
accurate excited state potential energy curves for many-electron molecules.
A new functional that yields very accurate potential energy curves for quasi
2 electron systems (LiH, Li2) is derived in Chapter 4. In addition to the
new functional it is also shown that most of the functionals that were used
to generate ground state curves cannot be used for excited state calculations.
Furthermore, it is shown that it is likely that future functionals should use
a linear dependence on the natural occupation number (ni) for the diagonal
elements of the two-body density matrix (Γiiii). The excitation energies are
described very accurately for the systems described above. However, the ex-
citations cannot be easily interpreted due to the fact that many orbital to
orbital transitions are involved. In Chapter 5 it is proposed to bypass the
problem by performing a transformation of the “virtual” orbitals to so called
natural excitation orbitals (NEOs). It is shown that the NEOs are almost
equivalent to the “exact” Kohn-Sham orbitals for the H2 molecule. Since we
have used an exact functional for this molecule the equivalence of the orbitals
can be viewed as a conformation of the findings in Chapter 2.
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Samenvatting

Een belangrijk onderdeel van de theoretische chemie is het berekenen van po-
tentiële energie curves. Deze curves kunnen berekend worden door oplossin-
gen te vinden voor de elektronische Schrödingervergelijking voor meerdere
sets van nucleaire coordinaten. Men is in staat om de golfuncties en de
bijbehorende energieën voor zowel de grond toestand als aangeslagen toes-
tanden van systemen heel nauwkeurig te benaderen voor kleine moleculen.
Het vinden van goede golffuncties is echter niet mogelijk voor grotere sys-
temen omdat de berekeningen steeds duurder worden naarmate het aantal
elektronen in het systeem groeit. Om het berekenen van de golffunctie te
vermijden en toch nauwkeurige energieën te krijgen voor grotere systemen,
kan men gebruik maken van het feit dat er een relatie is tussen de energie
van de grondtoestand en de elektronische dichtheid van systemen. Deze
relatie is niet exact bekend, dus worden er benaderingen gebruikt. In de
praktijk is men in staat om met deze benaderde dichtheidsfunctionalen voor
veel systemen nauwkeurige en computationeel goedkope resultaten te gener-
eren. De curves voor de aangeslagen toestanden kan men goedkoop berekenen
door gebruik te maken van de tijdsafhankelijke dichtheidsfunctionaal theorie.
Ook deze methode wordt in veel onderzoeken met veel succes gebruikt. In
Hoofdstuk 2 wordt onderstreept dat deze methodes niet alleen vaak goede
resultaten opleveren, maar dat de Kohn-Sham orbitalen die verkregen zijn
met goede benaderingen ook een makkelijk te begrijpen fysisch beeld geven
van ionizaties en excitaties binnen moleculen. Vanwege de benaderingen
die men gebruikt voor zowel de grond als aangeslagen toestands- berekenin-
gen zijn deze methodes niet voor alle systemen en toestanden te gebruiken.
Systemen waarin bindingen ver uitgerekt zijn kunnen niet goed beschreven
worden met deze methoden. Tevens is het onmogelijk om met de gangbare
benaderingen de energie van aangeslagen toestanden te berekenen waarbij
meer dan “1 elektron” van de grondtoestand geexciteerd wordt. Er is onder-
zoek gedaan naar het vermijden van deze restricties door andere benaderingen
toe te passen. Dit onderzoek heeft echter nog geen praktische oplossingen
opgeleverd. In plaats van binnen de dichtheidsfunctionaal theorie betere be-
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naderingen te vinden kan men ook aan een theorie werken die meer benader-
ingsmogelijkheden heeft. De dichtheidsmatrix functionaal theorie gaat verder
dan dichtheidsfunctionaal theorie en gebruikt de dichtheidsmatrix in plaats
van de dichtheid van het elektronische systeem. De exacte relatie/functionaal
voor de grondtoestands energie en de dichtheidsmatrix is bekend voor syste-
men met 2 elektronen. Men is in staat gebleken om benaderde functionalen
te vinden die nauwkeurige resultaten geven voor bindingbreuken van meer-
elektron systemen zoals CH4, H2O en HF. Het is ook mogelijk om de curves
van de aangeslagen toestanden te berekenen. Het is echter gebleken dat
de tijdsafhankelijke dichtheidsmatrix functionaal theorie niet in staat is om
nauwkeurige resultaten te geven. Om wel in staat te zijn om deze curves
te krijgen is er een extensie toegevoegd aan de dichtheidsmatrix function-
aal theorie. Met de resulterende tijdsafhankelijk phase-including natural or-
bital (PINO) theorie is aangetoond dat men exacte excitatie energieën kan
berekenen voor 2 elektron systemen. Naast de energieën die nodig zijn om
een systeem aan te slaan is het ook belangrijk om te weten wat de relatieve
absorptie-sterktes van excitaties van de grond toestand naar de aangeslagen
toestanden zijn. Deze sterkte kan men relateren aan de oscillator sterkte van
de excitaties. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de formule voor de oscillator sterkte
voor de PINO theorie afgeleid en toegepast op de 2 elektron H2 en HeH+

testsystemen. Tot dusver is de PINO theorie alleen op 2 elektron syste-
men toegepast. Het is belangrijk om te testen of deze theorie ook gebruikt
kan worden om nauwkeurige aangeslagen toestand curves te genereren voor
meer-elektron systemen. In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt er een nieuwe functionaal
gegenereerd die nauwkeurige energieën geeft voor quasi 2 elektron systemen
(LiH, Li2). De verdere analyse in dit hoofdstuk geeft aan dat de benaderde
functionalen die eerder gebruikt zijn voor de grondtoestand niet gebruikt
kunnen worden. Verder wordt er aangetoond dat het aannemelijk is dat
toekomstige functionalen een lineaire bezettingsgetal afhankelijk (ni) zouden
moeten hebben voor de compleet diagonale termen van de benaderde twee-
dichtsheidsmatrix (Γiiii). De excitatie energieën worden goed beschreven
voor de hiervoor beschreven systemen, de fysisch beschijving van de excities
is echter niet makkelijk te interpreteren omdat men exciteert naar een grote
hoeveelheid natuurlijke orbitalen. In Hoofstuk 5 wordt voorgesteld om dit
probleem te omzeilen door middel van een transformatie van de “virtuele”
orbitalen naar zogeheten natural excitation orbitals (NEOs). De toepassing
van de NEO transformatie bij het H2 systeem leidt tot het resultaat dat de
NEOs heel erg lijken op praktisch exacte Kohn-Sham orbitalen. Aangezien
we een exacte functionaal gebruiken voor dit systeem kan dit als een sterke
bevestiging van de resultaten in Hoofdstuk 2 gezien worden.
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